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ABSTRACT 

The summative evaluation of the National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded Geometry 
Playground traveling exhibition was a two-year naturalistic study to examine (a) the ways and 
extent to which the exhibition promoted the practice of spatial reasoning skills, and appreciation 
for geometry, and (b) its influence on museum professionals’ thinking across three venues: the 
Exploratorium (San Francisco, CA), the Science Museum of Minnesota (St. Paul, MN), and the 
Don Harrington Discovery Center (Amarillo, TX). The study took place from December 2009 
through November 2011 and included five site visits to the first three host museums, 
observations of, and interviews with, purposively selected casual museum visitors and museum 
staff, and reviews of documents including an extensive critical review of the project website. 
Data collection also included interviews with museum staff and a critical review of the project’s 
website. Data analysis was conducted using modified inductive constant comparison. A total of 
approximately 164 contact hours (including observations, interviews, and on-site debriefs) were 
spent with 354 respondent groups (1,620 individuals). Findings indicated many visitors of all 
ages engaged in a variety of types of spatial reasoning within the exhibition, and in some cases 
moved up a level or two on a knowledge hierarchy. Social interactions among visitors tended to 
be of three types: Far Out, Up Close, and Hybrid. Some social interactions and ability to engage 
with the exhibits were limited by the need for just one thing, e.g. a hint to notice or do 
something. Most visitors to the large climbing structures tended to engage in age-appropriate 
playground behaviors. At the smaller immersives and table-top units engagements were more 
typical of museum behaviors including teaching/learning behaviors. Most visitors tended to think 
primarily about geometry rather than spatial reasoning. When they did think about spatial 
reasoning, it helped them move up a level on the knowledge hierarchy. Engagement with spatial 
reasoning and geometry appeared to be equitable for girls and boys. Conceptual pairings of some 
of the exhibits worked well when the exhibits were in close proximity and/or when the pairings 
were pointed out to visitors. But most visitors were not aware of the pairings. The exhibits 
appeared to travel well. Challenges included the size, weight, and complexity of installation 
required for the large climbing structures, and some wear and tear of exhibit components. The 
flexible floor plan had both advantages and disadvantages. There was limited guidance and 
training for floor staff, ultimately resulting in uneven support and guidance for visitors. The 
exhibition contributed to many visitors’ positive feelings about, and appreciation for, the 
aesthetics of geometry. Host museum staff gained some appreciation for the exhibition itself, for 
the ways in which visitors learned about geometry, and for the appropriateness of large-scale 
climbing structures within a science museum setting.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Introduction. The National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded Geometry Playground was a 
multi-faceted project whose major goals included developing a large geometry-focused traveling 
exhibition and raising the museum profession’s awareness of the roles that geometry, spatial 
reasoning, and immersion can play in science center exhibits and programming. The project’s 
major product was an approximately 5,000-square-foot traveling exhibition consisting of a 
mixture of large- and medium-sized exhibit units that invited and encouraged whole-body 
involvement with geometry, and smaller table-top units, some of which addressed the same and 
additional spatial reasoning and geometric concepts as the immersive structures. The project also 
developed a website and online Pathways educational materials and included a research 
component. The two major audiences for the project were small social groups of children 5-12 
years old with their caregivers, and museum professionals. 
 
Overview of the evaluation. The summative evaluation took place from December 2009 through 
January 2012. The major focus of the evaluation was the traveling exhibition, hosted by three 
science centers during this study. The evaluation looked at the effectiveness of the exhibition as an 
opportunity for visitors to practice spatial reasoning. The summative evaluation also examined 
how well the exhibition traveled and the influences of the exhibition on host science center staff. 
Finally, the evaluation also included a critical review of the Geometry Playground website. 
 
Methodology and methods. The summative evaluation used a naturalistic methodology and 
primarily qualitative methods. The team included staff from both the Exploratorium and Selinda 
Research Associates (SRA). SRA conducted five site visits to the three venues: the 
Exploratorium (Explo), the Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM), and the Don Harrington 
Discovery Center (DHDC). Visitors and staff were observed and interviewed and project-related 
documents were reviewed, including websites and publicity signage. Most respondents for this 
study were purposively selected museum visitors in naturally occurring social groups. Data 
analysis was conducted using modified inductive constant comparison. A total of 
approximately164 contact hours (including observations, interviews, and on-site debriefs) were 
spent with 354 respondent groups (1,620 individuals). 
 
Exhibition design and layout. The 31 Geometry Playground exhibits were classified into six 
general types: (a) large immersives (two large climbing structures: the Gyroid and Stack of 
Stars); (b) medium immersives (smaller exhibits that involved the whole body, including a few 
smaller climbing structures); (c) table-top units (mostly interactives); two types of 
“contemplative” exhibits: (d) static objects behind glass and (e) photo panels; and (f) some 
exhibit furniture. A few of the exhibit units were “conceptually paired.” These conceptual pairs 
consisted of at least one large or medium immersive exhibit dealing with a certain geometric idea 
and one smaller table-top exhibit focusing on the same concept which engaged visitors with the 
concept in different ways.  
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Most of the 31 exhibit units were installed in all three venues, and at all three, the layouts were 
open, with porous boundaries rather than solid walls separating them from adjacent exhibitions. 
However, the floor plans in each of the three venues were significantly different, and the 
conceptual pairs were installed differently at all three venues. 
 
Three important differences among the installations were: (a) at SMM, the exhibition was split 
and installed on two floors; (b) at DHDC, the Gyroid was reduced to two, rather than three, 
layers tall; and (c) labeling at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars differed.  
 
Visitor flow and perceived cohesion of the exhibition. Three distinct visitor flow patterns were 
identified: (a) walk through the exhibition on a linear traverse and return later; (b) explore in a 
less linear way, often moving in and out across the porous boundaries of the exhibition; and (c) 
settle and stay at a single exhibit for a long time, often one of the large climbing structures. One 
important consequence of these flow patterns was that visitors often did not perceive the 
exhibition as a coherent whole. This led to misunderstandings of what some of the exhibits were 
about and limited their engagements with spatial reasoning. 
 
Experiences with immersive exhibits. The two large immersive climbing structures inspired 
playground behaviors among children and adults alike. As at a playground, children tended to 
climb, whereas adults tended to sit. However, the data indicated that some caregivers and 
children displayed an interesting mix of playground and museum behaviors, such as thinking 
about geometric shapes, reading exhibit labels, and taking photographs.  
 
While most adult engagements at the two large climbing structures tended to be minimal, 
passive, and reminiscent of the ways adults engage in playgrounds, caregivers were more 
engaged at the smaller climbing structures like the Shape Cubes. Children’s play at the smaller 
immersives seemed less playground-like and more museum-like than with the large immersives. 
 
Transitioning between exhibits. Because the different types of exhibit units were mixed 
throughout the exhibition, visitors frequently transitioned between exhibits that required 
significantly different levels of energy, activity, and cognitive engagement. Most often when 
children left the large climbing structures, they (and their parents) resumed their usual science 
museum roles. The data indicated no significant negative spillover effect from their playground 
behavior, as they moved from the climbing activities to other exhibits. However, there was 
evidence of some positive spillover effects. For example, there were indications that spending 
physically active time on the climbing structures may have helped children focus on the 
surrounding exhibits. 
 
Safety issues. Because the exhibition included two large climbing structures, the development 
team and host museum staff were concerned about safety issues. Various attempts were made to 
increase safety at the large immersives, including warning signs, age limits, controlled access, 
and close staff supervision. Although caregiver visitors seemed aware of the safety dangers on 
the climbing structures, most did not express much concern about them. More parents tended to 
stand close to Stack of Stars and stayed more engaged with their children there than they did at 
the Gyroid. Findings about the effectiveness of the suggested age limits were not conclusive. 
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Caregiver-child interactions. Three broad categories of caregiver-child interactions emerged: 
Far Out, Up Close, and Hybrid, based on a combination of physical proximity and intimacy of 
interaction. Far Out interactions were: (a) On Your Own, (b) Observer, and (c) Safety and 
Supervision. Up Close interactions were: (a) Photo Op, (b) Games, and (c) Meaning Making. 
Hybrid interactions were: (a) Check In, and (b) Recognition and Pride. These categories defined 
certain types of engagements, not types of visitor groups, as members of any particular group 
moved frequently and fluidly between these different modes of social interactions.  
 
Variations of these engagements were observed at all the exhibits in Geometry Playground. In 
general however, Far Out and Hybrid interactions were characteristic of many engagements at 
the large immersive experiences, while Up Close interactions were more characteristic of the 
engagements at the medium immersives and table-top exhibits. Many social interactions, 
regardless of the type, were found to be limited by the need for just one thing to get something 
meaningful out of the exhibit, usually a hint or instruction to notice or do something. 
 
Equitable experiences for different subgroups. Although visitors of various ages tended to have 
different experiences—based on their physical size, level of physical activity, inclination towards 
reading, background knowledge, and other age-related factors—Geometry Playground provided 
appealing and effective experiences for visitors of all ages and genders. Indications were that 
girls and boys were equally attracted to, and engaged at, the exhibits. By enticing many visitors 
to go beyond their everyday experiences, Geometry Playground provided equitable experiences 
for most visitors. 
 
Labels. The labels in Geometry Playground were of six different (but often overlapping) types: 
(a) instructions, (b) warnings, (c) interpretive panels, (d) object labels, (e) quotations, and (f) 
titles. Many visitors used the labels to discover important information about the exhibit units, and 
geometry concepts in general.  
 
Sometimes the instruction labels left visitors in need of just one thing to be successful at the 
exhibit. The warning labels (located on the climbing structures) proved mostly effective at 
limiting excessive behaviors, but may also have unintentionally limited desirable engagements 
by visitors younger than the suggested ages. Bench-mounted interpretive labels at the climbing 
structures seemed most useful when they helped caregivers either discuss the label content with 
their children, or encourage their children to try suggested activities.  
 
Object labels helped visitors appreciate both the real-world applications and aesthetic aspects of 
geometry. Quotations included important ideas about geometry and spatial reasoning, but few 
visitors attended to them. The exhibition title was displayed in very few places and most visitors 
were unaware of it. When they did notice it, it communicated many important ideas: geometry is 
fun, something we can play with, and geometry goes beyond what we learned about in school. 
Some exhibit titles also communicated important ideas to visitors (for example Stack of Stars), 
but again, the titles often were not noticed. 
 
A few exhibits did not have labels, and in some installations of some other exhibits, the labels 
were not included. When labels were not included, fewer successful meaning-making 
interactions took place. 
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Effectiveness of paired exhibits. Conceptual pairings, when visitors recognized them, 
contributed to both spatial reasoning about the exhibits, and increased understanding and 
thoughtfulness about geometric concepts. However, most visitors did not recognize most 
conceptual pairs. Because conceptual pairs were so effective when visitors did recognize them, 
the idea of pairing exhibits seems to be a sound one. 
 
Visitors’ relationships to geometry. Most respondents recognized that they were in a large 
exhibition about geometry or “shapes.” Some made connections to real-world geometry, and 
many expressed an aesthetic appreciation for geometry. Some visitors indicated they learned 
about, or expanded their understanding of geometric concepts and 2- and 3-D shapes. The few 
respondents who did not make the connection between the exhibits and geometry tended to be 
those who had spent a very limited amount of time in the exhibition, or visitors who had not yet 
formally studied geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning. Visitors of all ages effectively engaged in practicing a wide range of spatial 
reasoning skills for extended periods of time. A six-level spatial reasoning knowledge hierarchy 
emerged: Level 0-No engagement, Level 1-Mindless engagement, Level 2-Trial and error, Level 
3-Deliberateness, Level 4-Mental objects and/or complex rules, and Level 5-Absence of physical 
objects. Some visitors spent time practicing spatial reasoning skills within one level, while some 
others progressed a level or two. Most respondents were not meta-cognitive, or aware that they 
were doing spatial reasoning. This was not a goal of the exhibition, but when visitors thought 
more deliberately about their spatial reasoning engagements with the exhibits, they often moved 
up the knowledge hierarchy. 
 
Travelability. Most of the exhibit units were easily assembled, set up, and installed. The 
exhibition manual was a useful resource, and Explo staff were available via telephone when 
needed. Challenges included the size and weight of some of the exhibit units, and the assembly 
time for the large climbing structures and their rubberized platforms. The exhibition’s flexible 
floor plan proved to be a mixed blessing. The exhibition could be adapted to accommodate the 
specific needs of each venue, but this often resulted in missed opportunities for the goals of the 
exhibition to be achieved, or meant that some subtleties of the exhibit developers’ intentions 
went unrealized. Finally, although many host museum staff were pleased that the exhibit units 
required minimal maintenance, by the time the exhibition arrived at the third venue, some of the 
components were worn enough to need replacement. 
 
The exhibition website. The Geometry Playground website provided potential users with rich 
resources that could serve exhibition visitors in important ways. However, the website was not 
mentioned in the exhibition or in the publicity materials, so most visitors were not aware of it. 
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The site’s navigation was clear and easy to use on most desktop or laptop computers, but it was 
too complex to be useful for mobile devices, and it did not work well with Apple products such 
as iPhones and iPads. In addition, there was no search function, which would have helped users 
locate materials and information. 
 
Many aspects of the website did a good job of supporting the exhibition’s goals by, for instance, 
helping users appreciate the beauty and aesthetic aspects of geometry and highlighting aspects of 
geometry in everyday life. However, there were few discussions of spatial reasoning, including 
the activities aimed at educators.  
 
Conclusions. The Geometry Playground exhibition provided engaging and enjoyable 
experiences for most visitors. Many visitors expanded their thinking about geometry in useful 
and important ways. The mix of large- and medium-sized immersive exhibits, hands-on table-top 
interactives, and contemplative exhibits provided a refreshing combination of experiences that 
visitors took advantage of and appreciated. Although the exhibition was targeted to 5- to 12-
year-old children and their adult caregivers, visitors of all ages effectively practiced a wide range 
of spatial reasoning skills.  
 
The exhibition was also effective at raising visitors’ awareness about aesthetic aspects of 
geometry and about ways that geometry is encountered in everyday life. The exhibition had 
mixed results with its goal of encouraging social interactions between caregivers and children 5-
12, both because the climbing structures seemed to encourage caregivers to disengage from their 
children, and because most labels were not designed to specifically support such interactions. 
While not an explicit project goal, the exhibition missed the opportunity to help visitors become 
more aware of, and deliberate about, their spatial reasoning activities. 
 
The Geometry Playground exhibition will likely contribute to the advancement of the field’s 
understanding of immersive visitor experiences, spatial reasoning, math, and geometry in 
informal settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Geometry Playground was a multi-faceted project whose major goals included developing a 
large, geometry-focused traveling exhibition and raising the museum profession’s awareness of 
the roles that geometry, spatial reasoning, and immersion can play in science center exhibits and 
programming. The project’s major product was an approximately 5,000-square-foot traveling 
exhibition with 31 exhibit units. The exhibition was designed to provide a variety of types of 
opportunities for visitors to engage with geometry, and practice a range of spatial reasoning 
skills. The project also developed a website and educational materials, and included a research 
component. These are described briefly below. 
 
Funded in part by the National Science Foundation (NSF), Geometry Playground was developed 
by the Exploratorium (Explo) with input from the Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM), which 
participated in exhibit development and remediation. Other institutions participated in workshops 
about large immersive exhibits and reviewed some of the processes and exhibits under 
development. The project kicked off in early 2007 and received a one-year, no-cost extension, 
with an end date of August 31, 2011. 
 
At the time of the writing of this report, the exhibition had traveled to the following four venues, 
and future venues were being planned.  

June 2010 – September 2010  Exploratorium, San Francisco, CA 
October 2010 – January 2011  Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
February 2011 – May 2011  Don Harrington Discovery Center, Amarillo, TX 
June 2011 – June 2012  Reuben H. Fleet Science Center, San Diego, CA 

 

Project Goals and Audiences 

Following is a list of project goals developed early in the project.1 
1. Foster spatial thinking among children 5-12 and their adult caregivers. 
2. Increase engagement with geometry activities among children 5-12 and their adult 

caregivers. 
3. Encourage social interactions between adults and children 5-12 during their visit to the 

exhibition. 
4. Increase positive experiences and associations with geometry for children 5-12 and their 

adult caregivers. 
5. Generate interest among museum professionals in immersion as an educational tool in 

informal settings. 
6. Create and disseminate more examples of immersive experiences in museums. 
7. Build understanding of the effects of immersive experiences in informal environments. 

 
The two major target audiences for the project were identified as (a) small groups with children 
5-12 years old with their caregivers, and (b) museum professionals. 

                                                
1 These goals are taken from a series of Impacts and Indicators worksheets developed by the Exploratorium for 
NSF. 
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Project Components 

The Geometry Playground project included a variety of components. The major ones are 
described briefly below. 
 

Exhibition 
The Geometry Playground traveling exhibition was designed to be installed entirely inside host 
museum’s exhibit galleries.2 It was composed of a mixture of large, immersive, and climbable 
exhibit units that invited and encouraged whole-body involvement with geometry, and smaller 
table-top units, some of which addressed the same and additional geometric concepts as the 
immersive structures. The traveling exhibition was composed of 31 exhibit units, although not all 
venues installed all units. The exhibit units included two large immersive climbing structures, 10 
medium-sized immersive exhibits, 12 smaller table-top units, and a number of static objects and 
furniture. (See Table 2 under Findings: Design and Layout for a listing of the exhibits 
summarized by type.) For a more complete description of the exhibit units, see Appendix A, and 
to see photographs of each of the units, see Appendix B.  
 

Website 
The project also developed an accompanying Geometry Playground website.3 This website 
included information about the exhibits and their creators, as well as activities that website 
visitors could do within the exhibition or anywhere else, including playgrounds and other 
outdoor spaces. These activities related closely to key concepts and approaches used in the 
exhibition and could be either read online or printed out.  
 
In addition to the primary Geometry Playground website developed by the Exploratorium, each 
of the host museums mentioned the exhibition on its website home page or exhibition pages. 
Some of the host venues also developed more extensive web modules dedicated to Geometry 
Playground and included these on their institutions’ websites. However, not all of the host 
museums included links from their Geometry Playground website pages to the primary 
(Exploratorium) Geometry Playground website. 
 

Educational Activities 
An additional output of the project, with funding provided by the Moore Foundation, was a 
series of about 30 educational activities developed for use by teachers, homeschoolers, and 
families. Termed Pathways, these activities were developed for use at schools, homes, outdoors, 
and in the exhibition. The activities were accessible through the Resources section of Explo’s 
Geometry Playground website and at least one of the Geometry Playground web modules 
developed by the host museums. They were also made available to the local teacher community 
and on Explo’s Pinhole.4 
 

                                                
2 This report uses the term exhibition to refer to the entire installation. Individual, stand-alone components, like the 
Gyroid or Build a Room, are referred to as exhibits or exhibit units. 
3 As of the writing of this report, the URL for this website is: http://www.exploratorium.edu/geometryplayground/ 
4 Pinhole is an active listserv for alumni of the Exploratorium’s Teacher Institute, http://www.exploratorium.edu/ti/ 
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Outdoor Exhibits  
In addition to the interior traveling exhibition, at the time of the writing of this report the 
Exploratorium was in the process of developing outdoor playground structures and 
accompanying signage and activities that encourage spatial reasoning. It is our understanding 
that these structures will be permanently installed outdoors at selected venues, perhaps including 
a science center, park, and school playground. While the original intent was to include some of 
these playground pieces in the summative study, the timing did not work out. 
 

Research Component 
In addition to products developed for public audiences, the Geometry Playground project also 
included a research component looking at spatial reasoning at the exhibits, as evidenced by 
visitors’ conversations about math and geometry. At the time of the writing of this report, the 
video data from this research were being analyzed. It is anticipated that this study will contribute 
significantly to the museum field’s understanding of how visitors engage with geometry and 
math in informal settings. Additional research undertaken as part of this project included a study 
focused on developing gender-equitable exhibits that promote use of spatial reasoning skills 
(Dancu, 2010) and a study comparing visitor experiences at immersive and table-top exhibits 
(Dancu & Gutwill, 2010). See Appendix C for a list of research presentations and papers 
published to date. 
 

Overview of Project Evaluations  

Evaluation for the Geometry Playground project included front-end, formative, and summative 
studies. Each of these is described briefly below. See Appendix C for a complete list of 
evaluation reports. 
 

Front-end Evaluation 
In search of effective approaches to developing exhibits and environments that foster 
intergenerational play involving adults and children, Hido & Gutwill (2007) undertook a front-
end study at Adventure Playground in Berkeley, an outdoor facility at the marina where children 
and their adults are encouraged to play and build. The purpose of this study was to help identify 
“the design features of an environment that would engage adults and children ages 5-12 in 
whole-body play activities.” 
 

Formative Evaluation 
Prototype versions of the exhibits underwent extensive formative evaluation, including more 
than 48 studies of 21 exhibits. Formative evaluation took place at both the Exploratorium and the 
Science Museum of Minnesota, one of the partner museums. The exhibits and accompanying 
labels changed significantly based on the formative findings. 
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Summative Evaluation 
The summative evaluation of Geometry Playground began in December 2009, and concluded 
with the completion of this report in January 2012. Data collection took place from July 2010 
through May 2011 and included site visits to three venues: Explo, SMM, and the Don Harrington 
Discovery Center (DHDC).  
 
The major focus of the summative evaluation was the exhibition as it toured the country. At each 
of the three venues, the exhibition footprints and floor plans were significantly different. Not all 
exhibit units were installed at each site, and sometimes, even when the same exhibit units were 
installed, the versions were slightly or significantly different.  
 
This summative study looked at both the effectiveness of the exhibition as a visitor experience, 
and at how well the exhibition traveled from one host to the next—what was referred to as the 
exhibition’s “travelability.” The summative also examined some aspects of the project’s 
contributions to the museum field, and included a detailed review of the Geometry Playground 
primary website. The evaluation did not look at the project’s educational programming or 
additional educational products or research.  
 
The remainder of this report covers the summative evaluation only. We hope it will provide 
useful feedback for both the Geometry Playground project team and the project’s funders. In 
addition, we hope it will be useful to other museums and science centers interested in 
incorporating math, geometry, and spatial reasoning in their exhibits and programs. 
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METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 

 

Methodology 

A research method is a technique for (or way of proceeding in) gathering 
evidence.… A methodology is a theory and analysis of how research does or should 
proceed.” (Harding, 1987, p. 2) 

People often confuse methodology and methods. In this study, we used a naturalistic 
methodology (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Naturalistic inquiry is a field-based methodology that 
examines phenomenon as it naturally occurs—as opposed to an experimental or scientific 
methodology where hypotheses are generated and variables are controlled and manipulated. 
Relying to a large extent on naturalistic observations and respondent narratives, the goal of 
naturalistic methodology is to provide a holistic understanding of the phenomenon under 
investigation from a variety of perspectives. Naturalistic inquiry is a rigorous and disciplined 
approach to collecting, analyzing, and reporting data gathered in natural (as opposed to 
laboratory) settings and has proven to be particularly effective for conducting research in 
complex environments such as informal learning settings (Allen, Gutwill, Perry, Garibay, 
Ellenbogen, Heimlich, et al., 2007). Naturalistic methodologies emphasize collecting data using 
a mix of methods, primarily qualitative, and triangulating findings. Naturalistic evaluation 
reports tend to be narrative in format, enabling the researchers to capture and report the findings 
with rich descriptions of respondents’ behaviors and, when possible, in respondents’ own words. 
 
In a report written for the Smithsonian, a useful description of naturalistic evaluation is 
presented.  
 

The methods employed in this study are what we refer to as Naturalistic Evaluation. 
They are naturalistic because we observe and interact with persons as they actually 
engage in their museum visit. We approach them naturally; we engage with them in 
natural conversation; and we document their natural behavior. The methods are 
evaluative because we ask the visitor to assess the quality of his/her experience and 
to clarify the nature and meaning of such experience from their unique point of 
view. This strategy of combining observation and interview procedures has proven 
to be extremely helpful in revealing detailed aspects of the visitors’ experiences as 
well as the cognitive and affective impact that these experiences offer (Wolf & 
Tymitz, 1981, p. 2). 
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Overview of the Study 

 

Research Questions 
The primary evaluation question was: 
 

In what ways and to what extent did the Geometry Playground exhibition, stand-
alone structures, and accompanying website facilitate meaning-making and 
promote the practice of spatial reasoning skills and appreciation for geometry? 

 
A secondary evaluation question was: 
 

In what ways and to what extent did various types of involvements with the 
Geometry Playground project contribute to selected museum staff members’ 
thinking about exhibition development, and especially their perceptions of and 
appreciation for the inclusion of (a) large-scale immersive structures, and (b) 
geometry and other math-related concepts in museum displays? 

 
Although these questions guided the research and are addressed extensively in this report, our 
investigations revealed a number of additional issues that we also discuss in the body of the 
report and its appendixes. 
 

The Evaluation Team 
A team comprised of staff from both the Exploratorium (Josh Gutwill, Peggy Monahan, and Toni 
Dancu) and Selinda Research Associates (Deborah Perry, and Eric Gyllenhaal) guided the 
summative evaluation. 
 
In this study the role of client was shared among the three Exploratorium (Explo) 
representatives. All three were present at planning meetings, and they shared client 
responsibilities. Josh Gutwill commissioned the study, and he and Peggy Monahan were 
primarily responsible for issues related to Explo goals, budget, and timelines. Toni Dancu was 
the primary communication point person, filtering feedback and emails between Explo and 
Selinda Research Associates (SRA). She also contributed to discussions about goals and 
timelines, and served as the liaison during SRA site visits to San Francisco and St. Paul.  
 
Deborah Perry served as project director for the evaluation study, and oversaw the timeline, 
schedule, and quality of the deliverable. She served as spokesperson for the study and took the 
lead in developing the evaluation plan and topical framework. She participated in the data 
collection, data analysis, and the writing of the final report. Eric Gyllenhaal was the lead 
researcher and was primarily responsible for conducting the study and implementing the 
evaluation plan. He took the lead in data collection, data analysis, the website critical review, and 
writing the first draft of the final report.  
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Research Design 
The summative evaluation study consisted of four phases. During the planning phase, December 
2009 to June 2010, the evaluation plan was developed, research questions were identified, and a 
topical framework5 was developed. See Appendix D for the complete topical framework 
developed for this study. 
 
The data collection phase extended from July 2010 through May 2011, and included five site 
visits to the first three host museums (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1.  Data collection site visits 
# Who? Where? When? 
1 Eric & Deborah Exploratorium, San Francisco July 2010 
2 Eric Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul December 2010 
3 Eric Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul December 2010 
4 Deborah Don Harrington Discovery Center, Amarillo, Texas May 2011 
5 Eric Don Harrington Discovery Center, Amarillo, Texas May 2011 
 
During these site visits, visitors and selected staff members were observed and interviewed, 
using methods described below. Additional phone interviews with staff were conducted from 
February through May 2011, and a critical review of the exhibition website took place during 
April and May 2011. See Appendix E for a complete list of data sources. 
 
Data analysis took place during and after data collection was completed (from July 2010 through 
July 2011). Brief site-visit summaries were submitted to the client after each of the first three site 
visits.  
 
Writing of the final report for this study began as data analysis wound down. Client reviews were 
built into the report-writing phase, including a multi-department team of reviewers from the 
Exploratorium, with feedback incorporated (as appropriate) into the final version of the report.  
 

Remediation 
While SRA did not conduct a formal remedial evaluation of the exhibition, remedial evaluations 
were conducted at Explo and SMM and revisions made to the exhibition. In addition, the initial 
installation at Explo served as a shake-down for the exhibition. Based on a preliminary analysis 
of findings from the first site visit, SRA researchers helped Explo staff identify challenges and 
determine necessary remediations before the exhibition traveled. Because SMM was a partner 
site, they continued to identify challenges and make necessary remediations before the exhibition 
traveled to non-partner sites, and SRA researchers tracked this process. After observing the 
installations at the first three host sites, SRA researchers made some preliminary 
recommendations for the installation at the fourth site in June 2011. Recommendations about 
installation at future sites are also included in this report. 
 

                                                
5 A topical framework is a list of all the issues (or topics) that the summative evaluation was designed to explore. 
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Selecting Respondents 
Respondents for this study were selected using purposive—as opposed to the more familiar 
random—selection methods (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Purposive sampling is a technique 
where each respondent is selected based on the results of previous data sets in order to achieve 
the greatest variability in data. As data are gathered and preliminary analysis is conducted, new 
questions and areas of study emerge. Respondents were selected purposively to illuminate 
different types of experiences. Using purposive selection ensured that data was gathered from a 
variety of respondents with a maximum range of experiences. Children were often purposively 
selected for observation, but were not interviewed unless their parent’s permission was secured.  
  

Description of Respondents 
Respondents in this study were primarily casual museum visitors in naturally occurring social 
groups. Note that a “social group” was sometimes an individual visiting the museum alone. 
During the selection process, the researchers made a special effort to include as many different 
social group configurations as possible. Although we did not seek out intact school groups, scout 
troops, or birthday parties (or other organized groups), these groups were observed at times, 
especially when it was clear that doing so would contribute to our understanding of the effects 
and effectiveness of the exhibition. Also, when individuals or small groups who were sub-sets of 
these types of organized groups fit the selection criteria, they were included as respondents, for 
example when parent-chaperones were visiting with a group that included their own children.  
 
Because small family (and other) social groups are a typical audience for the host museums, they 
formed a large proportion of the respondents. We paid special attention to groups that matched 
the target audience for the exhibition: 5- to 12-year-old children and their caregivers, but did not 
limit ourselves to this population.  
 
It should be noted that many visitors to the exhibition were not part of the target audience (5- to 
12-year-olds and their accompanying caregivers). In particular, visitors younger than 5-12 years 
old were a frequent—and in some situations, the most frequent—type of visitors. In addition, 
many groups that met the definition of the target audience also included preschool and younger 
siblings. Because these visitors were so prevalent, and because this study employed a naturalistic 
methodology—that is, one where the focus is on the naturally occurring world—we included 
findings on younger visitors’ experiences as well.  
 
Exact data about most respondents’ ages were not collected, unless it was mentioned as part of 
an interview. For this reason we refer to general descriptions of age (when appropriate) based on 
factors such as size and behavior, and perceived relationships within social groups. In general, 
the term “children” is used to describe children who appeared to be within the target age range of 
5-12 years old, “younger children” to describe those younger than the target audience, and “older 
children” to describe those older than the target age range. Sometimes we refer specifically to 
those at the lower or upper ends of the targeted age range. 
 
One respondent was known to one of the researchers. This person visited the museum with their 
own family group, and agreed to a follow-up telephone interview. 
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While not a primary focus of the evaluation, it was important to the exhibition development team 
to understand how well the exhibition traveled to host museums and the ways in which the 
Geometry Playground exhibition contributed to museum staff members’ thinking about large-
scale and immersive exhibit units. Therefore, respondents for this study also included 25 staff 
and volunteers from Explo, SMM, and DHDC. 
 
In some evaluation studies, the optimal number of respondents is determined during the planning 
phase. In naturalistic evaluations, the number of respondents is not pre-determined. Rather, data 
are collected until a state of redundancy is reached. Redundancy is the point at which trends have 
emerged, and no new information is found, in spite of repeated attempts to elicit alternative 
perspectives and new understandings.  
 
In this study, there was approximately 164 contact hours with respondents, with 354 respondent 
groups and 1,620 individuals. While the number of respondents is unusually high for a 
naturalistic study, it can be attributed to the large number of extended observations (see below), 
and observations of several school groups and camp groups. 
 
For complete tables summarizing respondents and contact hours, please see Appendix E and 
Appendix F. 
 

Ethical Treatment of Respondents 
SRA, Explo, and NSF are committed to the ethical treatment of respondents. Research adhered 
to standard professional practices for conducting research in informal settings. All respondents 
were guaranteed anonymity and gave informed consent. Signs were posted during all on-site 
evaluations informing visitors that data collection was taking place and explaining that they were 
under no obligation to participate, and that they could terminate the interview at any point. 
Disruption of visitors’ experiences was kept to a minimum.  
 

Methods 

The evaluation team used a variety of qualitative and quantitative methods to collect data for this 
study. Following is a brief description of each of the methods used. 

Observations 
A major method of gathering data for this study was observing visitors using the exhibition. As 
part of these observations, the researcher paid particular attention to the range of four types of 
visitor engagements: physical, social, emotional, and intellectual, as described below. These 
types of engagements are not—and are not meant to be—mutually exclusive. Note that all the 
examples of engagements listed below were not pre-determined, but emerged from the data. 
 
Physical engagements were all the physical things visitors did at the exhibits or activities, such as 
standing or sitting, reading labels, engaging in fantasy play, climbing onto or inside a structure, 
holding and rotating small loose pieces, assembling and reassembling structures, spending time, 
using an interactive, and so forth.  
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Intellectual engagements were all the ways in which visitors engaged cognitively and 
intellectually with the content of the exhibition. They included a respondent being thoughtful and 
reflective, making comparisons, practicing spatial reasoning skills, or relating something to their 
personal life. Intellectual engagements also included “aha” moments, or other indications that a 
respondent made a personally meaningful connection. 
 
Social engagements were the ways in which visitors engaged with each other to make meaning 
of their exhibition experiences. These included verbal exchanges and body language, such as 
storytelling, teaching-learning interactions, directing attention, asking and answering a question, 
explaining, and other social activities that contributed to active meaning-making. For the 
purposes of this study, it did not include social interactions that were not focused on the 
exhibition content, such as discussing the weather or where to go for lunch. 
 
Emotional engagements were all the ways that visitors engaged emotionally with the exhibition’s 
environments and interpretation. Researchers looked for a variety of emotional responses to both 
the content of the exhibition as well as the design and interpretation. These included 
appreciation, excitement, anger, surprise, satisfaction, frustration, or confusion. 
 
In looking at these four types of engagements, four different types of observations were 
conducted.  
 
During unobtrusive observations, a researcher would select a respondent group (see Selecting 
Respondents above), and then watch the visitor group as they explored the exhibition. The 
researchers tried to remain as unobtrusive as possible so they didn’t affect the visitor experience, 
but they did not try to disguise themselves. When the group moved around the exhibition, the 
researcher would follow them at a distance, taking notes about which exhibits and activities the 
group stopped at, how long they stayed, and what they did and said at each exhibit and activity. 
(Note that this aspect of unobtrusive observations was not a formal tracking and timing study.)  
 
Extended observations were a variation on unobtrusive observations. Similar to an unobtrusive 
observation, the researcher would try to minimize their presence as much as possible. Instead of 
following a single visitor group around the exhibition, the researcher would remain stationary, 
spending an extended period of time (often a half hour or more) at a single exhibit unit, or a 
small selection of related units. Similar to unobtrusive observations, the researcher observed and 
recorded how these groups engaged with the components, recorded segments of conversation, 
and sometimes timed how long individual groups stayed at a component.  
 
Incidental observations were also a variation on unobtrusive observations. They included short 
observations and snatches of conversation collected when the researchers were involved in other 
activities. For instance, researchers sometimes were observing one group when a member of a 
nearby group said or did something interesting or revealing. Rather than breaking off contact 
with the first group, the researcher made a few quick notes, adding context to the notes after the 
main activity was complete. This approach allowed researchers to record relatively rare events 
that otherwise would have been lost. 
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Finally, participant observations bridged the gap between observations and interviews. In some 
cases, opportunities arose for the researcher to become part of a visiting group and engage more 
directly with the respondents. In these situations, the researcher participated to some degree in 
the group experience, while clearly maintaining their role as researcher. This technique was 
useful at exhibits where there were opportunities to engage in a variety of ways and where 
outcomes were likely to be diverse, or where it was difficult to overhear what visitors were 
discussing. When feasible—and with respondents’ permission—participant observations were 
recorded, using a digital audio recorder and later transcribed for analysis. 
 
Most of the data collected during observations was qualitative. However, quantitative data was 
collected when needed to address particular questions. For instance, researchers regularly 
recorded the time a group spent engaged with an exhibit or series of exhibits, and the number of 
exhibits a group visited. Researchers sometimes recorded the numbers of respondents exhibiting 
a particular behavior, such as caregivers sitting or standing at the climbing structures, or the 
numbers of boys and girls present on the climbing structures, recorded at regular intervals. 
Details about sampling strategies are included in footnotes when these data are discussed later in 
the report. 
 

Depth Interviews 
Data were also collected for this study by conducting depth interviews with respondents. Depth 
interviews were open-ended and conversational in nature, allowing the respondents to set the 
direction of the conversation, and the researcher to gather data in the respondent’s own words. 
When feasible—and with respondents’ permission—depth interviews were recorded using a 
digital audio recorder and later transcribed for analysis. While researchers had loosely structured 
interview protocols to guide these conversations, the specific questions asked of any particular 
respondent were unique to that respondent. The researchers used their background and 
experience to ask non-threatening questions to elicit information that would enable them to 
answer the broader questions on the topical framework. They also recognized additional 
interesting threads that were not on the topical framework and often followed up on them. Visitor 
groups were not asked for any identifying information. Names and contact information for 
museum staff and volunteers have been held in confidence and are available only to selected 
SRA staff. 
 
Four types of depth interviews were conducted during this study. 
 
Intercept interviews. After a respondent group had been observed at one exhibit (or at a small 
group of related exhibits), researchers approached them for a conversation that focused on just 
that engagement. Intercept interviews typically lasted for 4-8 minutes, depending on the needs 
and interests of the group. Longer interviews often took place when respondents were willing to 
discuss exhibits they had recently left.  
 
Exit interviews. Conducted with visitor groups as they left the exhibition area, respondents were 
approached after they had been observed in at least four exhibit units, so that they had some 
familiarity with the range of exhibits available in Geometry Playground. Exit interviews with 
visitors lasted for 5-45 minutes depending on the needs and limitations of the group.  
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On-site staff and volunteer interviews. Depth interviews with staff were conducted face-to-face, 
often in the exhibition, but also in offices, hallways, and cafes, depending on the needs of the 
respondents. Interviews conducted in the exhibition often followed up on observations of the 
staff carrying out their duties, such as exhibit maintenance, monitoring safety at the climbing 
structures, or engaging with visitor groups at individual exhibits. On-site staff interviews lasted 
5-15 minutes. 
 
Phone interviews. SRA researchers conducted a series of telephone interviews with selected 
museum staff, and with one visitor who agreed to participate in a follow-up phone interview. 
Respondents were invited to participate, and were assured of confidentiality. Using an open-
ended depth interview protocol, phone interviews typically lasted 45-60 minutes.  
 

Document Reviews 
To understand what visitors might have seen or heard about Geometry Playground before 
encountering the exhibition, the researchers: (a) reviewed a number of handouts visitors received 
as they entered the host museums, (b) photographed and analyzed signage related to Geometry 
Playground, and (c) reviewed selected newspaper and social media websites related to Geometry 
Playground. 
 
Website Critical Review. The most extensive document review undertaken for this study was a 
critical review of the primary (Explo) website developed to accompany the exhibition. The 
website review was planned in collaboration with the evaluation and website development teams 
and was conducted by the SRA researchers, using a heuristic evaluation form adapted from 
earlier SRA studies.6 During a critical review, the evaluators use their experience to review the 
website with an eye towards the likely visitor experience. It is not an evaluation, in that it does 
not rely on direct visitor input, although if that is available, it will be incorporated. In the 
Geometry Playground website critical review, the two SRA evaluators relied on (a) their 
experience with informal learning, visitor studies, and instructional design, and (b) some limited 
visitor input gathered during site visits to host venues. The critical review took place primarily 
during April and May 2011. 
 

Data Analysis & Reporting 
Data analysis was conducted using a modified inductive constant comparison technique, whereby 
each unit of data was systematically compared with each previous unit to identify emergent trends 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). These themes were repeatedly checked against the topical framework to 
ensure the study remained on track. Data analysis took place in three stages: 
 
At the completion of each data collection “session” (i.e., interview and/or observation) the 
researcher found a quiet place to reflect and debrief. These debrief sessions were the first phase 
of data analysis. The process included fleshing out notes and writing a brief summary of what 

                                                
6 See Jakob Nielsen’s website for a discussion of this approach: http://www.useit.com/papers/heuristic/ The heuristic 
started with a template developed by Nielsen but also incorporated questions from the summative evaluation’s 
topical framework. 
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was found out.  It included identifying questions that were answered, new issues that were raised, 
and finally, developing a plan for the next observation/interview session. 
 
At the end of each site visit, a preliminary analysis of all the data was conducted and written into 
a Site Visit Summary. This summary documented the process used, and identified and discussed 
preliminary emergent themes. All themes and categories discussed in the Site Visit Summaries 
were preliminary, as they continued to evolve as more data were gathered.  
 
After all data from all site visits were gathered, a final analysis of the aggregated data was 
conducted, triangulating with other data as appropriate.  
 
It should be noted that although a variety of data collection strategies were employed, data 
gathered by different methods were not treated separately. For example, the results of document 
reviews or a summary of interview findings are not presented separately. In accordance with 
standards for naturalistic inquiry, data were synthesized and integrated to develop a 
comprehensive and multi-faceted understanding of different issues from a variety of angles. This 
report discusses findings on a range of topics as spelled out in the topical framework, integrating 
all the data relevant to each topic. All findings are a synthesis of the results that emerged from 
interviews, reviews of online sources and documents, and observations. 
 
It should also be noted that, for the most part, the reader will not find percentages or other 
statistics in this report. We have found that the inclusion of statistics in a naturalistic report that 
relies primarily on purposive sampling can create a false impression of specificity or strength of 
finding. Instead, in accordance with standards for naturalistic inquiry, we use the adjectives most, 
many, some, few, and none as a more accurate way to describe tendencies.  
 

In reporting aggregate information such as interview data, we made the decision 
not to tabulate percentages of different kinds of responses offered by visitors. It is 
our view that once numerical ratings are assigned to judgmental data, there is a 
great tendency on the part of the reader to engage in hyperbole and 
misinterpretation. Rather, we have intentionally used adjectives such as “most,” 
“many,” “some,” “few,” or “none” to help portray aggregate tendencies. If we 
simply say visitors, then it implies that almost everyone was in agreement (Wolf 
& Tymitz, 1981). 
 

Finally, SRA is committed to the use of non-sexist language whenever possible. In this report, 
we designated the gender of a person only when it seemed important to either the context of what 
was said, or when its inclusion would result in more interesting prose and it would not perpetuate 
a stereotype. Furthermore, we have chosen to replace the false generics “he” and “his,” and the 
awkwardness of “he or she” and “his or hers,” with “they” and “their.” Grammarians may object 
to this obvious lack of agreement in number. Given the choice between (a) agreement in number, 
(b) agreement in gender, and (c) less awkward prose, we have opted for the latter two (Miller & 
Swift, 1980, p. 35-47). 
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Limitations 

When conducting a research study using naturalistic methodologies, it is standard practice to 
continue collecting data until a state of redundancy is reached on as many of the issues under 
investigation as possible. In the real world, redundancy is difficult to achieve for all items on the 
topical framework, primarily due to limited resources. In this study, redundancy was achieved 
for many of the issues listed in the topical framework. However, in some areas, researchers were 
unable to explore the issue in enough depth to reach redundancy. Issues that could not be 
resolved satisfactorily were either not included in the final report or were identified where 
appropriate. 
 
As described previously, the exhibition as a whole—as well as many of the exhibit units 
individually—continued to evolve throughout the data collection process. This study attempts to 
capture some of that evolution, but ultimately, we describe a composite of visitor experiences 
across venues, and across time. This study does not compare installations across venues, except 
to the extent that such description helps paint a more complete picture of the visitor experience. 
It should be noted that this evaluation did not focus on the effectiveness of the individual exhibit 
units, but rather the exhibition as a whole. That said, there are detailed descriptions of the 
individual units in Appendixes A, B, and G.  
 
In studying the project’s contributions to the museum field, we portray a very narrow slice, 
limiting our findings to data we were able to gather through interviews with some museum 
professionals, as well as our first-hand observations. For example, our findings do not include an 
examination of professional development that took place during the development of the 
exhibition, at meetings with project partners, or at professional meetings earlier in the project, 
and, of course, they do not cover contributions made by this report nor any subsequent 
publications and presentations about Geometry Playground. 
 
As noted in the section on Document Reviews above, although an extensive critical review of the 
Geometry Playground’s website was conducted, this was not an assessment of actual visitor use 
or impact. Finally, this evaluation did not study the outdoor exhibits, nor the large immersive 
exhibits at other museums, as they were not installed during the time of this study.  
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FINDINGS: DESIGN AND LAYOUT 

 

Overview of the Exhibition 

A roughly 5,000 square foot traveling exhibition, Geometry Playground included 31 exhibit 
units, classified into six general types: (a) large immersives7 (the two climbing structures, the 
Gyroid and Stack of Stars); (b) medium immersives (e.g., Shape Cubes, Hopscotch, and Sphere 
Cube); (c) table-top units (most of the interactives, such as Drawing in Circles and Dividing 
Space); two types of “contemplative” exhibits: (e) static objects behind glass (Geometry 
Garden); and (e) photo panels (Geometry in the Wild); and (f) exhibit furniture (Entrance 
Structure and Shape Stools). A list of all the exhibits and their classifications is included on the 
next page in Table 2. The exhibits are described in detail in Appendix A, and illustrated by 
photographs in Appendix B.  
 
During the three years of exhibition development, three broad exhibit themes emerged. These 
themes were used to organize the Geometry in the Wild photo essay and the exhibition website: 
(a) Geometry of Seeing, (b) Geometry of Motion, and (c) Geometry of Fitting Things Together. 
These categories were used to organize Appendixes A and B of this report. However, these 
categories were not reflected in the exhibition floor plans as they were not a driving force of the 
project. 
 
There was no official floor plan for the exhibition, the installation at each site being determined 
by the host institution based on their specific needs and requirements. However, at all venues we 
visited, exhibit units of all types were installed near each other. In other words, just a few feet 
from the large climbing structures for example, there were mechanical interactives, medium 
climbing structures and immersives, display cases, furniture, and large pieces of art.  
 
Several sets of exhibits were developed so that the same—or similar—geometric concepts were 
presented as both immersive and non-immersive experiences allowing visitors to engage with the 
concept in different ways. Variously referred to as “conceptual pairs” and “content pairs,” these 
included the following units. (Note that immersive exhibits are listed first, followed by their 
smaller table-top conceptual pair(s).) 

- Stack of Stars :: Space-filling Blocks (both SRDs and TOs, see Table 2) 
- Hopscotch, Distorted Chair :: Distorted Drawing  

 
Six general types of labels accompanied exhibit units: (a) instructions (e.g., how to use the 
interactives); (b) warnings (e.g., listing age limits for the climbing structures); (c) interpretive 
panels; (d) object labels (for Geometry Garden); (e) quotations (mostly incorporated into the 
Entrance Structure); and (f) titles. 
 
 
 
                                                
7 The NSF grant proposal states that, for this project, immersion is defined as any experience in which the exhibit is 
not only larger than the visitors, but at least partially surrounds them. 
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Table 2. Names and classification of Geometry Playground exhibits 
 

   large 
immersive 

medium 
immersive table top static 

objects 
photo 
panels 

exhibit 
furniture 

1  Hopscotch  x     
2  Distorted Chair  x     
3  Distorted Drawing   x    
4 c Projected Puzzle  x     
5  Conical Mirror   x    
6  Build a Room  x     
7  Spin a Shape   x    
  Shape Cubes        

8 c    square (large and small)  x     
9 c    ellipse  x     

10 c    trapezoid  x     
11 c    triangle (large and small)  x     

  Shape Stools       
12 c    square      x 
13 c    ellipse      x 
14 c    trapezoid      x 
15 c    triangle      x 
16  Geometry in Motion   x    
17  Drawing in Circles   x    
18 c Gyroid x      
19 c Stack of Stars x      

  Space-filling Blocks       

20  
   stellated rhombic   
     dodecahedrons (SRDs)   x    

21     truncated octahedrons (TOs)   x    
22  Stellator   x    
23  Tile Designer   x    
24  Geometron   x    
25  Dividing Space   x    
26  Polyhedra  x     
27  Gear Cube   x    
28  Geometry Garden    x   
29  Geometry in the Wild     x  
30 c Sphere Cube  x     
31  Entrance Structure      x 

     c = Exhibits that at least some visitors used as climbing structures. 
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As mentioned previously, during this evaluation study we saw the Geometry Playground 
exhibition in three different venues: the Exploratorium in San Francisco; the Science Museum of 
Minnesota in St. Paul; and the Don Harrington Discovery Center in Amarillo, Texas. Although 
most of the 31 exhibit units were installed in all three venues, some museums had units that 
others did not, and the layouts in each of the three venues varied significantly. This allowed us to 
study the effectiveness of different exhibit units under different conditions. The design and 
layout differences are described in this section, and differences in effectiveness are discussed 
later in the report. See Appendix G for a complete list of exhibit units at each host museum and 
photos of the different installations. 
 

Exploratorium 

The exhibition opened at the Exploratorium (Explo) in late June 2010, and stayed open through 
the summer. Although most of the exhibition was in place during our site visit, several exhibits 
had not yet been installed or were installed while we were there, and several additional exhibits 
were not entirely completed even though they were on the floor. Also, although almost all the 
labels were installed, some were trial versions still considered to be under development. 
 
At Explo, Geometry Playground was located in the center of the museum, set off from the rest of 
the museum’s exhibits and service areas on all but one side. The north side of the exhibition 
served as a corridor, with one geometry exhibit (Projected Puzzle) to the left as visitors 
approached the Entrance Structure (Fig. G-1). The exhibit was bounded on the east side by a 
wall (Fig. G-2). On the west side, a corridor separated the exhibition from the food service area 
(Fig. G-3). There were a few small exhibits on the west side of the corridor that looked like they 
could be part of the Geometry Playground, but were not. The south side of the exhibition was not 
separated from other exhibitions; for example, two of Explo’s permanent exhibits—the Distorted 
Room exhibit and the Studio exhibit—were immediately adjacent to the Gyroid and other 
Geometry Playground exhibits. This meant that the north, west, and south sides of the exhibition 
were open and permeable to visitors, who were able to move in and out of Geometry Playground 
without encountering any physical or visual boundaries. 
 
The two large climbing structures, Stack of Stars (Fig. G-4) and the Gyroid (Fig. G-9) were on 
separate, raised platforms, surrounded by benches, rails, and low walls. Both were accessible 
through step-up openings as well as low ramps (e.g., Fig. G-6). Warning labels at the entrances 
stated recommended age limits (Fig. G-9), and interpretative labels were mounted both on the 
low walls and on some of the benches (Fig. B-29). The interpretive labels on the benches were 
mounted so that as visitors sat and watched their children, they would also be able to read the 
labels (Fig. G-9). The vitrines and cases of Geometry Garden were located in the center of the 
exhibition (Fig. G-10 and G-11). 
 
During the time we were on site, Exploratorium Explainers were assigned to monitor visitor 
engagement at the Gyroid. 
 
At Explo, exhibits in one of the conceptual pairs were installed close to one another. The star-
shaped Space-filling Blocks (SRDs) table-top interactive was located next to its conceptual pair, 
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the Stack of Stars large immersive climbing structure, separated only by a bench and low rail 
(Fig. G-5). The other Space-filling Blocks exhibit (TOs) was on the opposite side of the climbing 
structure, separated by a ramp and low wall (Fig. G-6). The Stellator, an exhibit that was loosely 
related although not part of the conceptual pairing, was located a short distance away (Fig. G-7). 
 
The other conceptual pairs, i.e., the three exhibits that used cylindrical mirrors (Hopscotch, 
Distorted Chair, and Distorted Drawing), were all widely separated, with the Distorted Chair 
(Fig. G-8) and Hopscotch (Fig. G-2) located on opposite sides of the exhibition, and Distorted 
Drawing in between. 
 
The Entrance Structure and Projected Puzzle were the first exhibits visitors encountered as they 
walked from the museum entrance towards the exhibition (Fig. G-1). Visitors walking through 
the museum’s main exhibit area could reach the geometry exhibits either by walking through the 
doorway, which framed the center of the exhibition, or around the Entrance Structure. The 
Entrance Structure was the only exhibit unit that indicated the exhibition’s title. 
 
In addition to the exhibition itself, Explo’s Geometry Playground website launched at about the 
same time as the exhibition opened to the public. (Screen shots of several pages are in Appendix 
K, and the website is described and reviewed later in this report.)  
 
Signage informing visitors of the Geometry Playground exhibition was located outside the 
Exploratorium entrance (Fig. G-13). Special events related to the exhibition included a Geometry 
in Motion film series8 and Geometric Threads demonstration and exhibit space. Both of these 
were advertised on a special events panel inside the entrance (although the exhibition itself was 
not shown on the adjacent visitor orientation map). The Geometry in Motion films were 
additionally advertised on a theater marquee and poster (Fig. G-14), and a label adjacent to the 
exhibition listed the Geometric Threads schedule (Fig. G-15). 
 

Science Museum of Minnesota 

Geometry Playground was installed at the Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM) from October 
2010 to early January 2011. SMM had been a partner on the Geometry Playground project from 
the very beginning. They had played a role in initial exhibit development, even serving as a test 
site for prototype versions of many exhibits. SMM exhibits staff assisted with remediation and 
final development of some of the exhibit units, and SMM evaluators conducted formative testing 
of label texts for some exhibits. 
 
Although the Geometry Playground exhibition was designed as a single installation, 
circumstances at SMM required that it be installed on two separate floors (the 4th floor, Fig. G-
17, and the 3rd floor, Fig. G-169). A list of exhibits on each floor is included as Table G-2 in 
Appendix G. Both of the large immersive climbing structures were installed on the 4th floor. 

                                                
8 Note that this film series shared a title with the Geometry in Motion table-top exhibit that was part of the regular 
Geometry Playground exhibition, but this was a coincidence. 
9 Note that most visitors enter SMM at an upper floor and descend to additional exhibit floors.  Although the 4th 
floor is above the 3rd floor, most visitors to Geometry Playground encountered the exhibits on the 4th floor first. 
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Most of the medium-sized immersive climbing structures—like the crawl-through Shape Cubes 
and Sphere Cube—were installed on the 3rd floor. Visitors were able to move directly from one 
floor’s installation to the next by either the central staircase, elevators located adjacent to the 
exhibition, or by an additional staircase along the outer wall of the Museum. Several sides of 
Geometry Playground were adjacent to other permanent SMM exhibits (e.g., exhibits on light, 
blood circulation, and dinosaurs), and a T. rex skull with a movable jaw was located inside one 
edge of the 3rd floor installation (Fig. G-18). Although all of the 31 exhibit units were installed, a 
few labels were still under development.  
 
The installation of the Gyroid and Stack of Stars exhibits was similar at both Explo and SMM, 
i.e., they both were installed on their own platforms, some of the labels were the same, and the 
structures were full-size. However, at the Gyroid at SMM, there appeared to be a greater focus 
on monitoring and controlling visitor behavior than at Explo, especially when the exhibit was 
crowded. To limit access, the Gyroid had black metal rails and plastic-coated metal cables and an 
entrance sign that posted an age limit and encouraged safe behavior. The Gyroid was also well-
staffed during peak times in the galleries. During our time on site, the floor staff enforced the age 
limits on the entrance signs for the Gyroid (Fig. B-26). 
 
At SMM, the bench-mounted labels were removed from the Gyroid because of concerns for 
visitor safety, and the bench-mounted labels for Stack of Stars were mounted on the other side of 
the benches, facing away from the climbing structure (so one had to turn away from the structure 
to read them, as seen in Figs. B-30 and B-37). 
 
Compared with the Gyroid, access to Stack of Stars at SMM was more open (see Fig. B-30), with 
no metal rails or cables, although a similar age-limit entrance sign encouraging safe behavior 
was in place (Fig. B-31). Floor staff at the Gyroid loosely monitored visitor behavior at Stack of 
Stars, but did not try to enforce the age-limit there.  
 
Similar to the installation at Explo, the conceptually paired Stack of Stars and Space-filling 
Blocks were installed immediately adjacent to one another at SMM, separated only by benches 
that young children could climb on to gain access to the blocks (Fig. B-33 and Fig. B-35).  
 
The Stellator, an exhibit loosely related to the conceptual pair, was also immediately adjacent to 
the Stack of Stars platform, located between the two Space-filling Blocks exhibits (Fig. B-37 and 
Fig. B-38).  
 
The three conceptually paired cylindrical mirror exhibits (Hopscotch, Distorted Chair, and 
Distorted Drawing) were all located on the 3rd floor, but they were not adjacent to one another. 
Hopscotch was in the atrium, where it could be clearly seen by visitors on the central staircase 
(Fig. B-1). Distorted Chair was on the opposite end of the exhibition, facing the elevators—the 
first thing visitors encountered as they exited the elevators. Distorted Drawing was roughly half 
way between the two immersives, surrounded by other exhibits.  
 
The first thing that visitors encountered as they walked down the staircase to the 3rd floor was the 
big orange dot for Projected Puzzle and Geometry Garden (middle foreground of Fig. G-17). 
Build a Room was located at the edge of the 3rd floor, facing away from the bright atrium and 
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shielded by partial walls (Fig. B-13). Geometron and Dividing Space were also located in a 
darker corner of the 3rd floor. 
 
The Entrance Structure was installed by the 4th floor elevators (Fig. G-19), and was the main 
access point where the exhibition’s title was displayed. Smaller signs near the stairs on each floor 
informed visitors that there was more of the exhibition on another floor (Fig. G-20).  
 
Geometry Playground was also featured prominently on the SMM website home page (Fig. G-
23), which linked through to a small web module that SMM developed especially for the 
exhibition (Fig. G-24). The SMM Geometry Playground web module included links to PDF 
versions of many of the Pathways educational activities developed as part of the Geometry 
Playground project. The SMM site also linked to Explo’s Geometry Playground website (Fig. G-
24, right menu, “Official Exhibition Site”).  
 
Additional signage for the exhibition was located behind the box office registers (Fig. G-21), and 
the exhibition’s two floors were also listed on the elevator placards (Fig. G-22). 
 

Don Harrington Discovery Center 

Geometry Playground was installed at Don Harrington Discovery Center (DHDC) from early 
February 2011 to the end of May 2011. Although DHDC was not a partner in the Geometry 
Playground project, it had other ties with the Exploratorium, such as an affiliation with the 
Exploratorium’s ExNet division,10 and the Executive Director and several other staff members 
who were former Explo employees. 
 
DHDC had several other traveling and temporary exhibitions on display concurrent with 
Geometry Playground, including several in the same wing. In addition, a traveling dinosaur 
exhibition was displayed in the other wing of the museum and attracted larger-than-normal 
crowds to the museum. 
 
Entering through a hallway (Fig. G-25), DHDC visitors walked past a Shape Cube to the 
Hopscotch exhibit, which was separated from the rest of Geometry Playground and surrounded 
by elements from other exhibitions (Fig. G-26). Although the floor plan of the exhibition was 
significantly different, the rest of the exhibition layout was somewhat similar to the Explo 
layout: the exhibition was all on one floor, in one large space, open on three sides, and with 
porous boundaries—visitors could, and did, move to and from Geometry Playground into 
surrounding exhibitions. In addition (and similar as well to SMM), the boundaries of Geometry 
Playground at DHDC were discontinuous, with several Geometry Playground exhibits set 
within, and surrounded by, other exhibitions.  
 

                                                
10 As stated on the ExNet website, “The Exploratorium Network for Exhibit-Based Teaching (ExNET) is a hybrid 
exhibit and teaching program that shares the fruits of forty years of research by the Exploratorium and affiliated 
partners with a diverse group of science-rich institutions around the United States and the world.” 
http://exs.exploratorium.edu/exnet/  
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The Gyroid and Stack of Stars underwent the biggest changes to individual exhibits. Unlike at 
Explo and SMM, where each of these units was installed on its own platform, at DHDC both 
exhibits were installed on a single large, padded platform. The Gyroid installation at DHDC 
included only two of the three levels (Fig. G-27). Unlike at Explo and SMM, the two large 
climbing structures were unstaffed for the most part, and access to the structures was open, with 
no barriers. (Compare Figs. G-27 and G-28 at DHDC, with Fig. B-25 at SMM).  
 
The Gyroid included two wall-mounted interpretive panels and a warning sign at an entrance 
(Fig. G-28A). Circular activity labels (that had been piloted at SMM) were riveted onto the 
Gyroid surface (Fig. G-28B). The only Stack of Stars label was an entrance warning label 
mounted at the corner of the platform (Fig. G-29). The wall- and bench-mounted labels installed 
at both Explo and SMM were not installed at DHDC. 
 
As at Explo and SMM, both Shape-filling Blocks exhibits (SRDs and TOs) were next to Stack of 
Stars. At DHDC, however, they were even more closely conceptually paired, with no bench 
between them (Fig. G-29). The loosely related Stellator and Tile Designer exhibit units were a 
short distance away.  
 
Distorted Drawing and Distorted Chair (conceptual pairs) were adjacent in a far corner of the 
exhibition (Fig. G-30), although Hopscotch (part of the conceptual pairing) was at a distance, at 
the entrance to the exhibition. The Projected Puzzle was located near the far wall of the exhibit 
hall (Fig. G-31), with the large orange dot on the floor near an entrance to the Gyroid platform.  
 
The Geometry Garden was split into two sections of cases and installed on either side of the 
entrance to another exhibition on the north side of the hall (Fig. G-32), with one side of the larger 
section facing a dividing wall. Drawing in Circles and the small triangle Shape Cube were 
installed within another exhibition (Fig. G-33A). The Entrance Structure was not installed as 
such, although several parts of it—including the title of the exhibition—were installed near the 
back of the exhibition (Fig. G-29 and G-31). Also, relatively few of the Geometry in the Wild 
photo essay panels were included in the DHDC installation, and those that were, were installed 
around the large climbing structures. The enclosure around Geometry Garden was not installed 
at DHDC. 
 
Other differences noted from previous installations included higher levels of ambient lighting 
around the Geometron, Dividing Space, and Build a Room, compared to Explo and SMM. Also, 
at the time of our site visits to DHDC, the “light painter” at Build a Room had been replaced with 
a couple of flashlights (see Fig. G-33B). The original “light painter” (see Fig. B-14) had 
apparently been damaged when visitors used it as a hammer and pounded on the small table in 
this exhibit.  
 
The DHDC website had Geometry Playground listed on its home page on most days, along with 
the other temporary exhibitions and upcoming special events and programs (Fig. G-36). The 
“Learn more” link took users to a web page with a short description of the exhibition (Fig. G-
37). This page did not include a link to Explo’s Geometry Playground website.  
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There were a few signs advertising Geometry Playground outside the exhibition hall, although 
none at the DHDC entrance (Fig. G-34). The only mention of the name of the exhibition near its 
entrance was on a donor panel (Fig. G-35A). Small posters inside the men’s rooms mirrored the 
Explo website’s home page by spelling out the thematic classification of the exhibition into the 
geometries of seeing, moving, and fitting things together (Fig. G-35B). 
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FINDINGS: THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE 

 
In this section of the report, we discuss the many ways in which visitors engaged with the 
exhibition at the three host museums, including discussion of some of the outcomes of these 
engagements. Most of our discussion of spatial reasoning is deferred to a later section of the 
report (Findings: Spatial Reasoning). 
 

Overall Experience 

The data from this study indicated that the Geometry Playground exhibition provided fun and 
educationally effective experiences for a wide range of visitors, including children in the target 
age range and their families. Most visitors to the exhibition enjoyed themselves, and engaged in 
a wide range of whole-body and smaller-scale physical engagements. We talked with many 
visitors who were fascinated by the Gyroid, Shape Cubes, Tessellating Blocks, and geometric 
artifacts on display, and seemed primed to follow up on that interest. For example, one visitor 
said she wanted to install a shape cube in her backyard and another said she was thinking about 
ways to adapt a section of the Gyroid as a sofa. These experiences helped raise many visitors’ 
awareness of aesthetic aspects of geometry and about ways that geometry is encountered in 
everyday life. Visitors worked hard to explore, navigate, and construct in both two- and three-
dimensional spaces; they supported each other in figuring out how to climb to the top of a stack 
of stars, or to draw a room in three dimensions only to have it appear on a two-dimensional 
screen. When they engaged with the challenges presented at the exhibits, some visitors practiced 
increasingly sophisticated spatial reasoning as they discovered and applied rules and developed 
mental objects that helped them reach their goals. The mix of large- and medium-sized 
immersive exhibits, hands-on table-top interactives, and contemplative exhibits provided a 
refreshing combination of experiences that virtually all visitors took advantage of and appeared 
to appreciate. And although the exhibition was targeted to 5- to 12-year-old children and their 
adult caregivers, there was strong evidence that visitors of all ages effectively engaged in 
practicing a wide range of spatial reasoning skills. The most effective adult-child interactions 
took place at the table-top interactives, which were designed to provide opportunities for families 
to engage together as groups. At the large climbing structures and medium-sized immersives, 
most adults tended to stand back or sit down, sometimes watching and occasionally talking with 
their active children and sometimes doing other things with their time.  
 
The remainder of this report describes in detail many of the specific findings about visitors’ 
engagements with, and experiences in, the Geometry Playground exhibition. 
 

Visitor Flow 

As noted in the previous section, the floor plans for Geometry Playground at all three host 
museums were open and porous, and in some cases overlapped with surrounding exhibitions. 
There were indications that many visitors used only part of the exhibition—sometimes only two 
or three exhibits—before moving on to other exhibitions. Regardless of the site, we identified 
three distinct visitor flow patterns.  
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Linear traverse and return. Moving more or less linearly through Geometry Playground, some 
visitors started at one side of the exhibition, usually stopping at several geometry exhibits before 
continuing on to other nearby exhibitions. There were indications that many—maybe most—of 
these visitors stopped again at Geometry Playground later during their visit, perhaps a half hour 
or more after their first experience with it. 
 
Porous boundaries. Most visitor groups moved in a less linear way, passing back and forth 
across the boundaries of Geometry Playground several times within a 10- or 20-minute interval. 
For instance, at the Exploratorium, one family visited a geometry exhibit or two, and then went 
to the adjacent Distorted Room exhibit, and returned to interact with a few more geometry 
exhibits before moving off to see the (non-Geometry Playground) exhibits near the restrooms for 
10 minutes or so. They then returned to Geometry Playground and spent several minutes on each 
of the climbing structures. At SMM, there were indications that many visitor groups sampled 
several of the exhibitions on one floor—including Geometry Playground—before moving to the 
next floor and sampling from Geometry Playground and other exhibitions on that level. Because 
most of the many entry points to the exhibition were not labeled as such, most visitors entered at 
least some parts of Geometry Playground without passing a sign identifying the exhibition. 

 
Settle and stay. After initial explorations, some groups found a single exhibit they really enjoyed 
and then stayed there for a long time, sometimes for 20 minutes or more. This often happened at 
the two large climbing structures, where adult caregivers sat as children played. Remaining at 
one exhibit sometimes happened at other exhibits. In particular, a few visitor groups were 
observed spending long periods of time carefully looking at and talking about the objects in the 
Geometry Garden.  
 

Perceived Cohesion of the Exhibition 

The data indicated that most visitors to Geometry Playground perceived the exhibition not as a 
coherent whole, but rather as a series of individual exhibits, similar to other exhibit units in many 
science centers. Because of its loosely organized floor plans and open boundaries, even visitors 
with a strong interest in geometry sometimes had a hard time finding and engaging with all the 
geometry exhibits. For instance, respondents who identified themselves as repeat visitors 
sometimes asked us if a given exhibit unit (such as Build a Room) was new, since they had 
visited Geometry Playground several weeks earlier and did not remember seeing it.  
 
One important consequence of these flow patterns was that visitors often formed their 
impressions of Geometry Playground and its themes based on incomplete and/or interrupted 
experiences.  
 
The lack of perceived cohesion was particularly evident at SMM, where the large and medium 
immersives were on separate floors. Visitors were rarely seen moving directly from one level of 
the exhibition to the other, and, especially on the 3rd floor, most visitors we observed used only a 
few Geometry Playground exhibits before moving to parts of an adjacent exhibition (e.g., 
dinosaurs, light, blood circulation, Science of a Sphere). 
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In addition, many respondents expressed differences in their perceptions of the two floors. Many 
respondents perceived the 4th floor of Geometry Playground as a coherent exhibit; adult 
respondents often called it “the Geometry Playground” or “Geometry Playspace.” However, 
respondents had a somewhat more difficult time seeing the 3rd floor as a coherent exhibit, 
separate from the surrounding exhibitions. For instance, one respondent said she thought the 
Distorted Chair might be about physics, part of the Light exhibition whose neon sign she saw 
behind it. Many respondents did not realize that the two floors were part of the same exhibition. 
 

Perceived Focus of Exhibition 

Another consequence of the open floor plans was that, for most visitor groups, Geometry 
Playground lacked a clearly defined entrance that identified and set the stage for the exhibition. 
Even when the Entrance Structure was installed (for example at Explo and SMM), there were 
indications that it played a small role in many visitors’ initial experience of the exhibition. At 
Explo, more than half the visitors we observed approaching the exhibition from the north walked 
through the door in the center of Entrance Structure, and more than half of those visitors stopped 
at one of the exhibits near the door. However, there were indications that few noticed the 
exhibition title, and unlike other exhibitions with a more prominent title, we heard no one state 
the name of the exhibition as they entered it. At SMM, most visitors’ first encounters with the 
exhibition were from the stairways or from the 3rd floor elevator, none of which had clear 
signage identifying the exhibition. At DHDC, most visitors walked through or past other 
exhibitions to reach Geometry Playground, and the only sign identifying the exhibition was on 
the back wall. 
 
For respondents who knew about Geometry Playground before they arrived at the museum, this 
was not as much of an issue. They were expecting to find geometry exhibits that they could play 
with, and they usually recognized them when they arrived at their destination. However, most 
respondents we talked with across all three host museums were not aware of Geometry 
Playground in advance. They discovered and made sense of the exhibition by exploring it. When 
we interviewed these respondents after they had engaged with one or two exhibits, some of them 
were aware that they were in a special place with exhibits about shapes or geometry; but often 
they were not. When we interviewed such visitors after they had visited five or six exhibits, they 
usually realized they were in a place with fun exhibits about shapes or geometry, but most were 
still unaware of the exhibition’s name. That seemed unfortunate, because when respondents 
could tell us they were visiting “Geometry Playground,” they often used the name as a starting 
point for describing both their understanding of the exhibition and their feelings about their 
engagements, saying things like, “This makes geometry fun!” Being aware of the title Geometry 
Playground also helped many of these visitors begin thinking about this as an exhibition about 
movement and other aspects of spatial reasoning, rather than one focused primarily on the 
geometry they learned in school. 
 

Time at Exhibits 

Many visitors to Geometry Playground spent several minutes engaged with individual exhibits. 
While a formal tracking and timing study was not part of the summative evaluation, we did time 
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some visitors as they engaged with exhibits, and documented engagements of 5, 10, 15, and even 
20 minutes at specific exhibits, with the longest engagements at the climbing structures, and also 
at exhibits where each member of the group waited to take their turn, such as Drawing in Circles 
and Build a Room. Even when the exhibition was not very crowded, visitors sometimes had to 
wait several minutes or more to use the exhibits that could be used by only one visitor at a time. 
 

Experiences with Immersive Exhibits 

As noted earlier, many of the Geometry Playground exhibit units were categorized as either large 
or medium immersives (see Table 2 under Findings: Design and Layout). Immersive exhibits 
were defined as those exhibits where the phenomenon extends from in front of you to either 
behind your back, over your head, or under your feet. Immersion was also defined in the original 
grant proposal as “any experience in which the exhibit is not only larger than the visitors, but at 
least partially surrounds them.”  
 
Immersive exhibits were of particular interest in this project because the exhibit team 
hypothesized that these whole body experiences would contribute in important ways to visitors 
engaging in and practicing spatial reasoning. 
 

Large Immersives 
One area of interest in this study was the extent to which the two large immersive climbing 
structures—i.e., Stack of Stars and the Gyroid—would elicit playground behaviors and whether 
these behaviors contributed to, or detracted from, the goals of the exhibition: i.e., to engage 
visitors in spatial reasoning. Playground behaviors were loosely defined as behaviors one would 
see on a playground, for example, children engaging in whole body gross motor activities, and 
adults sitting on the sidelines watching their children play or engaged in other activities such as 
talking on a cell phone, The following sections will explore these issues in detail. 
 
The data indicated that the large climbing structures did inspire playground behaviors among 
children and adults alike. Children tended to climb, whereas adults tended to sit. Seeing adults 
resting as children played seemed to reinforce the playground ambiance of the exhibition. There 
was no other place in the museums where children were playing so physically in such large 
numbers. As at a playground, they climbed over, through, and when possible, under the 
structures, interacting with other children as they played. When the climbing structures were not 
closely supervised by museum staff, children also raced to the top of the structures and played 
games like tag, king of the hill, and play fighting. As often seen at a playground, many 
caregivers sat and rested, used cell phones, and gave their children snacks. Caregivers with 
children who needed a little more help—such as younger visitors, those unsure of themselves, or 
those with physical limitations—often stayed close to their children, standing beside the 
structures as their children climbed.  
 
The effects of the large climbing structures were particularly evident at SMM, where the large 
and medium immersives were on separate floors. When the two floors of Geometry Playground 
were crowded, the 4th floor with its climbing structures looked much more active and high 
energy than the 3rd floor, in part because the children on the climbing structures were so active. 
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The large immersives attracted long and active engagements by many children, but less 
engagement by most parents and other adults. 
 
But the Geometry Playground large climbing structures didn’t operate exclusively as a 
playground. Both caregivers and children displayed an interesting mix of playground and more 
museum-like behaviors. For example, as expected in a museum, a few of the children who were 
climbing the structures also seemed to be thinking about the shapes as they engaged with them. 
And unlike at a playground, some caregivers read labels. There also seemed to be more photos 
and videos taken to record the experience than at a neighborhood playground.  
 
We should note that we also observed a few adults climbing on the structures. 
 

Medium Immersives 
While the large immersives quickly and clearly elicited climbing and other playground behaviors 
among visitors, the medium immersives fell into two distinct camps: those used by visitors as a 
type of climbing structure—for example the Shape Cubes, the Sphere Cube, and the Projected 
Puzzle—and those that were virtually never used as climbing structures, i.e., Hopscotch, Build A 
Room, Distorted Drawing, and Polyhedra.   
 
While most adult engagements at the large climbing structures tended to be minimal, passive, 
and reminiscent of the ways adults engage in playgrounds, there were indications that many 
caregivers were more engaged at the medium immersives that inspired climbing. For example, 
whereas most adults tended not to climb in the Shape Cubes, they engaged by bending over to 
look inside, admiring the woodwork, taking photos of their kids climbing through them, and 
sometimes reading labels and talking about the internal shapes.  
 
At the Sphere Cube, however, although a few adults climbed inside (including a mom who laid 
side-by-side with her daughter, both on their backs, looking at something on a cell phone), most 
stood back and watched as their children climbed inside. 
 
With the non-climbing medium immersives, many adults were even more engaged, participating 
in ways that are typical in museum settings. For example, many adults entered the Build a Room 
space with their children, and caregivers often assumed a coaching role as their children used the 
light wand. We also observed many adults without children using the light wand and video 
screen. 
 
Adults and children often tried out the Distorted Chair together. At Hopscotch, however, 
caregivers more often watched as their children used the exhibit, sometimes reminding their 
children to look in the mirror as they hopped. Most adult visitors at the Projected Puzzle exhibit 
tended to stand back and observe the phenomenon at a distance, as it was designed. But many 
younger visitors walked through it, and toddlers often used it as a climbing structure. Many of 
these children did not seem to understand that this exhibit was something more, unless an adult 
called it to their attention and perhaps walked them back to the large orange dot where they 
could best see the phenomenon.  
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Children’s play at and around the medium immersives seemed less playground-like and more 
museum-like than with the large immersives, perhaps because of the exhibits’ smaller size and 
the shorter engagement spans they inspired,. For instance, the Hopscotch board was treated more 
as an optical illusion than a place to play hopscotch. The Sphere Cube and the Shape Cubes 
when they stood alone seemed most playground-like, as children climbed within them as 
caregivers watched; however, both exhibits were frequently treated as photo opportunities, which 
seemed more of a tourist-like or museum behavior than a playground one. Also, when the 
smaller interpretive Shape Cubes were mounted beside the larger matching cubes, caregivers 
often called them to children’s attention in a museum-like way.  
 

Transitioning Between Exhibits 
As mentioned previously, the different types of exhibit units (large immersives, medium 
immersives, table-top interactives, display cases, photo panels, and exhibit furniture) were mixed 
throughout the exhibition. This meant that visitors who were engaged in quiet contemplation 
were not far from others involved in active exploration and raucous play. It also meant that 
visitors would frequently transition between exhibit units requiring significantly different levels 
of energy, activity, and cognitive engagement.  
 
One of the concerns of the exhibit development team was that children might not be able to calm 
down after climbing on the Gyroid or Stack of Stars. If there was a spillover effect in children’s 
high-energy behaviors from the large immersives to the surrounding non-immersive exhibits, it 
might diminish the exhibition’s overall effectiveness.  
 
In spite of these concerns, the data indicated no significant negative spillover effect. For 
instance, we observed many children who went immediately from Stack of Stars to several-
minute engagements with the Space-filling Blocks, and sometimes back again; or from the 
Gyroid to a similarly deep engagement with nearby table-top exhibits. Also, at SMM’s two-floor 
installation, although there was in general a higher energy level on the floors that had the large 
climbing structures, the energy level at the non-immersives on both floors was similar. 
 
This suggests that there was little spillover of the high-energy physicality observed at the large 
immersives to the smaller exhibits. One reason for this might be that most elementary school 
children have lots of experience transitioning from playground to classroom. Perhaps they put 
that experience to good use in Geometry Playground, as they transitioned from one type of 
playful engagement to another. 
 
While for the most part there appeared to be minimal spillover effect, we did observe a few 
exceptions. For example, chase games that began on the rubberized surfaces around the large 
climbing structures sometimes continued into the surrounding areas, and children who spotted 
Stack of Stars from atop the Gyroid sometimes ran from one exhibit to the other. And in one 
notable exception, we observed a birthday party with ten 6- and 7-year-old boys crowded into the 
Sphere Cube. Worked up by one of the dads going “booooo, boooo” through the cube’s outer 
grid, the boys started climbing the sides, sliding down, and wrestling. When they moved to 
Dividing Space, they then participated in a particularly aggressive episode of “smash and crash.” 
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In spite of these few exceptions, we found most often that when children left a large immersive, 
they (and their parents) resumed their usual science museum roles, and school groups resumed 
their school-group behaviors.  
 
While the data indicated little negative spillover effect in children’s high-energy behaviors from 
the large immersives to the surrounding non-immersive exhibits, there was evidence of some 
positive spillover effects. For example, many adults and children explained that spending 
physically active time on the climbing structures later helped the children focus on the 
surrounding exhibits. One dad said it was good to give his preschool son a break so he was 
refreshed for another set of regular exhibits. Another mother put it this way: 
 

For young kids it’s great, because it gets the energy out, and then you can go see 
the different areas and say, ‘Oh, look at this, this does this,’ versus just running 
around down here. 

A 9th grade boy related it to school. 
 

It’s kind of like in school after recess you’d be more focused afterwards…[You] are 
more into learning more things. 

Some parents also said their children’s climbing provided benefits for them. One mother talked 
about how it kept her active young son occupied so she could use the nearby exhibits. When we 
talked with another mom about the perceived value of her children climbing without her 
involvement, she explained that sitting here was fine with her because the kids were enjoying 
climbing. She explained how they sat through the IMAX movie for her, and now she is sitting 
through this for the kids. “It’s an exchange.” 
 
One dad explained in some detail that he would only be concerned if the exhibition was 
crowded, but that otherwise it provides a good balance of climbing, getting tired, resting, and 
climbing again. 
 

The activity between climbing and table-top activity would probably depend on the 
individual child and the supervision. And probably the dynamic of how many 
children were in here too. If you have a whole bunch of kids, and it gets a little 
wilder, maybe yes, [the energy level] would be problematic. As far as we were 
concerned, pretty much just the three of us, and it wasn’t really crowded in here, I 
didn’t really have a problem [with] the interchange between the climbing and the 
table-top activities. In a sense it may be a good transition because you can climb a 
little bit and when you get tired you can do something else, and when you get rested 
up you can climb some more.  

 
Given these types of statements, it was not surprising that most respondents supported the 
inclusion of playground-like structures in science museums. The few dissenters were adults who 
weren’t sure if children were getting anything out of all this effort and time. For instance, an aunt 
with two elementary school age boys said she didn’t mind her nephews playing with exhibits, as 
long as they got something out of it—but she didn’t think they were getting much out of the 
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Gyroid. Also, most of the parents we talked with had trouble explaining what their children 
might be getting out of their climbing experiences, but they felt the benefits came later as their 
children focused on other exhibits. 
 

Safety at the Large Climbing Structures 
As might be expected, the presence of two large climbing structures raised the question of visitor 
safety at these exhibits. The Explo team worked hard to make these structures as safe as possible 
including consulting with playground safety experts during exhibit development, controlling 
visitor access to the structures with cables and benches, promoting appropriate use via safety 
messages, and assigning museum staff to supervise visitor behavior, especially during busy 
times. 
 
At the Exploratorium—the first installation of the exhibition—access to the climbing structures 
was limited to three entrances, each marked by signage informing parents that their supervision 
was required, and that the structures were designed for children five years and older. Floor 
staffers were usually posted at the Gyroid and helped monitor and control children’s behavior. 
 
When the exhibition moved to SMM, staff were also assigned to the Gyroid. In addition, the age 
range posted on the signage on the Gyroid was increased to seven years and older, and all but 
one entrance to the Gyroid was sealed off during busy times, such as during school tour hours 
and winter break. Floor staff allowed a limited number of children on this climbing structure, and 
supervised them closely, making sure accompanying adults attended to the youngest children. 
When only a few family groups were present, all the Gyroid entrances were open, and the seven-
and-up rule was loosely enforced, or in some cases enforced by caregivers rather than staff. 
Access to Stack of Stars was more open than at the Gyroid, although the five-and-up signs were 
posted at the entrances to the platform. 
 
 At DHDC, only two levels of the Gyroid were installed, and access to both climbing structures 
was open at all times.  The same warning signs used at SMM were posted near entrances to the 
platform: seven and up for the Gyroid; five and up for Stack of Stars. One floor staff member 
was responsible for an entire gallery with several exhibitions, so staff supervision at the climbing 
structures was minimal.  
 
Many children in the target age range seemed to recognize that there was some danger with the 
climbing structures. For most of them, it was part of the challenge and thus part of the fun. 
However, some children hung back because of their fears. In these cases, parents often stayed 
close to help them climb despite their fears. Some visitors told us that Stack of Stars looked more 
dangerous than the Gyroid (because of all those sharp-looking points on the stars).  The data 
indicated that some accidents did occur on both structures and at all three venues, but the number 
and seriousness of these accidents was not tracked as part of this study. 
 
One question that emerged during data collection was the usefulness and effectiveness of the age 
limit signs. When the exhibition was at Explo, the Stack of Stars warning signs (Fig. B-31) 
indicated that the exhibit was “designed for children 5 and up. Adult supervision recommended.” 
A similar sign was posted at the Gyroid.  
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When the exhibit moved to SMM and DHDC the sign for Stack of Stars remained essentially the 
same, but at the Gyroid, the minimum age was raised to seven, and the wording was a little 
stronger: “Children under 7 aren’t ready for this climber. Adult supervision strongly 
recommended.” (Fig. B-26). 
 
While at times it felt that the signs helped caregivers make and enforce decisions (for example as 
something adults could use to limit or moderate children’s overly rambunctious or potentially 
unsafe behavior), we also observed instances where the people who needed the signs were the 
very ones who weren’t reading them. For example, at some times the structures became overly 
crowded. In these situations, having an age limit posted seemed an appropriate way to limit the 
numbers of children on the structure and also make sure the ones who were climbing were 
mature enough to take care of themselves. But some parents of younger or overly rambunctious 
children simply ignored the signs. 
 
On the other hand, visitors for whom the signs really didn’t apply, sometimes took them too 
literately. For example, we observed one little boy—he appeared to be about three-and-a-half 
years old—approach Stack of Stars. There was no one else on either of the climbing structures—
the entire exhibition had very few visitors—and he was there with two attentive adults, 
presumably his parents. In this situation, it could have been a safe and enjoyable experience for 
him to climb Stack of Stars as he would have had the structure to himself, and he had two 
attentive adults to monitor his climbing. But the adults—seeing the sign saying it was for ages 
five and up—continued to try to steer him away from the structure. They grew increasingly 
frustrated by his persistence in trying to get onto it, finally threatening that they would leave the 
museum “if you misbehave.” In this example, the signs served to turn what could have otherwise 
been a safe and enjoyable experience into something tense and uncomfortable.  
 
While these (and similar situations) were interesting examples of some of the issues surrounding 
the posting of age limit and safety messages, further exploration is needed to come up with 
definitive conclusions or recommendations. 
 
 

Caregiver-Child Interactions 

 
As part of this summative evaluation we were particularly interested in looking at adult-child 
social interactions, given that this was an exhibition that incorporated playground pieces and 
elicited playground behaviors. Research continues to show the important role that social 
interaction plays in informal learning environments, and the Geometry Playground exhibition 
offered a unique opportunity to study this.  

Range of Social Interactions 
In studying social interactions, a range of types of engagements emerged. We identified eight 
different types, which we loosely classified into three broad categories, depending on physical 
proximity: Far Out, Up Close, and Hybrid. It should be stressed that these are very loose 
categories and define certain types of engagements, not types of visitor groups. The members of 
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any particular group moved frequently and fluidly between these different modes of social 
interactions, sometimes within very short time periods. Also, variations of all of these 
engagements were observed at all the exhibits in Geometry Playground. The purpose in 
presenting them here is to describe how visitors tended to use the exhibition, not to make 
judgments about their ultimate usefulness. 
 
Far Out  
Far Out social interactions included those characterized by visitors located at greater distances 
from one another. We identified three types of Far Out social interactions: 
 
On Your Own: On Your Own engagements tended to be the least engaged. This was when a 
child and their companion adult really did not socially interact to any great extent, at least not 
during the time of physical engagement with the exhibits. Sometimes this was an adult letting 
their child explore an exhibit—or sometimes the entire exhibition—while they pursued their own 
interests. It also included turning a child loose to explore the museum on their own. This 
approach seemed to happen because many parents—especially museum members and frequent 
visitors—felt their children were safe exploring on their own. This also gave parents a chance to 
engage with the exhibits they wanted to see in ways appropriate to their interest and prior 
knowledge. This was also the preferred style for some teachers and chaperones on school field 
trips.  
 
While not atypical of some science museum experiences, we speculate that On Your Own social 
engagements may have happened more frequently at the Geometry Playground exhibition than at 
other science museum exhibitions. It could be argued that On Your Own interactions are typical 
of adult-child playground interactions, and because so many of the Geometry Playground 
exhibits elicited playground behavior, that is perhaps why it emerged as an important category of 
social interaction at Geometry Playground.  
 
Observer: Observer social interactions consisted of one person engaging with an exhibit unit, 
usually a child, while the other, usually an adult, casually observed. It was characterized by a 
fairly independent exploration of a particular exhibit unit, and when the engaged person was 
finished, moving on together towards a new exhibit. This social engagement was characterized 
by a minimum of conversation and tended to be logistical (“Are we ready to move on?”) rather 
than content-focused. 
 
Although there were many exceptions, most Observer social interactions took place at table-top 
units, whereas Far Out interactions tended to occur at the large climbing structures. 
 
Although not ideal, this type of social engagement is typical at many museum exhibits including 
those in science museums. McManus (1987, 1988) conducted research that demonstrated a 
strong positive relationship between the amount of social interaction and the amount of (broadly 
defined) learning at exhibits. In a related vein, Diamond (1980, 1986) demonstrated that visitors 
tend to “learn” from one another rather than directly from the exhibit itself. 
 
Safety and Supervision: Safety and Supervision interaction was similar to Observer in that it was 
somewhat detached, but unlike Observer, it had a clear purpose, i.e., to monitor and oversee 
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behavior. It was characterized by adults remaining on the sidelines but periodically calling out to 
children to “be careful,” “don’t climb as high,” or “play nice.” Safety and Supervision was also 
typical of the social interactions when school groups were in the exhibition. Adults tended to 
stand back, try to keep an eye on all the children, and enforce discipline. They seemed more like 
playground monitors than teachers.  
 
While common at the large climbing structures, Safety and Supervision was not seen to the same 
extent at the other exhibits. Again, these interactions were likely a function of the playground 
behavior that the climbing structures elicited. 
 
Up Close 
Up Close social interactions tended to take place in closer physical proximity than Far Out 
interactions. We identified three types of Up Close interactions: 
 
Photo Op: These exchanges were focused on the end goal of taking a photograph and 
documenting a visit. They included requests by a visitor to have their photograph taken, as well 
as directions to someone to position themselves for a photograph, and suggestions for where and 
how to stand or sit. 
 
Many museum exhibits elicit photography, and in fact many have specific photo opportunities 
built into them. Although specific photo opportunities were not part of the Geometry Playground 
design, many visitors engaged in these types of interactions. Although photographs were taken 
throughout the exhibition, this was a particularly prevalent social interaction at the Shape Cubes, 
and at the two large immersives, Stack of Stars and the Gyroid. 
 
Games: We saw many spontaneous games erupt in Geometry Playground. These included tag 
and hide and seek (engaged in by groups comprised of both adults and children as well as 
children-only groups), and also large climbing structure games (engaged in by children only) 
such as king of the hill, and keep-my-sister-from-reaching-the-top. 
 
Spontaneous game-playing observed at Geometry Playground is atypical of many science 
museum exhibitions. We speculate that the large climbing structures naturally spawned some 
competitiveness as children raced to the top, and the Shape Cubes, furniture, and large 
cylindrical mirrors made intergenerational tag and hide-and-seek a natural.  
 
Meaning-Making: Meaning Making social interactions focused on trying to make sense from an 
exhibit experience. They included such teaching/learning exchanges as: (a) directing and 
focusing attention, (b) explaining and suggesting, (c) asking and answering questions, (d) goal 
setting, and (e) giving encouragement and feedback. This sort of engagement was most often 
displayed by parents, grandparents, and aunts and uncles in small family groups and happened 
much less often with school and camp groups. Although the exhibits were designed with children 
five and older in mind, this sort of close engagement by caregivers extended the effective age 
range of some of the exhibits down to much younger ages. While some visitors did engage in 
meaning-making with other members of their social group, only a few did so at the large 
climbing structures. At all the exhibits, the biggest inhibitor to engaging in this type of social 
meaning-making appeared to be just one thing (see below). 
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Hybrid 
Some visitor social interactions could only be classified as a type of hybrid between Far Out and 
Up Close.  
 
Check In: This type of social interaction was typical at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars when 
children would climb the structures for a short time while adults either supervised from afar, 
observed, or did their own thing. Then the child would come running back to check in, and the 
interaction would switch to Up Close with the parent pointing something out or helping the child 
make sense of what they were doing. This type of social interaction was observed almost 
exclusively at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars. Again, this tends to be somewhat typical of 
playground behavior, but less typical of museum exhibits. 
 
Recognition & Pride: Another type of social interaction took place as a mixture of Far Out and 
Up Close. Among many visitors, a prominent affective response to their engagements with the 
exhibits was pride in their accomplishments, which they enjoyed sharing with others in their 
social groups, both adults and children. Many visitors worked long and hard to construct things 
at exhibits like Space-filling Blocks and Geometry in Motion, and they often sought out and 
received others’ admiration. 
 
Not surprisingly, as is typical in many science museums, Recognition & Pride tended to happen 
at Geometry Playground table-top exhibits that actively involved visitors in creating something 
such as (for example) Space-filling Blocks, Distorted Drawing, Build a Room, and Tile Designer. 
But Recognition and Pride also took place at the large immersives when some children proudly 
proclaimed to their adults that they had reached the top.  
 
These categories of social interactions are not the definitive declaration of how all visitors 
engaged with one another, but have been included to describe the range of social engagements 
that emerged from our limited time in the exhibition. While some may be perceived as more or 
less important than others, it is up to the Explo team to decide if there are certain types of 
engagements they feel should be downplayed, and others they wish to see increased. That said, 
for many visitors to science museums in general, engaging in active Meaning-Making is an 
important component of their visit. As described immediately below, we found that many 
visitors to all of the Geometry Playground exhibits ran up against just one thing that prevented 
them from engaging in this type of social meaning-making. 
 

Just One Thing 
In observing the ways that social groups engaged with the exhibition, we noted that many 
visitors seemed to need just one thing—usually a hint or instruction to do or notice something—
in order to get something meaningful out of the exhibit.  Sometimes these just one things were 
for really basic things like getting the exhibit to do what it was supposed to do. In the best 
situations, these were provided by someone else in the group, for example, when an adult 
provided them for a child. We identified a few just one things that, when someone in the social 
group provided them, the meaningfulness of the visitor experience improved dramatically. 
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• Hopscotch and Distorted Drawing: “Look in the mirror.” 
• Projected Puzzle: “Stand on the orange dot.” 
• Spin a Shape: “Keep turning the base of the card until it fits into place.” 
• Space-filling Blocks: “Keep trying. If you turn it just the right way, it fits perfectly.” 
• Stack of Stars: “Look, it’s made of star shapes!” 
• Dividing Space: “Notice the color patterns around the pegs and pucks.” 
• Geometry in Motion: “Connect the pieces with the small metal magnets.” 
• Gear Cube: “Keep turning. Watch closely or you’ll miss the cube.” 
 
At many exhibits, these just one things were carefully incorporated into the exhibit labels or 
design, but the data indicated that many visitors did not use them.  This tended to be either 
because (a) the group was operating in a Far Out mode, (b) the just one things were difficult to 
find in the labels, or (c) the hints didn’t stand out as something important to pay attention to. In 
some cases, the labels used straightforward language, but it was hard for visitors to recognize it 
as a just one thing or use it as part of their everyday conversation. Compare for example, the 
Stack of Stars label text below, with the just one thing we heard a few visitors say: “Look, it’s 
made of star shapes!”  
 

This climbing structure is made of stars that all  
have the same shape. 
 

In other situations, the just one thing was buried among other text on the label. An example of 
this was the direction to stand on the orange dot in order to use the Projected Puzzle. When 
visitors started at the second label located next to the structure (see Fig. B-9), most visitors did 
not find the just one thing (“walk over to the orange spot”) that was at the very end of the second 
paragraph of text.  
 

PROJECTED PUZZLE 
To see the words, you have to stand  
in the right spot. 
 
There is a message hidden here. To see the parts  
fit together to look like a flat image, walk over to  
the orange spot on the floor. 

 

Engagements at the Large Climbing Structures  
Engagements at all exhibit units included a wide range of behaviors, and virtually all types of 
engagements were observed at all exhibits (with obvious exceptions such as, for example, 
climbing was not in evidence at the Gear Cube or Geometry Garden). The data indicated 
however, that certain types of engagements were more typical at the two large climbing 
structures than at other smaller exhibits, where there tended to be more instances of typical 
museum behaviors such as reading labels and meaning-making, and fewer instances of typical 
playground behaviors such as the Far Out engagements described above. Because large climbing 
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structures in museum settings are still relatively rare, following is a detailed look at how children 
and adults tended to engage with these large immersive exhibits in Geometry Playground.  
 
Children.  Looking over the full range of children’s behaviors at the climbing structures (see 
Appendix H, Table H-1, for a list of children’s behaviors identified during site visits), we 
identified general patterns in the ways that children engaged while climbing the structures. First, 
we observed many children who engaged with exploratory and playful behaviors on the 
structures. Children seemed to spend the first minute or so of their engagement exploring the 
structure. Then, especially when the climbing structures were loosely supervised by staff, 
children sometimes became more playful—even playing games like tag and race to the top. Both 
exploratory and playful engagements seemed to contribute to children’s spatial orientation and 
navigation through the spaces. As they explored and played, most children remained at least 
loosely connected to their caregivers, shouting to them from time to time and sometimes leaving 
the structure to check in with a caregiver sitting on a bench. Children also looked out for each 
other. Friends helped friends find the best way to climb, and older children sometimes helped 
and looked out for younger children. 
 
Adults. As their children engaged at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars, we found that many 
caregivers’ behaviors changed from ways they had been observed previously at other exhibits 
(see Appendix H, Table H-2, for a list of caregiver behaviors). As expected, adults rarely 
climbed on the Gyroid or Stack of Stars, even after signs were added encouraging them to do so. 
But even when adults had been consistently Up Close in their engagements previously, and even 
when they had engaged in active meaning-making in particular, many caregivers appeared to 
disengage intellectually from these exhibits as they sat on the benches, and their social and 
emotional engagements tended to be limited to occasional exchanges with their children. Other 
caregivers wandered off to look at and engage with other exhibits. 
 
Most caregivers stayed intermittently engaged with their children even as they also attended to 
other needs, such as nursing a baby, using their cell phones, and deciding which parts of the 
museum to visit next. We also noted that standing caregivers seemed to be more actively 
engaged with their children and the exhibits than sitting caregivers. Some caregivers stood close 
to the structures because they felt they needed to be there in case something happened to their 
child, while others wanted a closer look at what was going on with the exhibits.  
 
It’s also important to note that we observed some caregivers reading labels; however, this was a 
relatively uncommon engagement, and most read only one or two of the many labels available. 
Few caregivers used the term Gyroid when talking with their children and we noted that many 
children did not know what to call the Gyroid. We also noted that only a few caregivers called 
their children’s attention to the star shapes comprising the Stack of Stars structure, and how they 
fit together. When respondents mentioned the shapes in Stack of Stars most described it as being 
composed of triangles. When adults did read the labels, the data indicated that some of them used 
the information on the labels to engage in meaningful conversations with their children. 
 
Most parents talked with their children infrequently, and when they did it was often about what 
the children had been doing on the climbing structures and what they might do next, rather than 
helping them notice and pay attention to the shapes of the structure. 
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Looking at Different Subgroups 

 
One of the goals of this evaluation study was to look at ways in which the Geometry Playground 
experience might differ based on visitors’ age and gender. Were there ways in which physical, 
social, emotional, and intellectual engagements, spatial reasoning, and learning outcomes 
differed among children and adults, girls and boys, women and men throughout the exhibition? If 
so, to what extent might these differences be considered equitable? 
 
The data gathered suggested that Geometry Playground provided valuable experiences for a wide 
range of visitors with few exceptions. The differences among subgroups, and the factors that that 
seemed to be responsible for these differences, are discussed in this section of the report. 
 

Factors Related to Age 
There were many indications that Geometry Playground worked well for visitors across a broad 
spectrum of ages, from toddlers to seniors. Visitors of all ages engaged with the exhibits, 
practicing spatial reasoning skills and experiencing geometry in a range of ways, depending on 
the physical, emotional, social, and intellectual capabilities and tendencies they brought with 
them to the experience. Some of these differences were related to visitors’ physical size and 
agility, level of physical activity, and the emotional and social tendencies that seem to 
accompany these physical attributes.  
 
Most children in the target age range immersed themselves at every opportunity, climbing on, 
over, and through the Gyroid and Stack of Stars and medium immersives. However, most adults 
experienced the immersive exhibits from the outside, looking in. The climbing structures in 
particular provided very different experiences for these two groups. Adults climbed on the 
Gyroid or Stack of Stars much less often than children in the target age range or somewhat older 
teens and young adults. When adults did climb these structures, those we observed most often 
reached the top and then sat or stood for awhile and then climbed back down—most did not 
climb around and through, exploring every section, as children in the target age ranges did. In 
other words, adults seemed to climb in purposeful rather than playful ways. This held true even 
when the small signs were added within the Gyroid encouraging caregivers to climb with their 
children. While most adults at the large climbing structures stood or sat back and watched, it was 
encouraging to see that a few did climb. 
 
When we asked one adult respondent if he had climbed in the Gyroid with his son after reading 
the label that said: “Climb with your kids!” he responded emphatically “No!” and offered the 
following explanation. 
 

I’m still thinking there are probably some limits….I’m learning as I get older that I 
have limits. 

Another adult respondent indicated that he didn’t climb on the Gyroid because of “adult dignity” 
although he indicated that he might have climbed it if it was an adult-only night. 
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Visitors’ experiences at the climbing structures were markedly different than their experiences at 
the contemplative exhibits, in particular the object-filled vitrines and cases of Geometry Garden 
and the photo essays of Geometry in the Wild. At Explo and SMM, Geometry Garden was 
centrally located and appeared to be visited by more respondents. Some groups spent 10 to 15 
minutes peering closely at case after case, looking closely at objects, reading labels, and 
discussing what they saw. Geometry Garden appeared to attract both adults and children, 
although not surprisingly, adults and children at the upper end of the target age range tended to 
spend longer amounts of time, whereas it was not unusual for children at the younger end to 
observe a case or two and then run off to explore another exhibit.11  
 
Visitor experiences at the other contemplative exhibit—the photo essays of Geometry in the 
Wild—were more divided along age lines. We found that few respondents spent time at this 
exhibit, and almost all who did stop to study photos and read the labels were adults.  
 
So, although the immersive exhibits clearly catered to visitors who were more physically 
active—especially children—the contemplative exhibits provided a quieter and less physically 
active alternative for both adults and certain children. It was fascinating to see such different 
activity levels adjacent to each other. Geometry Playground demonstrated that geometry in 
informal settings can encompass these vastly different experiences. The exhibition appeared to 
successfully engage visitors of all ages, backgrounds, and needs, by offering a wide range of 
kinds of experiences. 
 
Adults and children also differed in reading behavior, especially when it focused on the 
interpretive panels rather than just the instruction labels. As is typical in many museum settings, 
the adults tended to read more labels than did the children. At the climbing structures, this meant 
that some children discovered the underlying geometric concepts through climbing and 
physically exploring the structures, and some adults discovered them from reading a label. Some 
of these adults then took on more of an interpretive role within their social group as they shared 
what they read with others in their group. 
 
For example, at the Gyroid, some children figured out that it was constructed of identical chips 
during their immersive explorations, some adults figured out its construction (i.e., that it was 
constructed of identical chips) through close inspection while standing outside the structure, and 
some others read about it on a label.  
 
In contrast, at Stack of Stars few respondents figured out that it was constructed of stars or that it 
illustrated the concept of tessellation by simply immersing themselves in it or examining it from 
the outside. When respondents did notice the stars and/or the tessellations inherent to Stack of 
Stars, they tended to have either read it on the label, or compared the smaller table-top SRDs 
with the larger structure.  
  

                                                
11 At Explo and SMM, Geometry Garden was centrally located and many respondents visited it. At DHDC, the 
cases were split apart and assembled on either side of a doorway to another exhibit (Fig. G-32). Geometry Garden 
received less attention from visitors to DHDC, although it’s not clear whether this was because of its location or 
because most adult respondents were parents with children younger than the target audience. 
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Another age-related factor influencing visitors’ experiences in Geometry Playground was 
visitors’ level of prior background knowledge. Many children younger than eight or nine years 
old, for example, said they were not familiar with the term “geometry.” Middle school and older 
children and adults had more experience with this term, including understanding what it meant in 
at least a school setting. It was clear that the name of the exhibition had more meaning to older 
children and adults, and the ideas in many of the exhibits connected readily to a whole range of 
concepts they had learned about in school and elsewhere. For instance, many visitors to Space-
filling Blocks, Stack of Stars, and Tile Designer made strong connections with their earlier 
experiences with the geometric concept of tessellation.  
 
Tessellation seemed to be a particularly popular idea among those who had experienced it 
before, and we saw some respondents’ faces light up as they realized the connection. On the 
other hand, learning about tessellation for the first time was certainly a valuable experience for 
those unfamiliar with it, but who were able to discuss the idea with their caregivers or others in 
their social group. While many respondents missed the concept of tessellation, for those who 
were able to explore it, experiences tended to be one of two equally valuable, but qualitatively 
different, experiences based on their prior knowledge: (a) recognizing and extending existing 
ideas about tessellation for those who were already familiar with the concept, or (b) learning 
about tessellation for the first time. 
 
Finally, we talked with many adult respondents who had degrees and work experience in math, 
science, or engineering. There were indications that many of these respondents were seeing 
things in the exhibits and understanding them in ways that went far beyond anything explained in 
the labels. In some cases, their thinking about the exhibits approached that of the developers who 
designed and built them.  
 
And there were indications that even “experts” could learn something knew. One university 
professor, who teaches statistics and decision analysis and visited the exhibition with his brother 
(a high school math teacher), explained that he had heard of and seen origami previously but 
didn’t realize it was made from a single sheet of paper. He also explained how he had been told 
about a Klein bottle when he was a child, and had never really understood it, but after spending 
time in the Geometry Garden, he now did. 
 
Some of these “expert” visitors shared their knowledge with others in their group, especially if 
they were accompanied by adults or teens. A few experts kept up a running commentary about 
what they saw and did, based partly on their exhibit experiences and the labels, and partly on 
their previous experiences and understanding of these and related phenomena. Expert visitors 
with children in the target age range and lower often held back, coaching their children through 
their experiences rather than explaining the exhibits in depth. However, these visitors’ expertise 
shown through during depth interviews, when they often expressed insightful views about both 
the exhibits and what their children were getting out of their Geometry Playground experiences. 
Most of these expert visitors expressed their enjoyment of, and enthusiasm for, the exhibits; only 
a few expressed their disappointment with the simplicity of the information presented in the 
labels. 
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Although different-aged visitors had very different experiences—based on their physical size, 
level of physical activity, inclination towards reading, background knowledge, and other age-
related factors—Geometry Playground provided appealing and effective experiences for visitors 
of all ages. 
 

Gender-related Differences 
An important focus of the development of the exhibition was to ensure that spatial reasoning 
experiences for girls and boys would be equitable. This evaluation study focused on all visitors’ 
experiences with geometry and spatial reasoning, regardless of gender. However, our preliminary 
findings on this issue indicated that both girls and boys were highly engaged in both the 
immersive and non-immersive exhibits. Data indicated that both girls and boys practiced spatial 
reasoning skills and engaged in equally valuable experiences.  
 
We did find some preliminary indications at one of the venues during a focused 110-minute mid-
day period, that slightly more boys used the Gyroid and Stack of Stars than did girls during that 
same period of time. During this time, we made a total of 76 counts and found that there were 
more boys than girls on the structures 50% of the time; more girls than boys 34% of the time; 
and equal numbers 16% of the time. Although we don’t know whether the sample consisted of 
equal numbers of boys and girls to begin with, because these were school groups we assume that 
the gender ratios within the visiting groups were approximately equal. These preliminary data 
suggest that during the time we observed, either (a) more boys climbed on the structures than 
girls, or (b) when boys were on the structures, they tended to stay longer. Limited resources 
prevented us from repeating this count at other times and at other venues, and from doing similar 
counts at other exhibits.  
 
At Dividing Space we saw the most incidents of aggressive behaviors, mostly in the form of 
smashing of the pucks, and while there were many examples of this from both genders, 
preliminary indications were that this happened more frequently with boys. 
 

Equitability 
When we looked at the differences of experiences between subgroups, we found the biggest 
differences between adults and children. If there were gender differences, these seemed to be 
slight, and typical of what one would find in any environment. We should note that, although we 
label these observations by age and gender, we could just as easily have compared physically 
active and less active respondents, readers and non-readers, or more attentive and less attentive 
children.  
 
The most important finding is that members of all of these subgroups found ways to engage 
profitably with the exhibits. The exhibition provided a range of challenges, so that visitors with 
different abilities could find one that felt comfortable, but then could push themselves to another 
level. Physically active visitors of both genders and, to a lesser extent, all ages, were provided 
with a range of immersive exhibits that allowed them to engage in physical ways. Less active 
visitors could find appropriate physical challenges if they chose to stretch themselves, or a range 
of less physically demanding interactive experiences if they chose not to climb in, over, or 
through the immersive exhibits. Small children could explore freely in the medium immersives, 
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climb the Stack of Stars with a parent standing a few feet away, and perhaps explore the lower 
reaches of the Gyroid with a parent right behind them. Those with shorter attention spans found 
experiences that paid off quickly, like Hopscotch or Distorted Chair. But they sometimes found 
their attention engaged in ways that might not have happened had they not just “burned off some 
energy” on the Gyroid and Stack of Stars. Visitors who liked to dig deep could spend 5-10 
minutes testing many possibilities at Space-filling Blocks or Geometry in Motion, making an 
intricate artwork at Drawing in Circles, or studying the objects and graphics in Geometry 
Garden, Polyhedra, or Geometry in the Wild. 
 
In summary, the exhibition appeared to provide equitably a meaningful and satisfying range of 
experiences. Children and adults, girls and boys, and women and men could find exhibits that 
felt comfortable to them, and then push further if they were so motivated. Older children who no 
longer frequented playgrounds could climb the Gyroid, adults could play with blocks, girls could 
construct elaborate linkages at Geometry in Motion, and boys could design artworks on the giant 
spirograph (Drawing in Circles). Equitability in an exhibition seems partly about providing 
opportunities, and partly about inspiring the visitors to fulfill those opportunities in ways that go 
beyond what they might do in everyday life. By enticing many visitors to go beyond their 
everyday experiences, Geometry Playground provided equitable experiences for most visitors. 
 

The Role of Labels and Other Graphics 

Not surprisingly, labels contributed to visitors’ experiences in important ways. In this section, we 
discuss some of the various ways the labels contributed, and the roles they played. 
 
As noted earlier in this report, the labels in Geometry Playground were six different types: (a) 
instructions, (b) warnings, (c) interpretive panels, (d) object labels, (e) quotations, and (f) titles. 
Note that some label panels fulfilled more than one label function. For instance, many 
interpretive panels included instructions, warning labels included small bits of interpretation, and 
object labels sometimes included interpretation and object names.  
 

Instructions 
Instruction labels were either short, imperative statements incorporated as small stand-alone 
labels (e.g., the “Look in the mirror while you play hopscotch” label atop the cylindrical mirror 
in Fig. B-2) or text incorporated into larger panels (as at Distorted Chair, Fig. B-4). The 
instruction labels at Build a Room included a small label applied directly to the light wand (Fig. 
B-14) and a larger label that incorporated graphics showing visitors what to do (Fig. B-15). Short 
imperative instruction labels were mounted inside the Gyroid (Fig. B-27). And, although most 
instructions were stated as an imperative, some also provided hints, as at the Projected Puzzle 
(Fig. B-10). 
 
As is typical in exhibitions, most visitors engaged with interactives and immersives before 
looking at labels of any sort. When they had problems figuring out what to do, they looked for 
instructions to help. Caregivers often found the instructions as they stood back and watched their 
children’s initial engagement with the exhibits and sometimes intervened if their children were 
having problems or using the exhibit in ways that differed from the instructions. We found that 
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engagements were enhanced when instructions included text that caregivers could either read 
aloud or easily paraphrase for their children. 
 
In a previous section (under Caregiver-Child Interactions) we described how many visitors’ 
experiences were limited when they needed just one thing in order to engage meaningfully. In 
other words, visitors needed something to jumpstart their successful use of the exhibit, and 
without it, their experience was limited. Some of the labels incorporated this information. 
Examples included the “Look in the mirror” label at Hopscotch (Fig. B-2), the suggestion to 
stretch out on the Distorted Chair (Fig. B-4), and the labels included on the light wand at Build a 
Room (Fig. B-14). As noted previously, sometimes visitors noticed the embedded just one things, 
and sometimes they didn’t.  
 
In a few other exhibits however, the just one thing was missing. For example, the Gear Cube’s 
crank had to be rotated 10 times for visitors to see it progress from one shape to the next. Many 
respondents either gave up after too few rotations, or glanced away during the critical moment, 
resulting in a less meaningful experience. The just one thing was also missing at Spin a Shape, 
Geometry in Motion, and others. 
 
The challenge labels mounted inside the Gyroid exhibit12 (see Fig G28-b) were a special type of 
instruction label. We were able to observe visitors use the Gyroid both with and without these 
labels installed, and we talked with a few visitors who said they had read them.  These 
preliminary data indicated that most respondents did not use these labels, but further study would 
be necessary to reach redundancy regarding their effectiveness.  
 

Warnings 
Warning labels were mounted at the entrances to the platform for the Gyroid (Fig. B-26) and 
Stack of Stars (Fig. B-31). These labels stated the age limits for the climbing structures and 
encouraged adults to supervise children’s behavior.  
 

At the Gyroid: 
Ages 7+ 
PLAY IT SAFE 
Children under 7 aren’t ready for this climber. 
Adult supervision strongly recommended. 
No aggressive or unsafe behavior. 

 
At Stack of Stars: 

Ages 5+ 
PLAY IT SAFE 
Adult supervision recommended. 
Designed for children 5 and up. 

 

                                                
12 Note that these were installed only at the DHDC venue.  
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While most caregivers tended to heed the warning labels, the data indicated that some caregivers 
with preschoolers ignored the suggestions. At SMM, we talked with some parents who 
completely left the 4th floor when they saw the sign indicating that their children were too young 
to climb these structures. This seemed like a loss, because we observed children as young as 18 
months safely climbing on the lower reaches of these structures with close adult supervision. 
This was the case in all three venues, but even more so at DHDC when the Gyroid was one-third 
lower in height. As discussed previously in the section under Safety, this would require more 
study to come to a firm conclusion. 
 

Interpretive Panels 
Most exhibits included at least one large label panel, which we refer to here as interpretive 
panels. Some examples include the Gyroid’s wall- and bench-mounted labels (Figs. B-28 and B-
29), Stack of Stars bench-mounted labels (Fig. B-32), Spin a Shape (Fig. B-16, back panel), and 
Drawing in Circles (the entire back panel in Fig. B-22). Some examples of exhibits that did not 
include interpretive panels were Sphere Cube, Hopscotch, Gear Cube, and the large Shape Cubes 
(when they were not accompanied by small cubes). Several exhibits were designed by Explo 
artists in residence, and these included a special type of interpretive label with information about 
the artist (Fig. B-47). 
 
The Projected Puzzle’s stanchion label (Fig. B-10) provided an example of how instructions and 
interpretation sometimes blended together. Figuring out how to view the puzzle drove home the 
idea that, with a projection of this sort, there is one best place from which to view it. The 
stanchion label was effective at SMM because the large orange spot and the stanchion label were 
set up at the base of the central stairway where most visitors first entered the 3rd floor of the 
exhibition. When the sign was located where most visitors saw it before engaging with the 
structure, many respondents looked at the stanchion label, then the puzzle, then stepped to the 
center of the dot and looked again, and finally shared their discovery with others in their group, 
just the way the exhibit was intended to be used. Because the instructions were communicated 
with illustrations as well as text, children as young as six years old sometimes figured out how to 
view the puzzle on their own. 
 
There was a second Projected Puzzle interpretive panel, however, that was located right beside 
the structure (Fig. B-9). We found that when visitors started using the exhibit by reading this 
sign, they tended to bend over and maybe take a few steps away, but no visitor walked all the 
way from the puzzle to the orange spot, i.e., the location at which the puzzle “works.”  
 
In contrast to SMM, at DHDC the orange spot and stanchion label were located in the center of 
the exhibition, beside an entrance to the large climbing structure platform. Data indicated that 
very few visitors paid attention to the stanchion label, orange spot, or puzzle structure from this 
position. This suggested that the layout of the exhibition can make a big difference to the 
effectiveness of exhibit interpretation. With this set up, few respondents read either of the labels 
for this exhibit, and we saw no visitors who read the second label (the one next to the puzzle) and 
then walked over to the orange dot, per the label instructions. 
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The interpretive panels at several exhibits included examples of “real-world geometry” (Fig. B-
28) and these labels were the primary way visitors discovered ways in which geometry could be 
seen and applied in everyday life. For example, the illustrations of the ballerina at Spin a Shape 
and the steam locomotive at Geometry in Motion were understood by some children in the target 
age range plus many adults. The data indicated that children sometimes noticed and talked about 
them on their own, and sometimes caregivers pointed them out to their children.  
 
At Dividing Space, the description of Voronoi diagrams used both text and graphics to explain 
this concept. Some adults—especially caregivers who stood back and watched their children—
noticed and sometimes read this label for 20 seconds or more. Some also pointed it out to and 
discussed it with other adults in their groups. However, few caregivers tried to explain the real-
world applications of the Voronoi concept to the children in their group. A few of the exhibits, 
such as the triangle Shape Cube and Build a Room, included small real-world geometry labels 
mounted on exhibit walls or sides, apart from other labels, although the data indicated that few 
respondents read these.  
 
Although Geometry Playground’s goals focused on experiencing geometry and practicing spatial 
reasoning skills, some interpretive panels also included explanations of what might be termed the 
“physics” behind the phenomena, while still emphasizing the geometrical aspects of the 
phenomena in question. At Distorted Chair (Fig. B-4), physics and geometry were inextricably 
linked, although a few respondents interpreted this exhibit as being about light (an idea that was 
reinforced for them when they tried to take flash photos of the reflection in the mirror).  
 
The panel at Spin a Shape named and defined the concept of rotational solids in geometric terms, 
but did not explain the perceptual aspects of this phenomenon. Many caregivers who tried to 
explain to their children why the spinning shape changed as it did struggled to find the right 
words; a few were successful, but most were not.  
 
The panel at Geometry in Motion included both geometry and physics in its explanation of 
mechanical linkages and—with its real-world example of a locomotive—seemed relatively easy 
for many children at the upper end of the target audience to understand on their own and for 
caregivers to explain to younger children. It appeared that the simple explanation of physics and 
perception along with geometry, accompanied by the incorporation of real-world examples, was 
an effective approach. 
 
At Explo, the Gyroid and Stack of Stars interpretative labels were displayed in two different 
ways: (a) panels mounted on the wall that enclosed some sections of the two exhibits (Fig. B-28), 
or (b) panels mounted on the benches where some caregivers sat as they watched their children 
(Fig. B-29). The wall-mounted labels were most often read by adults who were enjoying some 
“own time” as their children climbed. A few children, especially those at the upper end of the 
target audience and older, also stopped and read these labels. The bench-mounted labels were 
most often read by adult caregivers as they sat and watched their children, although some visitors 
stood outside the enclosures and read them. Most adult visitors who read them appeared to find 
some useful information for themselves, but they weren’t able to use them in meaningful ways 
with their children. There were indications that the labels could have supported adult-child 
interactions by (a) helping caregivers relate the information on the label to the climbing structure 
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in a concrete way so they could talk about it with their children, or (b) suggesting activities that 
parents could encourage their children to try while climbing in the Gyroid, like finding the 
shortest way to the top or figuring out how many “rooms” were inside. 
 

Object Labels 
Most of the artifacts and specimens displayed in the Geometry Garden included object labels that 
listed the object name, some interpretive information, and, when appropriate, the name of the 
artist (e.g., Figs. B-51 and B-52). These labels were read, at least in part, by most of the visitors 
who stopped to examine these objects, sometimes stimulating discussion among adults or 
conversations between caregivers and children. There were indications that both the objects and 
their labels played important roles in helping some visitors appreciate both the real-world 
applications and aesthetic aspects of geometry. 
 

Quotations and Stand-alone Texts 
Quotation labels and stand-alone texts were mostly displayed on the Entrance Structure (Fig. G-
1 and Fig. G-19) or on the back wall of the exhibition space (Fig. G-31). They included some 
important thoughts about geometry and the role it plays in people’s lives. For instance, one 
quotation read as follows: 
 

Geometry is a skill of the eyes and the hands as well as the mind.  
Jean Pedersen, American mathematician, 1981 

 
The term “spatial reasoning” was found as stand-alone text only on the Entrance Structure.13 
This label read as follows: 
 

You’ve been doing geometry all your life. With every image you see, every move 
you make, and every object you hold. This geometry is more than what you study in 
school—it’s how you make sense of space. 

Here you’ll play with shapes and spaces. And while you’re using your body, you’ll 
also be using your mind. This natural mental geometry—called spatial reasoning—
is what people use to knit a sweater, copy a dance move, or navigate across town. 

 
These labels—along with Geometry in the Wild (Figs. B-53, B-54, B-55)—included important 
ideas about geometry and spatial reasoning, but data indicated that few visitors attended to them.  
 

Titles 
The title of an exhibition is an important opportunity to succinctly inform visitors of the main 
focus of the exhibition. There were indications that when visitors were aware of it, the Geometry 
Playground title communicated many important ideas to visitors. It said that the exhibition was 
about geometry, that it was going to be fun, that you’d be using your whole body. 
 

                                                
13 The Entrance Structure was installed as an entrance to the exhibition only at Explo and SMM. 
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For many of the visitors who were aware of, and thought about, the name, it was more than just a 
title; it was an idea worth contemplating. The title paired two things that most visitors didn’t 
naturally put together, ideas that made perfect sense once they were familiar with the exhibits, 
especially the large and medium immersives. The phrase “geometry playground” was both a call 
to action and a take-home message: geometry is fun, something we can play with, and geometry 
goes beyond what we learned about in school.  
 
However, data indicated that most visitors were unaware of the title of the exhibition. In 
analyzing why this might be so, we found that the exhibition’s title was not displayed in very 
many places, regardless of the venue. Although prominent on the Entrance Structure (Fig. G-1 
and Fig. G-19), because of the porous nature of the exhibition, most visitors missed this structure 
and thus the exhibition’s title. In addition, at one venue the Entrance Structure was installed as 
separate panels at the back and sides of the exhibition (Fig. G-29 and Fig. G-31). At one venue, 
the title of the exhibition was included in a few additional places (Fig. G-20 and Fig. G-21) and 
frequently featured on the museum’s website homepage.  At this venue more respondents were 
aware of the title.  
  
We found similar challenges with the titles of the two large climbing structures in particular. In 
both of these exhibits, the warning labels were also title labels, but while most paid attention to 
the safety messages, only a few visitors noticed the title portion.  When visitors didn’t notice the 
names of these exhibits, they often had a difficult time talking about their experiences. A few 
visitors read the names on the bench- and wall-mounted signs, and when they did, some of these 
visitors could name the structures. But for the most part, few visitors knew what to call either 
exhibit.  
 
On Stack of Stars in particular, many visitors missed the idea that this exhibit was made up of 
stars. In fact, during interviews when respondents talked about shapes, they tended to describe 
the 2-D triangular faces of the stars rather than the 3-D star shapes.  
 

What Happened in the Absence of Labels 
As described above, there were many indications that labels played an important part in most 
visitors’ experiences. It was unfortunate when labels were minimally included, or not included at 
all on some exhibit units, for example: Sphere Cube; some of the Shape Cubes; the Gyroid; and 
Stack of Stars.  
 
Missing labels represented missed opportunities for engagement and learning. For example, 
caregivers were often stumped about what to say to their children in the Sphere Cube as they 
stood and watched them play. A few caregivers tried to describe the construction of this exhibit, 
pointing out the many circles that intersected at its walls, but they failed to come up with words 
that their children could understand. At the Shape Cubes, most respondents did not discover that 
it was more comfortable to slide through on their backs than crawl through on their knees. We 
also noticed that many young visitors focused more on the twisty and looping tunnel interiors 
and missed the simple shapes that had been cut out to make the tunnels. This happened even 
when the small interpretive cubes were included as part of the Triangle and Square Shape Cubes, 
perhaps because these were placed off to the side, where visitors were less apt to see them. Small 
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labels might be added right beside the tunnel entrances, for instance, printing the shape name at 
the tunnel mouth, and including a small photo of an adult visitor sliding through on their back. 
 
The lack of bench-mounted labels at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars climbing structures at some 
venues was particularly problematic, since these labels provided important opportunities for 
caregivers to read labels as their children climbed, and then pass on activity ideas or bits of 
information to their children. At the venues with bench labels installed, even when they were 
mounted facing away from the climbing structure (as at SMM, Fig. B-37), some caregivers used 
the information they were able to glean to help explain something to their children, direct their 
children’s attention, or suggest an activity. But when the labels were absent, fewer meaning-
making conversations took place. 
 

Effectiveness of Paired Exhibits 

As noted previously, a few exhibits were designed as conceptual pairings, so that visitors would 
be able to engage with a geometric concept in different ways.  The conceptual pairs in the final 
exhibition were as follows, with the immersive exhibits listed first: 

- Stack of Stars :: Space-filling Blocks (both SRDs and TOs)  
- Hopscotch, Distorted Chair :: Distorted Drawing 

 
In addition to the exhibits designed to be close conceptual pairs, the data indicated that some 
visitors made their own conceptual linkages, especially between the numerous tessellation 
exhibits. Tessellation was a familiar concept for some visitors, and they noticed that several 
exhibits dealt with this topic, including especially the Shape-filling Blocks and Tile Designer 
exhibits. A few visitors also talked about exhibits that reminded them of the repeated patterns 
they had seen in works by Escher, which included both the tessellation exhibits and, for at least 
one visitor, the Gyroid. For these visitors, the Stack of Stars :: Space-filling Blocks conceptual 
pair was expanded to also include the Tile Designer, and the Gyroid. 
 
An additional conceptual pairing was made by a few visitors who recognized the process of 
stellation in the Stellator and in the two Space-filling Blocks exhibits. For these visitors, the 
Stack of Stars :: Space-filling Blocks conceptual pair was expanded to include the Stellator. 
 
The data indicated that visitors could be successful and have rich and meaningful experiences at 
either or both of the intended conceptually paired exhibits without being aware of their 
conceptual link, but that when they did become aware of the relationship, it was a particularly 
powerful experience. For most visitors, to make the connection the exhibits had to be in close 
proximity to one another (so that visitors could stumble across the connection on their own), or 
the connection needed to be pointed out by a label or a person. At one museum in particular, 
floor staff sometimes engaged visitors with an activity at Hopscotch and then sent them over to 
do the Distorted Chair exhibit, thereby helping them make the connection. 
 
In the absence of a label or knowledgeable and motivated staff person, however, most visitors 
did not notice the intended conceptual pairs. This was not surprising considering that many 
times, the conceptual pairs were not located near one another. The one exception to this was the 
pairing of the Stack of Stars immersive exhibit, and the SRDs portion of the Space-filling Blocks 
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table top. This pairing was supported by the layout of the exhibition at all three host sites and by 
exhibit labels, and was recognized by many visitors and used to enhance their experiences with 
both exhibits. We also found that most of the visitors who indicated that they thought of Stack of 
Stars in terms of its construction (a spatial reasoning skill) and tessellation (an important 
geometric concept) did so primarily because they had engaged with the small SRDs. 
 
While not designed as conceptual pairs, another potentially powerful pairing opportunity arose 
between the Shape Cubes and the Shape Stools, as the Shape Stools were concrete evidence of 
the negative space within the Shape Cubes. The data indicated however, that the stools were 
rarely located close to their respective Shape Cubes. Two of the large Shape Cubes (the square 
and the triangle) had small table-top versions to facilitate deeper meaning-making experiences at 
the Cubes (see Fig. B-20). When the small versions were mounted adjacent to one another, some 
visitors noticed them and used them to enhance their understanding. But again, their placement 
was not consistent, and at other venues, they were either absent or separated. 
 
Finally, a few respondents independently suggested that the exhibition could benefit from an 
additional conceptual pair. These respondents pointed out how valuable it would have been to 
have both a large and small version of the Gyroid, perhaps with a rope that could be threaded 
through the smaller version to demonstrate the idea that a Gyroid is made of two “rooms” that 
never intersect. 
 
Conceptual pairings, when they were recognized, contributed to both spatial reasoning about the 
exhibits and increased understanding and thoughtfulness about geometric concepts. However, 
because this recognition depended mostly on what visitors brought to the engagements, rather 
than on the design and layouts of the exhibits, this did not happen very often. 
 
Given the success of the limited conceptual pairings that did take place, the idea of pairing 
exhibits seems a sound one that we hope will be pursued in future venues. Installing the intended 
conceptual pairs—as well as the other loosely conceptually related exhibits—in close proximity 
to one another, training floor staff to help visitors recognize and think more deeply about the 
various conceptual pairings, and using the labels to point them out could help create rich 
opportunities for visitors to evolve their geometric understandings in powerful ways. 
 

Focus of Exhibition 

Most respondents described the exhibition as being about geometry, or as some put it, about 
shapes. When respondents described a more nuanced theme, it was often that the exhibition 
made geometry more fun or easier to understand than the subject they remembered in school. For 
instance, a 9th grader said that the exhibition “kind of explained everything about it and made it 
easy to understand. It made geometry easy, if that makes sense.” One mother said she brought 
her primary-aged children to Geometry Playground because they were struggling with school 
math, as she did as a child. She said she wanted to help them see that math and geometry could 
be fun. 
 
Some respondents talked about what the exhibition’s labels termed real-world geometry, 
although they usually expressed this in their own terms. For instance, many respondents 
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recognized Drawing in Circles as a giant spirograph and the Geometron as something like a 
kaleidoscope.14 They often used these terms when talking about these exhibits with others in 
their groups. Some respondents talked about the unexpected geometric shapes and patterns they 
saw in commonplace objects, like the shells and other natural objects in the Geometry Garden. 
And some respondents saw graphics or read labels that helped them connect the exhibits to 
things they had heard about before visiting the exhibition. For instance, some respondents who 
created structures at Geometry in Motion saw the photo of the steam locomotive and related their 
constructions to train wheels, and a few respondents who read the real-world geometry label at 
Dividing Space talked about Voronoi diagrams with others in their group. 
 
A few respondents did not make the connection between the Geometry Playground exhibits and 
geometry. These visitors tended to be those who had spent a very limited amount of time in the 
exhibition, or thought the exhibition was about a related subject such as physics or light, 
especially after having spent time with the Distorted Chair, or Hopscotch. Also, children who 
had not yet studied geometry in a formal way did not appear to recognize the links to school 
math unless their parents pointed it out. 
 
In accordance with the project goals, many visitors also talked about an aesthetic appreciation for 
geometry, especially when they had spent time at the Geometry Garden, Geometron, Shape 
Cubes, Shape Stools, and Tile Designer. A few specific pieces from the Geometry Garden were 
mentioned in particular: the Klein bottle, origami, natural objects, and the structure built out of 
pencils. 
 

Geometric Concepts & Shapes 

While learning about geometric concepts and 2-D and 3-D shapes was not an explicit goal of the 
Geometry Playground exhibition, data indicated that some of this was in fact taking place. 
Examples of exhibits where this happened include: the Gyroid, Polyhedra, Stack of Stars, Space-
filling Blocks, Stellator, Shape Cube, and Shape Stools. 
 
Data indicated that some respondents learned for the first time, and/or expanded their 
understanding of, one or more of the following words and concepts: tessellation, stellation, 
truncation, gyroid, octahedron, polyhedra (and all the related shapes inside this booth). However, 
there were also indications that the exhibit did not help visitors learn or expand their 
understanding of some of the more basic concepts, such as: square, sphere, ellipse, triangle, 
trapezoid, and cone, in spite of the many inherent learning opportunities (for example, seeing 
what it felt like to be inside a triangle).  
 
Some visitors younger than the target audience were able to engage meaningfully with the 
Geometry Playground exhibits, for example, by climbing Projected Puzzle, looking at the 
objects in the Geometry Garden, drawing at Distorted Drawing and Drawing in Circles, 
climbing the lower rungs of both the Gyroid and Stack of Stars, and wiggling through Shape 
Cubes. However, for most of these young respondents, the experience was exclusively 
“playground” rather than “geometry” when, with some small and unobtrusive additions, it could 
                                                
14 These terms were not included in the exhibit labels. 
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have been both for many more.  The data indicated that there were many missed opportunities to 
help them and older visitors with less geometry experience, start thinking geometrically, even if 
this meant simply noticing and naming various shapes throughout the exhibition. The addition of 
a few key elements (for example, names of simple shapes) could have a powerful impact on the 
meaningfulness of the experience for these mostly non-target, but otherwise frequent, visitors. 
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FINDINGS: SPATIAL REASONING 

One of the intended outcomes for visitors in Geometry Playground was that they would gain 
experience with two- and three-dimensional space, and practice spatial reasoning skills.  
This section of the summative evaluation documents and describes the many different goal-
related types of spatial reasoning that took place in Geometry Playground, and some ways that 
the exhibition had the potential to—and in some cases did—go beyond its stated goals.  
 

Spatial Reasoning in Everyday Life and in the Exhibition 
It can be argued that spatial reasoning is so basic to our lives that we practice it almost everywhere 
we go. Any science museum is filled with exhibits that engage visitors in spatial reasoning skills 
of one sort or another. The following label on the Entrance Structure to the Geometry Playground 
exhibition explains it well. 
 

You’ve been doing geometry all your life. With every image you  
see, every move you make, and every object you hold. This  
geometry is more than what you study in school—it’s how you  
make sense of space. 
Here you’ll play with shapes and spaces. And while you’re using  
your body, you’ll also be using your mind. This natural mental  
geometry—called spatial reasoning—is what people use to knit  
a sweater, copy a dance move, or navigate across town. 

 
The question then is how was the spatial reasoning in Geometry Playground any different than 
just maneuvering around the museum? The data indicated that the Geometry Playground 
exhibition provided opportunities for visitors to engage in spatial reasoning: (a) in new ways, (b) 
for longer periods of time, and (c) to do so more deliberately than they typically would when just 
navigating life. Below is a brief description of some of the ways visitors engaged with geometry 
and spatial reasoning while in the exhibition. 
 
Practicing skills. Geometry Playground got many visitors practicing skills they may not use 
much anymore. For instance, the Gyroid got some teens—and even a few adults—climbing 
around like seven-year-olds, and Shape-filling Blocks got visitors of all ages playing with blocks.  
 
Unfamiliar uses. Geometry Playground got many visitors using familiar things, but in slightly 
different ways than they were used to using them. For example, the blocks they played with were 
odd shapes, the climbing structures were totally unique (the biggest Gyroid ever!), and when 
they drew with a “spray can of paint,” they did it in empty space, and it showed up on TV. In 
other words, many visitors saw the familiar in a new way. 
 
Prolonged engagement. Most visitors had fun at the exhibits, so they kept playing and kept 
trying different things. As they engaged for two, five, even 10 minutes or more, some got better 
at the basic physical spatial reasoning skills and then began to engage in more sophisticated and 
intellectually engaged ways. 
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Geometry is everywhere. When visitors encountered the title of the exhibition, they tended to 
attach the term “geometry” to what they did in the exhibition. Sometimes they did and saw 
things they didn’t necessarily associate with geometry, and so began to expand their definition of 
geometry, and to recognize it in other aspects of their daily lives.  
 
Geometry can fun. Some visitors who had not enjoyed geometry in school enjoyed themselves 
in this exhibition, developing positive feelings for a subject they had previously associated with 
negative feelings. 
 

Definition of Spatial Reasoning 
The definition of spatial reasoning in the Geometry Playground project included the two 
following descriptions.  
 

[Spatial reasoning skills are] those mental skills concerned with understanding, 
manipulating, reorganizing, or interpreting relationships visually (Tartre, 1990, 
p. 216, in Dancu, Gutwill, & Sindorf, 2009, p. 4)  

 
In practice, this means visualizing objects from multiple perspectives; rotating, 
flipping or inverting mental objects; recognizing spatial relationships among 
objects; perceiving spaces and their properties (Dancu, Gutwill, & Sindorf, 2009, 
p. 4). 

 
These definitions were further operationalized into eleven broad categories of skills (see Table 3) 
(Dancu & Gutwill, 2010; Gutwill, 2010; Gyllenhaal, 2010a; Gyllenhaal, 2011; Gyllenhaal & 
Perry, 2010). 
 
 
 
Table 3. Intended spatial reasoning skills in Geometry Playground. 
 
 

Categories Skills 
Shape Explorations of shapes (with your hands or body, also exploration of the 

geometry of an object, such as the edges of a box or table) 
Size Explorations of size 
Curvature Explorations of curvature 
Orientation Explorations of orientation (the direction an object or body is facing relative 

to the background or to another object) 
Location Explorations of locations of objects (including body) relative to the 

background or to another object) 
Congruence Explorations of congruence (comparing objects to other objects, or to other 

object pre- and post-transformation) 
Rotation Rotation (aligning shapes or spaces by physically or mentally rotating them) 
Movement Movement (moving in space, judging relative velocity/arrival time, 

distance/intercept) 
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Construction Construction (creating, building or developing shapes and forms). Drawing 
(perhaps as a type of Construction) 

Transformation Transformation (changing from 2-D to 3-D or from morphed to anamorphed) 
Prediction Spatial inference (e.g., predicting 3-D from 2-D) 

 

Using a grounded theory approach where findings emerge from the data, this classification 
scheme evolved into an expanded Table 4. This revised framework includes all of the original 
spatial reasoning skills listed in Table 3, and expands them to incorporate the full range of spatial 
reasoning that emerged from the data, especially in the larger, immersive spaces, as well as many 
of the mental skills that visitors practiced. This expanded framework groups spatial reasoning 
into those skills visitors practiced primarily physically, with their senses, hands, and bodies, and 
those they practiced primarily mentally, with their minds. Note that both of these broad 
categories (physically and mentally) involve some aspects of the other; in other words, when 
visitors were primarily using their senses, hands, and bodies, they were also mentally engaged, 
and vice versa. 

 
 
 
Table 4. Inventory of spatial reasoning skills practiced by visitors to Geometry Playground 
 
 
 

Ways visitors engaged primarily with their senses, hands, and body: 
  Physical exploration of objects: 
 shapes 
 locations of objects 
 size 
 orientation of objects 
 curvature 
 congruence 
 transformation 
  Rotation of physical objects 
 
Ways visitors engaged primarily with their minds:  
  Recognition of spatial relationships among objects 
  Perception of spaces and their properties 
  Spatial visualization and the creation of mental images or objects 
  The manipulation of mental images or objects: 
 rotated 
 flipped or inverted 
 transformed 
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  Dynamic spatial reasoning: 
 judging relative velocity/arrival time 
 judging distance/intercept 
  Recognition/classification of shapes based on mental objects 
  Spatial orientation and navigation, including wayfinding 
  Developing and applying rules to spatial problems 
  Planning, constructing, and deconstructing objects and structures 
  Spatial inference to solve spatial problems 

 
While the above table presents a quick snapshot of the range and types of spatial reasoning we 
observed in the Geometry Playground exhibition, Appendix I, Taxonomy of Spatial Reasoning 
Skills, contains additional descriptions and specific examples of exhibits. 

 

General Spatial Reasoning Knowledge Hierarchy 
In addition to examining specific evidence of spatial reasoning being practiced at various exhibit 
units, we found it useful to employ a knowledge hierarchy technique to fully understand visitors’ 
spatial reasoning in the exhibition. A knowledge hierarchy is a tool for understanding the range 
of ways visitors understand and experience an exhibit within the context of the exhibit 
developer’s intentions. Rather than assessing exclusively whether or not visitors achieved a pre-
determined learning outcome, or engaged in a pre-defined way, a knowledge hierarchy describes 
visitors’ learning or engagement based on their experiences within the context of the intended 
outcomes. It should be noted that the knowledge hierarchy is not pre-determined, but emerges 
from the evaluation data. 
 

The knowledge hierarchy…is based on the assumption that inherent in each exhibit 
is an internal knowledge structure. This knowledge structure is at the intersection 
of the exhibit developer’s, and the visitor’s, organization and understanding of the 
topic. A knowledge hierarchy is simply a description of this range of 
understandings. It is not the range of knowledge visitors have about a topic, but the 
range of knowledge within the context of the exhibit. (Perry, 1993) 

 
The knowledge hierarchy technique has been used in many evaluations and some research 
studies over the years and has proven to be a useful framework for describing the range of visitor 
experiences. While usually used to describe visitor learning outcomes, it proved useful in this 
study to describe the range of ways visitors practiced spatial reasoning in Geometry Playground. 
 
The data indicated a knowledge hierarchy as described below in Table 5. This hierarchy has six 
levels, from Level 0, representing those visitors who had no engagement with spatial reasoning 
at an exhibit, through Level 5, which represents engagement on the most abstract level, based on 
mental objects of the exhibit rather than the physical exhibit itself. 
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Table 5. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills practiced by visitors to Geometry Playground 
 
 
Level 0 No engagement. These visitors were not engaged with the exhibition at all, for 

example they were reading a book, checking email, standing and talking about 
vacation plans, etc. 

 
Level 1 Mindless engagement. These visitors were minimally engaged mentally, 

although they were often physically active. They moved unconsciously and 
automatically. There was no intellectual engagement about what they were doing, 
in part because they were not trying to accomplish anything in particular. An 
example of this was the visitor at the SRDs who was absent-mindedly moving the 
shapes around while gazing elsewhere in the exhibition. 

 
Level 2 Trial and error. These visitors were aware and thoughtful about what they were 

doing, in part because they were trying to accomplish something. However, they 
did not have any particular ideas about how to accomplish their goal, so their 
engagement was characterized by trial and error, not based on a rule or plan. 
These visitors did not predict the results of their actions. Although they were 
sometimes successful, success was accidental. An example of this was the visitor 
who realized that they were supposed to fit the SRD shapes into the holes in the 
base, but who just spun and twisted them randomly until they fell into place. 

 
Level 3 Deliberateness. These visitors were deliberate and thoughtful, and were 

beginning to develop a hypothesis or plan to guide their efforts. These visitors 
might not have been successful all the time, but they developed a plan and 
predicted (at least implicitly) that their approach would be successful, although 
their plan was not always successful. They were also deliberate in how they 
executed their plan. And example at this level was the visitor at the TOs who said, 
“I’m going to make sure that the flat surface is always on the bottom.”  

 
Level 4 Mental objects and complex rules. These visitors had well-developed mental 

objects and had complex rules about how to apply those mental objects to achieve 
their goal. These visitors successfully predicted the results of their actions much 
of the time, but still needed to test their hypotheses with physical objects. 

 
Level 5 Absence of physical objects. These visitors operated successfully with mental 

objects and complex rules without the need to use physical objects. Examples 
included visitors who told us how they disassembled the Gyroid into its 
constituent “chips” in their heads.  
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This knowledge hierarchy (Table 5) describes a wide range of levels of engaging in spatial 
reasoning that emerged from the data. We observed and talked with visitors at all levels of the 
hierarchy at all the exhibits. Many visitors practiced spatial reasoning skills that were 
characterized by a lack of deliberateness. In other words, these engagements tended to be 
primarily mindless engagement or trial and error (Levels 1 and 2). Some visitors used more 
deliberate and thoughtful strategies (Level 3), and a few used mental objects and complex rules 
(Level 4), with a few of those operating in the absence of physical objects (Level 5).  
 
We also saw evidence, however, of some children in the target age range moving up a level (or 
sometimes two) when they engaged with an exhibit for several minutes. For example, starting 
with mindless engagement sometimes led to discoveries that sparked a desire to accomplish 
something, resulting in the visitor engaging in trial and error to try to achieve their goal. 
Similarly, some visitors who used primarily trial and error noticed that the results often led to the 
discovery of patterns and eventual rules, which led to more deliberate and thoughtful practicing. 
And for a few visitors, continued practice with deliberate, thoughtful and rule-based spatial 
reasoning fostered the development of simple mental models and moved them further along the 
hierarchy. When children in the target age range were able to reach Levels 4 or 5 however, it was 
usually because an adult played a role. The adults—usually parents or grandparents—gave 
instructions, directed attention to important parts of the exhibit, pointed out or read label texts, or 
talked with the children about their explorations. When these teams of parents and children 
worked together, the exhibits achieved their full potential as spatial reasoning experiences.  
 
With this knowledge hierarchy, eight variables worked together to define the various levels: the 
use of physical objects, the presence of a goal, being thoughtful, being deliberate, making 
predictions, developing and using rules, using mental objects, and the likelihood of success. 
These are charted in Table 6 on the next page. 
 
To give a clearer picture of how spatial reasoning was taking place at the exhibits in Geometry 
Playground, we have included detailed hierarchies for four specific exhibits: Space-filling 
Blocks, Stack of Stars, the Gyroid, and Dividing Space. Each of these hierarchies gives clear 
examples of how spatial reasoning was evidenced in slightly different ways. And in these 
hierarchies, we point out the various types of spatial reasoning skills from Table 4 that were in 
evidence. All of these hierarchy examples begin at Level 1, as Level 0 (no engagement) was the 
same at all of them, i.e., an absence of engagement. 
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Table 6. Knowledge hierarchy defining variables 
 
 
 

 characterized by: manipulate 
objects 

have a 
goal 

be 
thoughtful 

be 
deliberate 

make 
predictions use rules use mental 

objects 

high 
likelihood 
of success 

Level 
0 

lack of 
engagement         

Level 
1 

mindless 
engagement X        

Level 
2 trial & error X X X      

Level 
3 

thoughtful & 
rule-based X X X X X X X  

Level 
4 

mental objects 
& complex 
rules 

X X X X X X X X 

Level 
5 

absence of 
physical 
objects 

 X X X X X X X 

 
 
 

Space-filling Blocks Knowledge Hierarchy 
This exhibit provided a clear example of how the physical exploration of objects, combined with 
thinking about what they were doing, led to increasingly sophisticated practice of spatial 
reasoning skills, even among children at the lower end of the target age range.  
 
Table 7. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills practiced by visitors at Space-filling Blocks 
 

 characterized by: Examples of each level for Space-filling Blocks: 

Level 
1 

mindless 
engagement 

Some visitors (often but not always children in pre-school and lower 
elementary grades) dropped the blocks onto the platform without trying 
to get them to fit, or tossed the blocks up in the air and let them fall on 
the platform. They did not yet realize that the blocks were supposed to 
fit perfectly in the holes. Some aspects of physical exploration began to 
happen on this level, but it focused on individual blocks rather than how 
they fit together. If and when the focus shifted to fitting the blocks 
together, visitors moved to the next level of the hierarchy. 

Level 
2 trial & error 

These respondents knew they wanted to fit the block into a depression 
in the surface, but to achieve that fit they placed the block in the hole 
and just rotated it repeatedly and randomly until it fit.  

Level 
3 

thoughtful & 
rule-based 

These respondents fit the blocks by aligning them as they moved them 
into place based on a rule or rules about the direction that a part of the 
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block should be oriented. They would pick up a block, look at it, 
reorient it, and then move it into place. For instance, one six-year-old 
girl told us that a square always had to be on the bottom of the 
Truncated Octahedron (TO) block. Other respondents had rules about 
how to orient the tops of the stars (SRDs).  

Level 
4 

mental 
objects & 
complex 
rules 

These respondents told us that they had a picture in their heads about 
how a block should be oriented even before they picked it up. That 
picture or mental object included both the block and the hole it was 
going to fill—and in at least one case, the respondent told us that he 
visualized his activity as filling space, which he referred to as three-
dimensional tessellation. As visitors thought about tessellation, they 
sometimes moved to Level 5 of this hierarchy. 

Level 
5 

absence of 
physical 
objects 

We observed three ways in which visitors functioned on this level. (1) 
Some parents appeared to approach this level as they gave their children 
advice about placing the blocks without actually touching the blocks 
themselves. (2) Some adults and older teens developed plans for 
structures they wanted to build in advance. (3) Some visitors thought 
about 3-dimensional tessellation in abstract ways, recalling, for 
instance, other places where they encountered this phenomenon. 

 
Perhaps the most interesting feature of this hierarchy was how experiences with physical 
manipulation of objects led to both increased skill in placing blocks and, in some visitors, 
development of mental objects. The desire to build led to an increase in both physical and mental 
skills, at least within the narrow and short-term context of this exhibit. It was also noteworthy 
that—through physical manipulation of the blocks—even visitors at the younger end of the target 
age range could move up the hierarchy to Level 3 and, sometimes, approach Level 4. 
 

Stack of Stars Knowledge Hierarchy 
This exhibit provided an example of how labels and comparisons among exhibits helped move 
visitors’ experiences from a primarily physical exploration to one more intellectually engaging. 
 
Table 8. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills practiced by visitors at Stack of Stars 
 

 characterized by: Examples of each level for Stack of Stars: 

Level 
1 

mindless 
engagement 

Some visitors who had lots of experience on playground structures 
approached Stack of Stars and quickly climbed right to the top without 
much conscious intellectual engagement. There was little challenge 
here for them, so they often labeled Stack of Stars “for little kids” and 
moved on—perhaps to the Gyroid, which they felt was challenging 
enough to be “for big kids.”  

Level 
2 trial & error 

Some respondents found that climbing Stack of Stars took some 
thought. They had to discover the hand/foot-holds and figure out how to 
use them. They had to try out small challenges presented by the lower 
reaches of the structure and find out if they could master them. Physical 
explorations of size, shape, orientation, and congruence were important 
aspects of spatial reasoning on this level. Once they reached the top, 
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they had to figure out how to get back down, again using trial and error 
as they dangled feet to try to catch hold, then pull themselves back up if 
that did not work. 

Level 
3 

thoughtful & 
rule-based 

Once they were familiar with the structure, some respondents engaged 
with a number of thoughtful forms of navigation—a more mindful sort 
of spatial reasoning. For instance, they would purposefully try out 
different routes, or plan their next step in advance, or play with other 
children in ways that used their knowledge of the structure (i.e., 
wayfinding rather than random exploration). Or they would help other 
children, explaining to them how to climb or helping them find routes 
to the top that fit their physical limitations. 

Level 
4 

mental 
objects & 
complex 
rules 

Reaching this level for this exhibit involved recognizing that the 
climbing structure was built of star-shaped solids, and that they fit 
together in a certain way—they were tessellated in three dimensions. In 
our observations, this most often happened when a parent read a label to 
a child or when a visitor at the small SRDs recognized that the climbing 
structure was built of giant versions of the blocks they were holding in 
their hands. 

Level 
5 

absence of 
physical 
objects 

Reaching this level involved thinking about 3-D tessellation in the 
abstract, including thinking of other examples they had known. We 
encountered a few examples of this among parents who stood back and 
read the exhibit labels, then pondered the label concepts as they 
watched their children play. 

 
This exhibit was able to engage a wide range of visitors, even those who did not climb it. It’s 
interesting that, for climbers, it took the intervention of a label or a comparison with another 
exhibit to transform physical exploration into a Level 4 experience. It was also interesting that 
some label readers (and diagram viewers) could reach Level 5 without starting with the physical 
experience of climbing on Stack of Stars or playing with the star-shaped blocks.  
 

Gyroid Knowledge Hierarchy 
This exhibit provided examples of several interesting phenomena related to the practice of spatial 
reasoning, extending some of the ideas encountered on the Stack of Stars hierarchy. 
 
Table 9. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills practiced by visitors at the Gyroid 
 

 characterized by: Examples of each level for the Gyroid: 

Level 
1 

mindless 
engagement 

Compared to Stack of Stars, the Gyroid presented a larger, less familiar, 
and more slippery challenge for climbers. It was harder to practice 
mindless engagement at the Gyroid, but we did observe an eight-year-
old girl who quickly made it to the top to have her picture taken. When 
it came time to get down, she seemed somewhat surprised at where she 
was and hesitant about how to proceed.  

Level 
2 trial & error 

Thinking about where and how to start your climb got most visitors to 
Level 2, including parents who helped their younger children get 
started.  Climbers had to discover that the surface was slippery and hard 
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to grasp, decide exactly where to start, find the hand/foot-holds and try 
them out, and perhaps figure out if they could gain purchase at the 
edges of the “chips.” As at Stack of Stars, they had to figure out what 
they could do given the limits of their size and strength and courage—
physical explorations of size, shape, orientation, and congruence were 
important aspects of spatial reasoning on this level, even for older 
children, teens, and adults.  

Level 
3 

thoughtful & 
rule-based 

Once they reached the top, climbers had to figure out how to get back 
down. Because an error could really hurt, most visitors became more 
thoughtful about how to get back down. Some reconceived the Gyroid 
as a curving slide, and others carefully studied the distance to the 
ground before they jumped, comparing it with whatever mental model 
they had of their own body and its limitations. At this level some 
respondents started to develop an interest in, and understanding of, the 
Gyroid’s structure. They noticed that the structure was built of pieces 
that seemed all the same size and shape, or they pondered the tube-like 
nature of its interior. The Gyroid was much too big to take in all at 
once, so these kinds of thoughts almost required development of a 
mental object of the Gyroid—which lifted them to the next level of the 
hierarchy. 

Level 
4 

mental 
objects & 
complex 
rules 

Once they were familiar with the structure, some children engaged in 
more thoughtful navigation—especially if they decided to race a friend 
or a parent’s stopwatch to the top. If they decided to climb the outside 
of the structure, they planned their route in advance or stage-by-stage. 
As they became more familiar with the structure, they built mental 
maps of it—which came in handy if a friend started chasing them and 
they had to escape. A few children in the target age range discovered on 
their own that it was impossible to reach some parts of the Gyroid from 
where they were, unless they climbed to the outside of the structure. 
One 10-year-old who had noticed that the Gyroid was made of identical 
chips described how he deconstructed the structure in his mind. 

Level 
5 

absence of 
physical 
objects 

To reach this level, visitors thought only with mental objects based on 
what they knew or remembered about the Gyroid structure. We 
observed three approaches to this level: (1) Climbers who worked their 
way up the hierarchy, reaching Level 5 based on intellectual 
engagements that were firmly based in physical explorations. For 
instance, we observed two 10-year-olds who turned their backs on the 
Gyroid and described their discoveries about it to their parents, telling 
them about the two separate tubes or how the Gyroid was put together. 
(2) A few non-climbers stood back and studied the exhibit, engaging in 
visual explorations of both the exhibit itself and the ways that other 
visitors were engaging with it. A few visitors told us how they 
deconstructed their mental version of the Gyroid into its constituent 
parts or mentally rotated a segment of the Gyroid to make a more 
comfortable couch for their living room. (3) Some visitors read the 
exhibit labels—their understanding of the Gyroid’s construction or non-
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intersecting tubes came from the labels, rather than direct physical 
experience. 

 
We especially enjoyed talking with the 10-year-olds whose physical explorations of the Gyroid 
led to such accomplished understandings of its construction. It was also interesting that label 
readers—if also gifted with an appropriately spatial imagination—were able to reach Level 5, 
apparently without starting on the lower, more physical levels. We were also impressed that 
visual explorations seemed to be effective on their own for some visitors. We watched a few 
adults whose children were climbing, step back, study the Gyroid, and walk around for different 
views. When interviewed, they talked as if they had mentally projected themselves into their 
mental object of the Gyroid, perhaps aided by their observations of others climbing in and 
through the Gyroid.  
 

Being Aware of Spatial Reasoning 
As noted previously, most visitors who engaged with the Geometry Playground exhibits 
practiced a wide range of spatial reasoning skills. When we talked with respondents, however, 
the data indicated that most visitors were thinking about the exhibits and their engagement with 
them in terms of geometry, not spatial reasoning. In other words, many visitors practiced spatial 
reasoning skills, but most focused on shapes and geometry rather than the more sophisticated 
enterprise described by Tarte at the beginning of this section as “understanding, manipulating, 
reorganizing, or interpreting relationships visually.”  
 
It certainly was not necessary for visitors to be thinking deeply about spatial reasoning in order 
to practice spatial reasoning in the exhibition. Getting visitors to think about spatial reasoning 
was not a stated goal of the exhibition. However, there were some indications that when visitors 
did think actively about movement and transformation through space, as opposed to simply 
playing with shapes, they were more likely to evolve in how they engaged in spatial reasoning. 
For example, when adults were able to help children on the large climbing structures notice and 
pay attention to how they were moving through and among the various shapes, there were 
indications that children were more deliberate and thoughtful in their engagements. We know 
from another study that visitors can reflect about their mathematical experiences in exhibitions 
(Gyllenhaal, 2006). It is likely that helping visitors be more aware of, and articulate about, their 
spatial experiences and related geometric concepts would help many visitors have even richer 
experiences in the exhibition.  
 
There were also indications that all this practice of spatial reasoning led to other desirable 
outcomes. For example, a move up the hierarchy indicated at least short-term improvement at the 
skills that were being practiced. Visitors who reached higher levels evidenced new or better 
understandings of geometric concepts like tessellation and gyroids. And many visitors expressed 
positive feelings about their accomplishments, the exhibits, and the topic of geometry. 
 
It would be interesting to see how things might be different if adults had more opportunity to 
read about how playground equipment, blocks, construction skills, and sports help develop 
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children’s spatial reasoning skills15 or if host museum staff had resources that helped them learn 
more about spatial reasoning skills and how to encourage and talk about those skills with 
museum visitors.  
 
In conclusion, it was clear that visitors of all ages were practicing a wide range of different types 
of spatial reasoning skills in the Geometry Playground exhibition. Most used a wide range of 
physical skills as they began their explorations of an exhibit. Some of those stuck with it and 
both (a) practiced the more basic skills through repetition, and (b) became more intellectually 
engaged as they tried to meet the challenges posed at the exhibit. Some of those visitors 
developed mental objects that they used to help accomplish their goals, while some visitors’ 
practice of spatial reasoning grew more sophisticated as they engaged with the exhibition—they 
“moved up” a level or two on the knowledge hierarchy. 
 

                                                
15 That opportunity was nearby, but it was on the outer wall of the Gyroid structure and went largely unnoticed by 
most visitors. 
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FINDINGS: TRAVELABILITY 

As part of the summative evaluation, the Explo team was interested in a number of questions 
related to how well the exhibition traveled to the Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM) and the 
Don Harrington Discovery Center (DHDC). The term “travelability” was defined quite broadly 
to include all aspects of exhibition planning, design, production, and implementation related to 
making an exhibition that could travel from one museum to another over several years.  
 
The aim of this part of the study was to: (a) come up with a list of lessons learned from the 
traveling of Geometry Playground to the first two hosts, (b) make recommendations that could 
improve Geometry Playground’s travelability for future hosts, and (c) contribute to the 
development of future Explo traveling exhibitions. The many findings and recommendations 
about travelability were summarized in an interim report (Gyllenhaal, 2010b). The remainder of 
this section summarizes the important findings.   
 
For the most part, the Geometry Playground exhibition appeared to travel well it’s first two off-
site venues, in large part because the exhibition was developed with travelability in mind. It had 
a very flexible floor plan so it could be (and was) adapted to accommodate the specific needs of 
each venue. The exhibits were designed to use easy-to-obtain parts and to allow for relatively 
quick assembly and disassembly of most of the larger units. Explo staff developed a special 
crating system for the small and delicate pieces in Geometry Garden, and most of the other 
exhibit units were shipped as-is without damage. Most of the exhibition was quickly set up and 
installed at both venues, with the major exceptions being the large climbing structures and their 
platforms. Explo’s on-site installers worked closely with host staff so that they were familiar 
with each of the exhibit’s routine and special maintenance needs. The exhibition manual 
included detailed information about each exhibit, which proved to be a useful resource. Once the 
exhibition was installed, the exhibits allowed easy access to the inner workings for maintenance. 
After the break-in period at the Exploratorium and the first host museum, data indicated that host 
staff felt the exhibition was easy to maintain, with major breakdowns rarely occurring. When 
maintenance issues came up, Explo staff were readily available via telephone or e-mail. Also, 
upon request, Explo staff provided assistance with developing on-the-floor interpretation.  
 
As with all traveling exhibitions, the data indicated that some issues proved more challenging. 
One of the most obvious was the size and complexity of the large climbing structures, both in 
terms of their footprints, but also their height and the complexity of assembling them. While the 
other exhibit units were assembled relatively quickly, the two large climbing structures took the 
vast majority of the installation time. Setting up the rubberized surface around the structures was 
particularly delicate and difficult. 
  
There also appeared to be limited guidance and training for staff who worked with visitors on the 
floor, ultimately resulting in uneven support and guidance for visitors from these front line folks, 
especially with pointing out conceptual pairs, relating the exhibit units to everyday life, or 
providing the just one things. 
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Unlike many traveling exhibitions that we have seen, there appeared to be no consistently 
recommended (or required) floor plan. While this flexibility enabled each institution to adapt the 
exhibition to their facility, it also resulted in many missed opportunities for the goals of the 
exhibition to be achieved, and meant that some of the subtleties of the exhibit developers’ 
intentions went unrealized. The lack of deliberate conceptual pairings (i.e., by placing pairs in 
close proximity) was one such missed opportunity, but also things like providing a powerful 
entrance experience. Bleeding into other host exhibitions in particular meant that visitors were 
sometimes confused about the main theme of the exhibition, and the main point of many of the 
individual exhibits. 
 
There were also indications that because of the size and weight of some of the pieces, the 
exhibition required an unusually high number of staff and fork lift equipment. This, combined 
with the large size and height of the exhibition once it was installed, will probably preclude most 
smaller museums from hosting it. 
 
Finally, we noticed that by the time the exhibition arrived at the third venue, some of the 
components were getting quite worn. For example, the labels inside the Gyroid were peeling off 
(Fig. B-58), the spray can of light was broken and replaced by a flashlight that resulted in 
drawings with only intermittent lines (Fig. B-59), the table in Build a Room was missing some of 
its reflective tape, and it was deeply pocked from visitors hitting it with the spray can (Fig. B-
60), the SRDs were dirty and starting to disintegrate (Fig. B-61), the Dividing Space exhibit no 
longer defined a line equidistant (or approximately equidistant) between two pegs (Fig. B-62), 
and the paddles in Spin a Shape were missing some (and in some cases all) of their reflective 
paint (Fig. B-63). With the exception of the Gyroid labels and worn SRDs, which were primarily 
aesthetic, these maintenance issues resulted in visitors not being able to experience the exhibits 
in their intended ways, and inhibited visitors from practicing spatial reasoning skills and 
becoming more deliberate and articulate about their practice.  
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FINDINGS: THE WEBSITE 

An important component of the Geometry Playground project was a website developed by the 
Exploratorium. As part of this summative study, we were interested in how the website was 
designed, and what role it played in visitors’ experiences. 
 

Description of the Website 
As of the writing of this report, the Geometry Playground website could be accessed at: 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/geometryplayground/. As noted previously, this website included 
information about the exhibits and their creators, as well as activities that website visitors could 
do either within the exhibition or anywhere else, including classrooms, playgrounds, and other 
outdoor spaces. These activities related closely to key concepts and approaches used in the 
exhibition and could be either read online or printed out. (See Appendix K for screen shots of 
selected web pages.) 
 
The Geometry Playground website was designed with limited funding, primarily to support the 
traveling exhibition. The activities were designed to be used in conjunction with and to enhance 
a visit to the exhibition, but it was also important that they be able to stand alone. The 
expectation was that the majority of website users would come to the site because they already 
knew about the exhibition and were looking for further information. In addition, the project team 
asked us to consider ways to adapt the current website for mobile use, especially in relation to 
the anticipated installation of Geometry Playground-related structures on one or more San 
Francisco outdoor playgrounds. 
 
The intended audience for the website was described as primarily adults, and included (a) parents 
who were anticipating a family trip to the exhibition and were seeking information to prepare for 
their visit, (b) teachers and parents of homeschooled children who were planning a trip and 
looking for resources ahead of time, and (c) parents and teachers who had already been to the 
exhibition and were seeking follow up activities. 
 
It was anticipated that host venues would be able to provide a link to the Explo website from 
their websites, or that visitors could conduct an Internet search for the exhibition title. The 
website was also considered to be a way to disseminate the Geometry Playground project’s work 
to a larger audience, thereby extending the reach of materials developed for the exhibition, like 
the photo essays. The website also provided information about the artists who worked on the 
project, and briefly described some of the other elements of the project, like the research projects 
and other partnerships.  
 
In designing the site, the development team aspired to the same goals as those of the exhibition 
for inclusiveness and aesthetic appeal, providing examples of geometry in real life as well 
as showcasing the inherent beauty of geometry.  
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Design of the Website 
The following section of the report presents a brief summary of the findings about the design of 
the website from the critical review, as described in the Methods section above. The review took 
place in April and May 2011. It should be noted that the website may have changed since that 
time. It’s also important to note that the following comments are based on our critical review and 
include limited visitor data, except as noted. The critical review includes recommendations for 
redeveloping the website to improve usability and effectiveness on mobile devices and for 
developing websites for future Exploratorium exhibitions. Thus some of the recommendations go 
beyond what was possible for the current website, given the resources available for its initial 
development. The complete detailed critical review is in Appendix L. 
 
In spite of limited funding, the Geometry Playground website included rich resources that could 
serve exhibition visitors in important ways. Using the title of the exhibition as the search term, 
the website was easy to find through various Web search engines. However, as noted previously, 
most visitors were not aware of the exhibition’s name. In addition, data indicated that none of the 
venues informed exhibition visitors that there was a website, or included mention of it in any of 
its promotional materials. Only one of the two traveling host venues included a link to the 
Geometry Playground website on its own website. We found little evidence that the site would 
be able to attract its intended audience—i.e., people who were planning a visit to the exhibition, 
visitors within the exhibition, or those who had already visited. This was further confirmed by 
the many visitors with whom we spoke who had not visited the website, and were not aware of 
its existence. 
 
Web users who visited the site might not have recognized immediately that the website 
supported a major traveling exhibition, especially if they did not start their visit on the Geometry 
Playground homepage. If website visitors read some of the text and explored around a bit on the 
homepage, however, they might have found a range of interesting information and ideas about 
the exhibition. If website visitors first arrived at some of the internal pages, such as the Activities 
and Links page or one of the individual activities, they would have found no direct reference to 
the exhibition.  
 
The navigation was pretty clear and easy to use on most desktop or laptop computers (with a few 
notable exceptions that are described in detail in the full critical review in Appendix K). 
However, the design was too complex to be useful for mobile devices, and—because it was 
Flash based—did not work well with iPhones and iPads. There was no search function specific to 
the Geometry Playground website, which made it difficult to find or re-find information and 
photos about specific topics or activities.  
 
The text was, for the most part, short and clearly written. Most of the photographs were beautiful 
and gave a good feel for the exhibition, and the videos provided interesting perspectives on the 
artists in residence and other aspects of the exhibition. These videos worked well on desktop and 
laptop devices, but—again because of the use of Flash for navigation and the display of 
graphics—these were not usable when tested with the researchers’ Apple mobile devices. 
 
The activities seemed like they would be interesting and useful to teachers, and many were well 
designed. However, some had typos and confusing instructions. We also were concerned that 
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many teachers and homeschoolers would never find out about these activities, because they did 
not rank high on web searches for word combinations like “geometry activities” and “geometry 
educational activities.” 
 
The Geometry Playground exhibition included many amazing and unique exhibits, including 
pieces developed by artists in residence and by exhibit developers. For instance, we talked with 
many visitors who were fascinated by the Gyroid, Shape Cubes, and tessellating blocks and 
seemed primed to follow up on that interest. One visitor said she wanted to install a shape cube 
in her backyard and another said she was thinking about ways to adapt a section of the Gyroid as 
a sofa. Unfortunately, these and other website visitors looking for in-depth information about 
specific exhibit units or geometry topics would probably have been disappointed. Beyond some 
of the artist-in-residence pieces, there was little in-depth information about most exhibits—even 
unique and interesting exhibits like the Gyroid. Links to geometry topics were either non-existent 
or difficult to find because they were located near the bottom of the Activities and Links page, 
and users had to click on each individual category of links to see the full list.  
 
Many aspects of the website did a really good job of supporting the exhibition’s goals by, for 
instance, helping users appreciate the beauty and aesthetic aspects of geometry and highlighting 
aspects of geometry in everyday life. However, spatial reasoning—a major focus of the 
exhibition—was almost completely missing from the website, including the activities aimed at 
educators. 
 
The critical review noted that there were few online activities developed for use at specific 
exhibits, and that for most users of the website, their visit would likely have been a fairly 
passive—although interesting and aesthetically pleasing—experience.  
 
Overall, if visitors to the exhibition were able to find it, the website appeared likely to have been 
able to expand their museum visit in several ways, allowing them to gain interesting perspectives 
on the exhibition. The activities were likely to provide a broad range of intellectual, as well as 
physical, social, and emotional, engagements for visitors. Aside from the activities, however, a 
website visit was likely a fairly passive experience. The full critical review, found in Appendix 
L, describes in more detail many of the strengths of the Geometry Playground website, and 
includes specific recommendations for addressing the challenges presented by the version we 
reviewed. 
 

Use on Mobile Devices 
As stated earlier, the intended audience for the Geometry Playground website was primarily 
exhibition visitors, such as parents and teachers who would access the website before, during, or 
after their visit to the host museum. As part of the critical review, we were asked to also look at 
the efficacy of a Geometry Playground mobile presence, perhaps as a place where adult visitors 
to the exhibition and/or to the planned outdoor playground structures could access information 
about the exhibit structures and activities as their children and students played on the structures.  
 
As mentioned previously, the critical review indicated that the current website did not work very 
well as a mobile experience. In order to make the current website useful as a mobile presence, it 
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would require a significant investment of time beyond the scope of the Geometry Playground 
project or goals, and would likely require a total redesign of most of the website’s navigation, 
including, for example, simplifying the categories, conceptualizing how it links up with the on-
the-floor exhibit experience, and redeveloping the videos and slideshows. The activities would 
also have to be vastly simplified into something someone would want to read and use on a 
mobile device. And, of course, adequate visitor field-testing would be an important component 
of the development of such a site. Jakob Nielsen (2011) strongly advocates for separate designs 
for mobile and desktop sites.  
 

Anybody wanting to launch a mobile intranet portal is advised to heed the strong 
finding from our research with mobile websites: Good mobile usability requires a 
separate design with a reduced feature set for mobile use cases, focusing on time- 
and location-dependent tasks. It's not enough to make an existing portal accessible 
through phones because the UI is optimized for desktop use. (Emphasis in original.) 

  

Social Media 
Social media can be an important tool and a powerful opportunity to involve visitors in rich and 
engaging ways. At Geometry Playground, social media was limited to a dedicated Flickr site: 
http://www.flickr.com/groups/geometryplayground/ that was a venue for web users to post their 
geometry-themed photographs. As of the writing of this report, the site had 466 members, 
included over 3,500 photographs, and had four discussion topics. However, at the time of our 
review, the most recently posted comment was 8 months prior. Social media requires significant 
“care and feeding” in order to realize its potential. The Geometry Playground Flickr site was not 
an important part of the Geometry Playground project’s goals, but it still served as a solid initial 
social media presence, although it languished because of lack of attention.16 As this report is 
being written, both mobility and social media are hot topics at conferences and on museum-
related blogs and e-mail lists. We hope that the Exploratorium will continue to play an active 
role in experimenting with exhibition-related websites, and exhibition-themed mobile and social 
media presences. 
 
 
 

                                                
16 Note that as of the writing of this report, the home page still stated that the exhibition “is currently under 
development at the Exploratorium and will begin touring science museums around the country in 2010.” 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
The Geometry Playground exhibition proved to be an engaging and enjoyable experience for 
most of its visitors. Few visitors expressed negative feelings about their experiences, and many 
expanded their thinking about geometry in useful and important ways. The mix of large and 
small climbing structures, medium-sized immersive interactive exhibits, hands-on table-top 
interactives, and contemplative exhibits, display cases, and even furniture, provided a refreshing 
combination of experiences that visitors took advantage of and appeared to appreciate. And 
although the exhibition was targeted to 5- to 12-year-old children and their adult caregivers, 
there was strong evidence that visitors of all ages effectively practiced a wide range of spatial 
reasoning skills.  
 
One limitation of the exhibition was that it did not help many visitors become meta-cognitive, 
deliberate, or aware that they were doing spatial reasoning. This was partly due to the fact that 
aspects of the exhibition that encouraged meta-cognition—i.e., the quotes on the Entrance 
Structure and Geometry in the Wild—were passive experiences, located in places where few 
visitors attended to them. The exhibition’s website also failed to support this sort of meta-
cognition, even among educators. Meta-cognition and awareness among visitors were not stated 
goals of the exhibition, but by not focusing on this aspect of spatial reasoning, the exhibition 
missed out on an opportunity that would likely have contributed to even richer visitor 
experiences. Given the sorts of deep thinking we saw by some visitors to Geometry Playground, 
it seems like it could be an important goal of future math-related projects. Helping visitors be 
more aware of, and articulate about, their spatial experiences and related geometric concepts 
would help advance the public understanding of this critical aspect of mathematics, and perhaps 
inspire parents to include more spatial reasoning practice in their children’s lives outside of 
school. 
 
The exhibition also achieved many of its other goals, such as raising some visitors’ awareness 
about aesthetic aspects of geometry and about ways that geometry is encountered in everyday 
life. Their exhibition experiences also convinced many visitors that geometry can be fun, at least 
away from a school setting. We should also note, though, that more visitors reflected on having 
fun with geometry when they knew up front that the exhibition was going to be a playful 
experience with geometry, for example, when they were aware of the exhibition title. In the end, 
the exhibition increased positive experiences and associations with geometry for children 5-12 
and their adult caregivers. 
 
The most effective social interactions took place at the interactives, which were, for the most 
part, designed in ways that provided opportunities for families to engage together as groups, or at 
least take turns in ways that kept them together as a group. At the interactives, some parents got 
ideas about how to help their children use the exhibits and how to talk with them about what they 
were doing. The exhibits that were less effective at encouraging social interactions were the 
climbing structures and some of the medium-sized immersives where adults and children tended 
to engage in more Far Out behaviors. The playground-like designs of the climbing structures 
seemed to lead many parents, especially those of older and more independent children, to 
disengage from the social experience, as they sat on the benches and did other things with their 
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time. This was not necessarily a bad thing in terms of family dynamics, and many caregivers 
seemed to appreciate having some time on their own. However, it did represent a missed 
opportunity for both children thinking and learning more about the structures they were climbing 
on, and parents learning about how playground experiences contribute to children’s skills that 
will eventually be needed for spatial reasoning about geometry and the many other disciplines 
where spatial reasoning is important. 
 
Parents look to labels for many reasons, some of which contribute to their engagements with 
their children. However, some immersives in Geometry Playground were not labeled at all (like 
the Sphere Cube and one installation of Stack of Stars) and some were labeled in ways that were 
not particularly useful to parents—like some of the Shape Cubes, and certain installations of the 
Gyroid. These exhibits in particular would likely have been more effective if they had had labels 
that were designed specifically to support family interactions. 
 
The idea of having conceptual pairs of exhibits was a powerful one. One of them—Stack of Stars 
and the small SRDs—was particularly effective and proved that this could be a valuable 
approach to designing visitor experiences. Having visitors recognize the conceptual pairs 
appeared to be an important component of the success of Stack of Stars :: small SRDs pairing. 
This was achieved by locating the two exhibits in close physical and visual proximity. Additional 
support might have been provided via labels and graphic panels that pointed out the pairings 
even more explicitly. 
 
As we followed the exhibition across three host museums, it became clear that many seemingly 
small things either enhanced or disrupted the visitor experience. The different layouts of the 
exhibition clearly affected which exhibits visitors noticed and engaged with. In addition, the 
proximity of certain exhibits, especially those that were conceptually related, made a difference 
in helping visitors move up various knowledge hierarchies. Consistent and effective exhibit 
maintenance was also a vital part of the visitor experience; when this was not possible, the 
exhibit’s goals were undercut. Data also indicated that a well-trained floor staff could greatly 
enhance the exhibition experience in lots of different ways. Publicity, and the design and 
placement of information on host museum websites, played a role as well. For an exhibition to 
maximize its effectiveness at meeting its educational goals, all these factors have to be taken into 
account. 
 
The website provided a strong, although mostly passive and non-social, desktop experience. The 
challenge here however was to make visitors aware of it so that they could use it as a helpful 
resource. The design of the site did not allow for effective visitor use as a mobile activity, and 
the inclusion of social media during the early stages of the project (i.e., the Flickr site) was a 
promising start, but was not kept current. 
 
The other major audience for the project was museum professionals. Many of the projects’ 
efforts with regard to professional audiences took place before the summative evaluation phase, 
and the project will continue to affect the field for several years to come through presentations 
and publications, particularly about the project’s research and evaluation efforts. The summative 
evaluation looked at only one small aspect of professional development, i.e., the affects of the 
hosting experience on staff at the various venues. We found that most host staff gained some 
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appreciation for the exhibition itself, for the ways in which visitors were learning about 
geometry, and about the appropriateness of large-scale climbing structures within a science 
museum setting. Their increased appreciation of immersion as an exhibit technique and spatial 
reasoning, based on their experiences hosting the exhibition, appeared more limited. We attribute 
this to the fact that there was limited communication about these topics with host staff through 
either written materials or training. 
 
Overall, the Geometry Playground exhibition provided visitors of all ages with a wide range of 
enjoyable, rich, and engaging experiences with geometry and spatial reasoning across a variety 
of locations. The exhibition will likely continue to contribute to the advancement of the field’s 
understanding of immersive visitor experiences, spatial reasoning, math, and geometry in 
informal settings. 
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Appendix A. Description of Geometry Playground Exhibits 

This appendix provides brief descriptions of the exhibits developed for Geometry Playground, 
along with the exhibits’ intended learning goals and the spatial reasoning skills each exhibit was 
designed to encourage. The exhibits are classified into three categories—Seeing, Moving, and 
Fitting Things Together—a classification that was developed early in the project, but one that 
was not reflected in the exhibition floor plans, as it was not a driving force of the project. All 
photos referred to in this appendix can be found in Appendix B. 
 
The information in this appendix was adapted from three documents supplied to the evaluation 
team early in the project: Exhibit Descriptions (Word file created 4/20/2010), GP Exhibits 
Learning Goals (Excel file dated 6/14/2010) and Exhibit Learning Goals (pdf file created 
7/1/2010). For more information about spatial reasoning skills, see the section entitled “Findings: 
Spatial Reasoning” in the body of the report. The spatial skills discussed in that chapter are 
highlighted here with italics. 
 
 

SEEING 
 

Hopscotch 
 
This immersive exhibit consisted of a two-foot diameter, upright, cylindrical mirror surrounded 
by two different hopscotch-board graphics on the floor (Fig. B-1). It was one of four exhibits that 
included anamorphic mirrors.17 The hopscotch images appeared distorted when seen on the floor, 
but when viewed in the mirror looked normal or undistorted (as if they were made of straight 
lines, despite the curved surface of the mirror). A label atop the mirror reminded visitors to look 
in the mirror (Fig. B-2) where they could see a distorted version of their bodies hopping along 
the board. 
 
The developers’ goal was to provide a fun, whole-body exhibit that allowed visitors to 
experience how a large cylindrical mirror changes shapes in the reflection. The exhibit was 
designed to give visitors a chance to experience the same geometric concepts with their bodies as 
they experienced with their hands at the Distorted Drawing exhibit (described below).   
 
The exhibit allowed visitors to practice a range of spatial reasoning skills related to the 
transformations from the distorted images of the hopscotch boards on the floor to the undistorted 
reflections in the mirrors and the horizontally compressed reflections of their bodies. These 
observational skills included locating objects in space (e.g., the images relative to their 
reflections in the mirror) and exploring curvature and congruence (by comparing the distorted 
and undistorted boards and bodies). 
 
 

                                                
17 An anamorphic mirror is a conical or cylindrical mirror that transforms a flat distorted image into a picture that, 
because it shifts position as the viewer moves, seems like a three-dimensional object. The exhibits using anamorphic 
mirrors were Hopscotch, Distorted Chair, Distorted Drawing, and Conical Mirror. 
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Distorted Chair 
 
Like the Hopscotch exhibit, Distorted Chair was an immersive experience using a cylindrical or 
anamorphic mirror (Fig. B-3). Visitors were encouraged to sit on a distorted plastic chair that 
looked normal or undistorted in the mirror, at the same time seeing their own horizontally 
squished reflections as they sat and moved about the chair. 
 
The team’s goal was to allow visitors to explore the geometry of a mirrored cylinder with their 
whole body. As with the Hopscotch exhibit, Distorted Chair was designed to allow visitors to 
practice a range of spatial reasoning skills. The spatial skills were related to the mirror’s 
transformation from distorted to normal (and vice versa), and included explorations of shapes, 
sizes, and curvature. The label (Fig. B-4) encouraged visitors to draw spatial inferences about 
the mirror’s effects. 
 
 

Distorted Drawing 
 
This interactive table-top exhibit complemented the whole-body Distorted Chair and Hopscotch 
exhibits by providing small-scale hands-on experiences with a cylindrical mirror (Fig. B-5). 
Visitors could view a series of flip cards with distorted images that transformed to normal in the 
mirror (Fig. B-6), including one card with a miniature distorted hopscotch board that explicitly 
linked this exhibit to the Hopscotch exhibit (Fig. B-7). Visitors could also use a chalkboard with 
a distorted grid to draw images and view them in the small cylindrical mirror (Fig. B-8). 
 
The developers’ goals were that, by experimenting with the chalkboard activities encouraging 
trial and error, visitors would experience the geometric effects of a cylindrical mirror and 
observe how the shape of the mirror affected the reflections. The flip-book activity was designed 
to allow visitors to observe images that have been distorted or “anamorphed” and then recognize 
their undistorted reflections in the curved mirror. Developers also intended that visitors 
experience artistic aspects of geometry at Distorted Drawing, as they created their own images 
and enjoyed those made by others. 
 
In addition to spatial skills related to transformations and exploration of curvature and 
congruence (described above), this exhibit was designed to encourage the spatial skill of 
construction by allowing visitors to create their own images. Label texts, the sequence of card 
transformations, and the hands-on chalkboard activities were designed to encourage visitors to 
make spatial inferences about the transformations. 
 
 

Projected Puzzle  
 
The puzzle in the name of this exhibit consists of the words, “LOOK HERE,” painted on a set of 
free-standing panels. What initially appear as almost randomly arranged patterns and splotches 
of color reveal their message once visitors find the perfect spot from which to view them—then 
they snap into focus (Figs. B-9 and B-10).  
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The developers’ goal was that visitors would experience how parts of an image spread out over 
three-dimensional space come together to create a seemingly flat or two-dimensional picture. 
The team also intended for visitors to think about how they experience objects in three-
dimensional space and about how objects from different viewpoints can look different. In 
addition, this exhibit provided another instance where visitors could view geometry as art. 
 
The intended spatial reasoning skills for this exhibit included experiencing the transformation 
from three-dimensional to two-dimensional image and exploration of the locations and 
orientations of the objects and their own eyes that make this transformation possible. 
 
 

Conical Mirror 
 
Conical Mirror is a table-top interactive were visitors can transform images with a second type 
of anamorphic mirror, a mirrored cone (Figs. B-11 and B-12). It was designed so visitors could 
place a series of colorful discs around the mirrored cone and look down the point to see the 
discs’ images transformed (without poking their eyes out). The conical mirror more-or-less 
reflected every image inside out, so that a square was transformed into a clover and a sun into a 
flower, and hearts were flipped upside-down. 
 
The developers’ goal was to let visitors to explore the surprising transformations of images 
reflected by a conical mirror. This exhibit was also considered another opportunity for visitors to 
explore geometry as art. As with the other exhibits using anamorphic mirrors, Conical Mirror 
was designed so that visitors could practice spatial skills related to transformations of images 
and so they could explore curvature and congruence as they compared the original and 
transformed images. 
 

 
MOVING 

 
Build a Room 

 
This immersive exhibit was an open-sided room with grids on the walls and floor (Fig. B-13). It 
was designed so that visitors could use a light pen (Fig. B-14) to trace objects in the room and to 
draw in three dimensions, and then see the results on a monitor (as illustrated in the label, Fig. B-
15). The whole-body immersive nature of this experience was intended to put visitors in the 
middle of their geometric artwork. 
 
The developers’ goal was to give visitors a chance to explore what drawing was like in three 
dimensions. As visitors drew, they could practice creativity and experience geometry as art. The 
design encouraged visitors to practice a range of spatial reasoning skills as they drew and 
examined their work, including explorations of shapes (especially the edges of things they drew). 
As they constructed their images, visitors could also explore the locations and orientations of 
objects and then could see their work in three dimensions transformed into two-dimensional 
images on the monitor screen. 
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Spin a Shape 

 
This table-top interactive allowed visitors to choose cards with simple two-dimensional shapes 
and fit them onto a spindle (Fig. B-16). At the push of a button the spindle spun the cards, 
transforming the two-dimensional image into a perceived three-dimensional shape (Fig. B-17). 
 
The stated goal for this exhibit was for visitors to experience how a flat shape, when rotated 
around an axis, transformed into a rotational solid. Developers also intended this exhibit to 
contribute to visitors’ aesthetic appreciation of geometry, and the label illustrated a real-world 
example: a spinning ballerina. 
 
The label challenging visitors to guess which card would make each illustrated shape, the exhibit 
encouraged explorations of congruence (comparing objects with one another). To meet this 
challenge, visitors had to mentally rotate the two-dimensional shapes and infer the 
transformation (an example of spatial inference). 
 
 

Shape Cubes and Shape Stools  
 
The Shape Cubes were sculptural tunnels made by rotating many identical simple shapes 
(triangle, square, etc). They were made by cutting simple shapes like squares and triangles out of 
a series of wooden squares—but first rotating the shape several degrees from one square to the 
next—and then gluing the squares together to make a cube or rectangle (Fig. B-18). The 
resulting tunnel was a twisting tube, with its inside surfaces more curved and complex than one 
might expect given the simple straight-sided shape used to generate it. Shape Cubes came in two 
sizes: a large size for visitors to crawl through (as in Fig. B-18) and a smaller size used to 
interpret the larger cubes (Fig. B-19). The cut-out shapes were not wasted. Instead, they were 
glued together, again rotating each successive panel, generating a curve-sided Shape Stool (Fig. 
B-20). 
 
The goal of this design was to allow visitors to experience with their body and hands how many 
flat surfaces can create a surprising curved surface inside the Shape Cubes. Additional goals 
were to inspire visitors to see geometry as art and to encourage their aesthetic appreciation of 
geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills visitors could practice in the Shape Cubes included exploration of 
shapes, locations, and curvature of objects, along with experiencing rotation of those shapes, 
physically within the Shape Cubes, and mentally as visitors sought to understand how the tunnels 
were generated. Visitors could also practice congruence as they compared the solid shapes of the 
Shape Stools with the similarly shaped hollows within the Shape Cubes. 
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Geometry in Motion 
 
The Geometry in Motion exhibit allowed visitors to assemble combinations of wheels and rods, 
making mechanical linkages that transformed linear motion into circular motion and vice versa, 
(Fig. B-21). The loose parts snapped onto the board and to each other using cylindrical magnets 
(Fig. B-22). The label suggested a simple project for visitors to build—a waving hand—and 
showed a real-world example—the wheels on a steam locomotive. 
 
The developer’s goal was to give visitors’ first-hand experiences with mechanical linkages as 
they created their own moving sculptures. Visitors were also intended to practice a range of 
spatial reasoning skills through this construction activity, including explorations of the size and 
locations of objects, the rotations of objects, both physically and mentally, and making spatial 
inferences as constructions were planned.  
 
 

Drawing in Circles 
 
Exploratorium artist in residence, Tauba Auerbach,, created this large table-top spirograph (Fig. 
B-23). Visitors made full-arm motions as the gears swept around and created loop upon loop 
with colored pencils drawing on large sheets of white paper (Fig. B-24). The artist intended this 
piece to be as much about the experience as it was about the striking end product, which visitors 
could take home once it was finished. The large motions and oversize patterns generated by the 
gears revealed aspects of the overlapping loops that were harder to notice with small-scale 
classic spirographs. 
 
This drawing activity was designed to foster connections between math and art and aesthetic 
appreciation of geometry—to see geometry as art. It was also intended to help visitors build their 
art-making competency. Spatial reasoning skills intended to be practiced by visitors during 
construction of their drawings include explorations of shapes, sizes, and curvatures and making 
spatial inferences as visitors planned which gears to use for their drawing. 
 
 

Gyroid 
 
The Gyroid (Fig. B-25) was an immersive climbing structure based on a geometric form called a 
periodic minimal surface, discovered by Alan Schoen in 1970. The structure was assembled 
from many identical pieces that, when attached together, created two separate yet intertwined 
“rooms” that were mirror images of one another. The only way visitors could get from one room 
to another was to climb or jump out of one opening and then climb back in another. The Gyroid 
was mounted on a platform covered with rubberized tiles, with wooden benches set back at a 
safe distance (Fig. B-25). At some host museums rails, cables, and signage (Fig. B-26) were used 
to limit access to the structures, including limiting the overall numbers of children on the 
platform at any given time, and keeping children younger than seven years old from climbing on 
the structure. Activity labels were placed within the Gyroid at some host museums, suggesting 
things that visitors could do within the structure, including climb together (Fig. B-27). 
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Interpretive labels mounted on walls (Fig. B-28) or bolted to the surrounding benches (Fig. B-29) 
explained the origins and properties of the Gyroid and showed some real-world examples. 
 
The stated goals for this exhibit were to provide visitors with an immersive climbing experience 
as they explore a minimal surface structure, and to foster their aesthetic appreciation of 
geometry. The spatial reasoning skills encouraged by this exhibit were whole-body explorations 
of shapes, locations, and orientations of the structure, its components, and the bodies within it. 
The developers also intended visitors to explore congruence by comparing the two interlocking 
tunnels. 
 
 

FITTING THINGS TOGETHER 
 

Stack of Stars 
 
Stack of Stars (initially called Climb the Stars, at the first venue only) was the second large 
immersive climbing structure, built by tessellating three-dimensional star-like shapes (Fig. B-
30), called stellated rhombic dodecahedrons (big SRDs). Tessellating meant the SRDs were 
packed together with no spaces between them—a concept that applies in both two and three 
dimensions. This large-scale, experience was a conceptual pair with a table-top set of small 
SRDs that visitors could use to build their own structures (see Space-filling Blocks, below). Like 
the Gyroid, this exhibit was mounted on a platform covered with rubberized tiles and surrounded 
by wooden benches (Fig. B-30). Labels at the entrances (between the benches) informed parents 
that this exhibit was designed for children five years and older (Fig. B-31). Interpretative labels 
were bolted to the benches (Fig. B-32) at some host museums.  
 
The exhibit developers intended that visitors would explore the tessellating shapes and be 
exposed to geometric terminology (e.g., stellated rhombic dodecahedrons) and to the concept of 
tessellation. Another goal was that this exhibit would contribute to visitors’ aesthetic 
appreciation of geometry. 
 
As with the Gyroid, Stack of Stars was intended to encourage spatial reasoning skills like 
immersive and whole-body explorations of shapes, locations, and orientations of the structure, 
including its components, and the bodies within it. The developers also intended visitors to 
explore congruence and size by comparing the big SRDs in the structure with the small SRDs in 
the adjacent Space-filling Blocks exhibits. 
 
 

Space-filling Blocks  
 

The table-top Space-filling Blocks exhibits included one unit with loose, hand-held versions of 
Stack of Stars stellated rhombic dodecahedrons (small SRDs, Figs. B-33 and B-34) and the other 
with hand-held truncated octahedrons (abbreviated as TOs, Figs. B-35 and B-36). The exhibits 
allowed visitors to design and build their own three-dimensional tessellating structures by fitting 
together the blocks with no spaces between them.  
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Developers intended that, by playing with, stacking, and building with the small SRD and TO 
blocks, visitors would experience three-dimensional tessellation and reason about the orientation 
of stacking required for their tessellation. This exhibit was also considered another opportunity 
for visitors to develop their appreciation of geometry. 
 
These construction exhibits were intended to encourage smaller-scale explorations of the shapes, 
locations, and orientations of the tessellating shapes. Visitors were also expected to rotate the 
blocks physically and mentally as they were moved into place. Developers also intended visitors 
to explore congruence and size by comparing the small SRDs with the big SRDs in the adjacent 
Stack of Stars. 
 
 

Stellator 
 
At this small exhibit (Fig. B-37), visitors could look into a window at a seemingly three-
dimensional dodecahedron, with twelve flat sides (Fig. B-38). Then, as they turned a crank, the 
shape would be transformed as points grow smoothly from each side to reveal a stellated 
dodecahedron. When visitors reversed the crank, the points would disappear. Rather than using 
computer animation, the entire transformation was done with mirrors.  
 
This exhibit was designed to allow visitors to explore the differences and relationships between 
these two different shapes, exposing them to the concept of stellation. This exhibit was also 
intended as an opportunity for visitors to cultivate their aesthetic appreciation of geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills that could be practiced here included the exploration of the two final 
shapes (and their intermediates) and of the transformation from the “regular” to stellated shape 
and back. In comparing and thinking about the two shapes, visitors could also practice 
congruence and spatial inference. 
 

 
 

Tile Designer 
 
This exhibit (Fig. B-39) allowed visitors to make simple manipulations to a line on a touch 
screen (Fig. B-40) that would immediately be applied to three wallpaper-like sections on a larger 
monitor (upper half of Fig. B-39). These visitor-generated patterns represented three types of 
tessellations. 
 
The stated goal of this exhibit was to help visitors understand that a single line segment can be 
multiplied, according to geometric rules, to create several different patterns and to engage 
visitors creatively with these phenomena. This was also an opportunity for visitors to see 
geometry as art and to cultivate their aesthetic appreciation of geometry. 
 
As they engaged with Tile Designer, visitors could engage with aspects of spatial reasoning such 
as exploration of shapes, orientation, and congruence. 
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Geometron 
 
Created by Geometry Playground’s first artist in residence, John Edmark, this exhibit was 
designed as a video kaleidoscope that put the visitors’ hands in the image—thus it could be both 
a table-top and an immersive exhibit (Fig. B-41). Visitors looked into a tapered kaleidoscope at a 
video screen showing them a live video capture of colorful stick-on plastic pieces and of their 
hands, multiplied many times into an icosahedral (20-sided) shape (Figs. B-42A and B). Visitors 
could explore the many symmetries in the image by moving glowing shapes in the camera’s 
view.  
 
The goal of this artistic piece was to let visitors practice making patterns on a three-dimensional 
shape. Visitors could create their own kaleidoscopic images and had the opportunity to 
manipulate and appreciate the symmetry of the patterns by the angled mirrors. This was also an 
opportunity for visitors to see geometry as art and to cultivate their aesthetic appreciation of 
geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills practiced here could include explorations of the shapes, including 
translating (sliding them along), rotating, and aligning them on the clear plastic front of the 
exhibit. Visitors could also practice congruence, comparing the plastic pieces with their 
expressions in the video image, and spatial inference as they planned their next move, adding or 
removing pieces from the screen. 
 
 

Dividing Space 
 
With its sloping table-top and moveable pieces, this exhibit reminded some exhibit team 
members of the Plinko game from the television show, Price is Right. However, it was actually 
much more sophisticated, with a computer-vision system that tracked the positions of re-
arrangeable red pegs on a table and two larger blue pucks that could slide across the table and 
bounce off the pegs (Fig. B-43). Based on these tracking data, a projector above the table drew 
polygons around each peg and the puck, and these polygons constantly changed as the pucks 
careened across the table.  (See Fig. B-44 for a close up view of the pegs and pucks). These 
polygons were designed to bisect the distance between each object on the table, using the 
Voronoi algorithm. 
 
Thus Dividing Space was designed to allow visitors to experience how a Voronoi diagram 
responds in real time to the changing positions of objects on the sloping table. Developers’ 
intention was that, through play, visitors could observe how changes in one cell (or colored 
polygon) had an impact on adjacent cells. With repeated observations, some visitors might 
develop their abilities to predict those changes. 
 
In terms of spatial reasoning, visitors could practice their construction skills as they developed a 
course with the red pegs. Visitors could also explore the shapes, locations, and sizes of the 
polygons and their boundaries, and practice spatial inference as they tried to predict what would 
happen as red pegs were added or removed and as the blue pucks slid across the table. 
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Polyhedra 

 
Artist-in-Residence Stacy Speyer created a set of large, colorful polyhedra out of metal struts. 
These shapes were suspended within reach in a translucent silo-shaped structure (Fig. B-45), so 
that visitors could touch, rotate, and contemplate them (Fig. B-46). Ms. Speyer described her 
approach to the exhibit in a label attached outside the structure’s entrance (Fig. B-47) 
 
This artistic piece was developed to allow visitors to observe and experience the many colorful 
geometric polyhedra, and so they might appreciate their geometrical symmetries and 
relationships. This was also an opportunity for visitors to see geometry as art and to cultivate 
their aesthetic appreciation of geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills intended to be practiced here included exploration of shapes as well as 
rotating the shapes both physically and mentally. 
 
 

Gear Cube 
 
The Gear Cube (Fig. B-48) was an oddly toothed creation that looked like it shouldn’t spin 
freely, but did. After up to ten revolutions, the gear segments rotated into a cubic form that 
disappeared with the next turn of the crank (Fig. B-49).  
 
The intention was to help visitors gain appreciation for the intricacy of gears and how these gears 
could create a surprising changing shape. This was also an opportunity for visitors to see 
geometry as art and to cultivate their aesthetic appreciation of geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills intended to be practiced here included exploration of sizes, rotating the 
gear segments both physically and mentally, and both congruence and rotation. 
 
 

Geometry Garden 
 
The museum-like cases of Geometry Garden (Fig. B-50) displayed a range of geometric 
phenomena, including natural history objects and art pieces. Each object was labeled, often with 
fairly detailed descriptions (Figs. B-51 and B-52). 
 
The developer’s intention was to expose visitors to a gallery of objects in nature and art, 
including shapes and forms that illustrated a range of geometric concepts. This was also an 
opportunity for visitors to see geometry as art and to cultivate their aesthetic appreciation of 
geometry. 
 
Spatial reasoning skills intended to be practiced here included exploration of orientations, 
congruence, and transformation. 
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Geometry in the Wild 
 
Scattered throughout the exhibition were a series of low walls displaying photo essays—i.e., 
curated sets of images—of geometry from the real world (Fig. B-53). Some images were drawn 
from the photographs submitted to the project’s online Flickr pool. Texts described geometric 
concepts related to the images (Fig. B-54), including an explanation of the geometry that takes 
place on playgrounds (Fig. B-55). 
 
The intentions here were to help visitors gain appreciation for geometry in the everyday world 
and to cultivate visitors’ aesthetic appreciation of geometry. There were no specific goals related 
to spatial reasoning. 
 
 

Sphere Cube 
 
The Sphere Cube (Fig. B-56) was a medium-sized immersive exhibit that was at various stages 
of development during the summative evaluation. It was designed so visitors could climb inside 
a spherical hollow suspended in a grid-like cube (Fig. B-57). There were no labels on this during 
any of the data collection site visits, although our understanding was that these were being 
developed. 
 
The goal of this exhibit was to create a sense of enclosure and to foster groups hanging out and 
being immersed in geometric space.  
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Appendix B. Photographs of Geometry Playground Exhibits 

 
 
This appendix includes photographs taken of the Geometry Playground exhibits. The exhibits are 
classified into three categories—Seeing, Moving, and Fitting Things Together—a classification 
that was developed early in the project, but one that was not reflected in the exhibition floor 
plans, as it was not a driving force of the project. All exhibits and their accompanying spatial 
reasoning goals are described in detail in Appendix A.  All photographs in this report © 2011 
Selinda Research Associates, Inc. 
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SEEING 
 

Hopscotch 
 
 

 
Figure B-1. Hopscotch. (SMM) 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure B-2. Label on the Hopscotch cylindrical mirror. (SMM) 
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Distorted Chair 
 
 

 
Figure B-3. Distorted Chair. (SMM) 
 
 

 

 
Figure B-4. Label for Distorted Chair. (SMM). 
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Distorted Drawing 
 
 

                  
 Figure B-5. Distorted Drawing showing flip cards (foreground) and chalk board (background). 
(SMM) 
 

 
Figure B-6. Example of a flip card at Distorted Drawing. (DHDC) 
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Figure B-7. Flip card linking Distorted Drawing to Hopscotch immersive. (DHDC) 
 

 

 
          Figure B-8. Straight lines drawn on chalk board at Distorted Drawing. (DHDC)  
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Projected Puzzle 
 

 
Figure B-9. Projected Puzzle viewed from the base of the central staircase. Note the 
orange dot on the floor indicating where you are supposed to stand, and the two signs, 
one by the dot and the other by the puzzle itself. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-10. Label on the stanchion located by the orange dot. (SMM) 
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Conical Mirror 
 

 
                    Figure B-11. Conical Mirror. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-12. Closer look at Conical Mirror. (DHDC)  
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MOVING 
 

Build a Room 
 

 
    Figure B-13. Build a Room. (SMM) 
 
 

 

 
Figure B-14. Labels on light pen. (SMM) 
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Figure B-15. Revised exhibit label included a photo of a visitor using the light pen. (SMM) 
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Spin a Shape 
 

 
Figure B-16. Spin a Shape. (DHDC)  
 
 

  
Figure B-17. Spin a Shape card at rest and spinning. (DHDC) 
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Shape Cubes and Shape Stools  
 
 

       
Figure B-18. Large Shape Cube (Rotating through Trapezoids). (Explo) 
 
 

 
Figure B-19. Small Shape Cube with interpretation. (SMM) 
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Figure B-20. Shape Stool with large and small Shape Cubes in the background. (DHDC). 
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Geometry in Motion 
 

 
Figure B-21. Geometry in Motion. (SMM) 

 
 

    
Figure B-22. Closer view of Geometry in Motion. Note cylindrical magnets that hold the 
pieces together (uppermost right). (SMM) 
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Drawing in Circles 
 

    
Figure B-23. Drawing in Circles. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-24. Closer view of Drawing in Circles. Note blue pencil sharpener. (SMM) 
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The Gyroid 
 
 

 
Figure B-25. The Gyroid. Note the rubberized tiles under and around the structure, the 
benches set back on the platform, and the rails and cables restricting access. (SMM) 
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Figure B-26. Warning label used at the entrance to the Gyroid. (SMM) 

 
 

 
Figure B-27. Prototype version of the activity label mounted inside the Gyroid. (SMM) 
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Figure B-28. Wall-mounted interpretive label explaining the Gyroid structure and discussing 
real-world examples. (SMM) 
 
 

 
Figure B-29. Interpretive label mounted on a bench. (Explo) 
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FITTING THINGS TOGETHER 
 

Stack of Stars  
 

 
Figure B-30. Stack of Stars. Note the rubberized tile-covered platform, labels, and 
surrounding benches. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-31. Warning label used at entrance to Stack of Stars. (SMM) 
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Figure B-32. Stack of Stars bench label. (SMM) 
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Space-filling Blocks (SRDs & TOs) 
  

 

      
Figure B-33. Space-filling Blocks with its star-shaped blocks (small SRDs) was adjacent to Stack of 
Stars. (SMM) 
 
 

    
Figure B-34. Space-filling Blocks (small SRDs) and label. (SMM) 
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Figure B-35. The Truncated Octahedron (TO) version of Space-filling Blocks also was 
adjacent to Stack of Stars. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-36. Closer view of the Truncated Octahedron (TO) version of Space-filling Blocks, and 
label. (SMM) 
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Stellator 
 

   
Figure B-37. Stellator, located at one corner of Stack of Stars 
and between the two types of Space-filling Blocks. (SMM) 
 

 
Figure B-38. View inside the Stellator (non-stellated version). (DHDC) 
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 Tile Designer 
 

 
Figure B-39. Tile Designer. (SMM) 
 
 

 

 
Figure B-40. Tile Designer control panel. (DHDC) 
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Geometron 
 

 
Figure B-41. Geometron. (SMM) 
 

 

    
Figures B-42A and B. Interior views of Geometron. (DHDC) 
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Dividing Space 
 

 
Figure B-43. Dividing Space. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-44. Details of red pegs and blue pucks. (SMM) 
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Polyhedra 
 

 
Figure B-45. Polyhedra. (SMM) 
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Figure B-46. Examples of objects and labels inside the Polyhedra structure. (SMM) 
 
 

 
                Figure B-47. Information about the Polyhedra artist. (SMM) 
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Gear Cube 
 
 

 
Figure B-48. Gear Cube. (SMM) 
 

 

  
Figure B-49. Closer views of rotated and un-rotated Gear Cube. (DHDC) 
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Geometry Garden 
 

 
Figure B-50. Geometry Garden. (SMM) 
 

 

      
     Figure B-51. Pencil Hexastix (SMM)         Figure B-52. Klein bottle (SMM) 
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Geometry in the Wild 
 

 
Figure B-53. Geometry in the Wild on the outer side of the Gyroid wall. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-54. Closer view of Geometry in the Wild on the outer side of the Gyroid wall. (SMM) 
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Figure B-55. Closer view of Geometry in the Wild panels on the outer side of Stack of Stars 
wall. (SMM) 
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Sphere Cube 
 

 
Figure B-56. Sphere Cube. (SMM) 
 

 

 
Figure B-57. Closer view of Sphere Cube. (SMM) 
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EXHIBIT COMPONENT WEAR & TEAR 
 

 
 
Figure B-58. Worn challenge label inside the Gyroid. (DHDC) 
 
 

    
 
Figure B-59. Intermittent lines on the   Figure B-60. Damaged table top and  
Build A Room screen. (DHDC)  missing tape. (DHDC) 
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Figure B-61. Worn star blocks at Space-filling Blocks. (DHDC) 

 
 

 
Figure B-62. The dividing lines at Dividing Space were no longer equidistant between 
pegs. (DHDC) 
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Figure B-63. Paddles were missing reflective paint at Spin a Shape. (DHDC) 
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Appendix C. Annotated Bibliography of Reports & Presentations 

This appendix lists and briefly describes the evaluation and research studies undertaken as part of 
the Geometry Playground project. For more background, see the sections, Overview of Project 
Evaluations and Research Component, in the body of the report.  For many of the following and 
additional Geometry Playground reports, see: 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/visitor_research/reports_search.php?Projects=Geometry+
Playground&BrowseSubmit=Browse&Authors=Any&Type=Any 
 

Front-end Study  
Hido, N., & Gutwill, J. (2007). Adventure Playground – Front-end study. Unpublished 

manuscript, The Exploratorium, San Francisco, CA.  
This study took place at Adventure Playground, “an outdoor facility at the Berkeley 
Marina, featuring staff and unique play experiences that encourage children to play and 
build creatively using simple tools.” The authors looked for approaches to developing 
exhibits and environments that foster intergenerational play involving adults and 
children. 

 

Formative Studies 
Nearly 50 formative evaluation studies were conducted on approximately 20 of the Geometry 
Playground exhibits. As of the writing of this report, several of these studies were to be posted to 
the Exploratorium’s website: http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/visitor_research/reports.php. 
As a partner institution, the Science Museum of Minnesota undertook four formative studies 
(with a focus on remediation) of labels for the Gyroid and Sphere Cube. 
 

Research Presentations and Reports 
Dancu, T. N. (2010). Designing exhibits for gender equity. Downloaded from the Exploratorium 

website July 5, 2011. http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/TD_Diss_FNL.pdf  

Dissertation focused on developing gender equitable exhibits that promote use of spatial 
reasoning skills.  

 
Dancu, T., & Gutwill, J. (2010). Getting inside immersive exhibits: A study of Exploratorium's 

Geometry Playground. Downloaded from the Exploratorium website July 5, 2011. 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/Immersives_ASTC_Pstr.pdf  

Poster session describing research that compared visitor experiences at immersive and 
table-top exhibits. 
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Dancu, T., Gutwill, J., & Sindorf, L. (2009). Geometry Playground Pathways study. Downloaded 
from the Exploratorium website July 5, 2011. 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/partner/pdf/Geometry_Playground_Pathways.pdf  
Report on a study that explored the effects of in-school and museum-visit activities 
(termed Pathways) on San Francisco elementary school students’ attitudes toward 
geometry and spatial reasoning abilities. 

 
Gutwill, J. (2010). Fostering and assessing spatial reasoning. Presentation at the annual meeting 

of the Visitor Studies Association, Phoenix, AZ. Downloaded from the Slideshare 
website July 5, 2011. http://www.slideshare.net/gutwill/fostering-assessing-spatial-reasoning-
at-museum-exhibits-5003480  

This presentation first described the Geometry Playground project and its learning goals. 
Then it defined and gave examples of spatial reasoning and discussed the initial stages of 
the research on spatial reasoning at Geometry Playground exhibits. 

 
Gutwill, J. (2011). Spatial Reasoning in the Geometry Playground. Presentation at the annual 

meeting of the Visitor Studies Association, Chicago, IL. Downloaded from: 
http://visitorstudies.org/news/56/114/Fostering-and-Assessing-Math-Learning-in-
Science-Centers/d,conference-paper-detail  

 
Presentation that described the measurement of verbal spatial reasoning and the results 
from a research study comparing visitors’ verbal spatial reasoning at immersive and 
table-top exhibits. 

 
Gutwill, J., Dimond, E., Boyd, K., Dancu, T., Hido, N. and Gilbert, H. (2011). Exploration of 

Immersive Exhibits: How, Why and What Impact? Presentation at the annual meeting of 
the Visitor Studies Association, Chicago, IL.  

 
Presentation of an overview of the Geometry Playground project with a focus on 
immersive exhibits: challenges for prototyping them, strategies for labeling them, and 
results from a research study of the visitor experience at immersive exhibits compared to 
table-top exhibits. 

 

Summative Evaluation Site Visit Summaries 
These brief summaries were written specifically for the Geometry Playground team and were not 
intended for wider distribution. 
 
Gyllenhaal, E.D., & Perry, D.L. (2010). Site visit report: Geometry Playground at the 

Exploratorium. Unpublished manuscript, The Exploratorium, San Francisco, CA.  

This summary of findings from the first site visit to the exhibition included 
recommendations for remediation of the exhibits as well as preliminary findings about 
parent-child interactions at the climbing structures, visitor flow through the exhibition, 
and visitors’ perceptions about the exhibition as a whole. 
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Gyllenhaal, E.D. (2010). Geometry Playground summative evaluation: Site Visit 2 Summary 
Science Museum of Minnesota. Unpublished manuscript, The Exploratorium, San 
Francisco, CA.  
This summary, from the second site visit (the first of two visits to SMM) compared 
visitor engagements on the two floors of this installation, looking especially at how 
visitor engagements at large and medium immersives affected their visits to the rest of the 
exhibition (termed “spillover effects”). It also analyzed preliminary findings about spatial 
reasoning at the exhibits.  

 
Gyllenhaal, E.D. (2011). Geometry Playground summative evaluation: Site Visit 3 Summary 

Science Museum of Minnesota. Unpublished manuscript, The Exploratorium, San 
Francisco, CA.  

The summary from the third site visit (the second of two site visits to SMM) expanded on 
themes discussed in the previous summary, including findings about possible positive 
spillover effects from engaging with the large immersives and looking more closely at 
roles played by labels and engagements with and spatial reasoning at table-top 
interactives. 

 
Gyllenhaal, E.D. & Perry, D.L. (2011). Geometry Playground summative evaluation: Site Visit 4 

Summary Don Harrington Discovery Center. Unpublished manuscript, Selinda Research 
Associates, Inc., Chicago. 
This summary from the fourth and final site visit further expanded on previous themes. 
This summary was for internal use only to facilitate data analysis, and was not distributed 
to the Explo team but was incorporated into this final summative evaluation.  

 

Summative Evaluation 
Selinda Research Associates. (2012). Summative evaluation of Geometry Playground. 

Unpublished manuscript, Exploratorium, San Francisco, CA.  
This report is the complete final summative evaluation of the Geometry Playground 
exhibition at its first three venues. It can be found on www.informalscience.org. 
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Appendix D. Topical Framework 

Attached to the Geometry Playground Summative Evaluation Plan 
Selinda Research Associates, Inc. 

Dated June 17, 2010 
 
Description and Context 

- How many exhibit units were there? 
- What were they, how were they positioned relative to one another, and how were some of 

them “paired”? 
- What were the layouts for the exhibition at the two museums, and how were they the 

same/different?  
- What were the intentions and hoped for outcomes for each unit? 
- What was the exhibit development process and how did the goals, intentions, and 

anticipated outcomes evolve over time? 
- In what ways did Geometry Playground differ from other Exploratorium exhibits in terms 

of intended audience, intellectual content, types of exhibits included, and overall design? 
- Which units were installed in the outdoor spaces: San Francisco playground, San 

Francisco park, and Ithaca Science Center? What was the layout and overall context at 
each location? 

 
Visitor Engagements 
 
Physical 

- What was the range of ways visitors used the exhibition as a whole? How did visitors 
move through the exhibition? How did they move between large and small exhibits? 
Between active, playful experiences and more passive engagements? Between exhibit 
content pairs? 

- Did visitors tend to stay in the exhibition and engage with most of the units, or did they 
move in and out, leave and return? 

- What was the range of ways that visitors engaged with individual exhibit units? In what 
ways and to what extent did visitors use the units to physically engage with shapes, 
spaces, and geometric processes and phenomena18? 

- In what ways were visitor physical engagements the same and different between large 
and small exhibit units? 

- What was the nature of the whole body experiences, and in what ways did these enhance 
or detract from the intentions of the exhibition? 

- What was the range of ways in which visitors immersed themselves in the larger units? In 
what ways was visitors’ immersion active and physical (like a playground space)? What 
other, less active forms of immersion took place? 

- In what ways were physical engagements for girls and boys, women and men the same 
and different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different engagements 
equitable? 

- In what ways were physical engagements for children and adults the same and different 
throughout the exhibition?  

                                                
18 These may be some of the physical engagements that play a part in spatial reasoning. 
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- How did the physical engagements of the users of the playground and park installations 
compare and contrast with visitors’ use of the exhibit units?  

- In what ways and to what extent did visitors and users incorporate activities from the 
website into their engagements with the units and structures (both at the museum and in 
outdoor settings)? Did any visitors find and use the website before coming to the 
exhibition? If so, how did the website contribute to their exhibit experiences? 

 
Social 

- In what ways and to what extent were visitors engaged in teaching-learning (broadly 
defined) activities? 

- How were visitors jointly constructing meaning? 
- What forms of collaboration did visitors engage in, and how did this collaboration 

manifest itself, physically and intellectually? 
- In what ways were visitor social interactions the same and different between large and 

small exhibit units?  
- In what ways did social engagements vary when visitors’ immersive experiences were 

active and playground-like as opposed to more passive? 
- What was the nature of adult-child interactions, especially those between children in the 

target age range (5-12 years) and their adult caregivers? In what ways were these the 
same and different between different exhibit units?  

- In what ways were social engagements for children and adults the same and different 
throughout the exhibition? 

- In what ways and to what extent did adults behave differently when they perceive certain 
exhibits (and certain behaviors) to put their children at risk? Did they stay closer, exert 
more control, or behave in some other way? 

- In what ways were social engagements for girls and boys, women and men the same and 
different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different engagements 
equitable? 

- How did the social engagements of the users of the playground and park installations 
compare and contrast with visitors’ use of the exhibit units and structures?  

 
Intellectual 

- In what ways and to what extent were visitors’ minds engaged?  
- What intellectual processes were they using? Comparing and contrasting? Observing? 

Making connections? Spatial reasoning skills? 
- In what ways and to what extent were visitors’ intellectual engagements grounded in their 

physical engagements with the exhibits? 
- In what ways were visitor intellectual engagements the same and different between large 

and small exhibit units?  
- In what ways did intellectual engagement vary when visitors’ immersive experiences 

were active and playground-like as opposed to more passive? 
- In what ways and to what extent did visitors make intellectual connections between the 

designed exhibit content pairs? 
- In what ways were intellectual engagements for girls and boys, women and men the same 

and different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different engagements 
equitable? 
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- In what ways were intellectual engagements for children and adults the same and 
different throughout the exhibition?  

- How did the intellectual engagements of the users of the playground and park 
installations compare and contrast with visitors’ engagements with the exhibit units?  

 
Emotional 

- In what ways and to what extent were visitors emotionally engaged? 
- In what ways did visitors emotionally engage with the beauty and aesthetic aspects of 

geometry as portrayed in the exhibits? 
- In what ways were visitor emotional engagements the same and different between large 

and small exhibit units? 
- In what ways did emotional engagement vary when visitors’ immersive experiences were 

active and playground-like as opposed to more passive? 
- In what ways were emotional engagements for girls and boys, women and men the same 

and different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different engagements 
equitable? 

- In what ways were emotional engagements for children and adults the same and different 
throughout the exhibition? 

- How did parents and caregivers feel about exhibits that appeared to put their children at 
risk? How did children feel about the same exhibits? 

- In what ways and to what extent were visitors’ emotional engagements colored by their 
earlier experiences with school geometry and mathematics? 

- How did the emotional engagements of the users of the playground and park installations 
compare and contrast with visitors’ use of the exhibit units?  

 
Visitor Learning Outcomes 

- In what ways and to what extent were visitors “learning” geometry and math-related 
ideas and skills? 

- In what ways and to what extent did visitors make connections between geometry and the 
real world (e.g., in nature, architecture, and everyday life)? 

- What else were they “learning?” 
- In what ways and to what extent was there evidence of visitors developing and practicing 

spatial reasoning skills? What did those skills look like? In what ways did physical, 
social, intellectual, and emotional engagements interact to realize each skill? (As the 
study proceeds, we will probably develop a taxonomy of spatial reasoning skills as 
practiced in the exhibits.) 

- For each exhibit, which of the intended learning outcomes appeared to be achieved, and 
which were not?19  

- In what ways did visitors perceive this as an exhibition (or exhibits) about experiencing 
and investigating shapes and spaces?20 About the kinds of geometry they may have been 
exposed to in school settings? About mathematics in a larger sense?  

- How did these perceptions evolve during their time in the exhibition? 

                                                
19 What does this mean? These refer to outcomes stated or implied in labels and Exploratorium documentation. 
20 We’re trying to think about how a visitor might talk about “spatial reasoning.” 
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- How did visitors’ connections with geometry and mathematics evolve as a consequence 
of engaging with this exhibition?  

- How did visitor interest in and attitudes towards geometry and mathematics change or 
evolve as a consequence of engaging with the exhibition or some part of it? 

- What was the role of the whole body immersive experiences in helping visitors change 
the ways they think and feel about geometry, spatial reasoning, and mathematics? How 
did immersive experiences differ from what’s experienced by those who stand back and 
watch? 

- In what ways did learning outcomes vary when visitors’ immersive experiences were 
active and playground-like as opposed to more passive? 

- When visitors/users made multiple visits and used the exhibition/structures repeatedly, 
how did their thinking evolve over time? 

- In what ways were learning outcomes for girls and boys, women and men the same and 
different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different engagements 
equitable? 

- In what ways were learning outcomes for children and adults the same and different 
throughout the exhibition?  

- What new ways of thinking or understanding did visitors/users leave the 
exhibition/structures with? How did visitors'/users' mathematical reasoning skills evolve 
as a result of interacting with the exhibition? How did their perceptions of and 
understandings of what geometry is and does evolve?21 

 
Visitor Motivations 

- In what ways and to what extent were the six visitor motivations engaged: 
communication; curiosity; confidence; challenge; control; and play?22 

- In which sections or at which exhibit units were different motivations more or less 
engaged? 

- In what ways were visitor motivations for girls and boys, women and men the same and 
different throughout the exhibition? To what extent were these different motivations 
equitable? 

 
Design & Installation 

- What aspects of the design of different units and sections contributed in what ways to 
meaningful visitor experiences? 

- How did the design of the large units encourage—or discourage—physical immersion? 
- What was the nature of the visitor experience when visitors—or some visitors—did not 

climb inside and immerse themselves in the large exhibit units? 

                                                
21 Can you say more about what new ways of understanding might look like? Based on what we’ve seen of the labels 
and exhibit goals, visitors may come away understanding geometric terms that were unfamiliar to them, with new or 
revised understandings about geometric concepts, or with new ways of thinking about the subject of geometry. For 
instance, they may come away thinking of geometry as beauty or art, or talking about geometry as something that 
surrounds them in their lives or as something that is "apart" from their lives, something special. 
22 Is this based on someone’s work that I could read? This is Deborah’s model of intrinsically motivating museum 
experiences, also known as, “What makes learning fun?” See http://selindaresearch.com/learning.htm for references 
and links. 
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- In what ways and to what extent did the design of “paired” exhibit units contribute to 
visitor experiences? 

- What about the design of the website? What aspects will likely contribute in what ways 
to meaningful user experiences? 

- What was the nature and likely usability of the user interface and overall design of the 
website?23 

- How did the layout of the exhibition differ between locations, and how did this contribute 
to (or detract from) visitor experiences? 

- In what ways did the design and layout contribute to maintenance challenges? 
- In what ways and to what extent did different design elements work the same and 

differently for girls, boys, women, and men? For children and for adults? 
- In what ways and to what extent did the differences between Geometry Playground and 

other Exploratorium exhibitions manifest themselves in visitors’ experiences? Did it 
seem to attract a younger audience, and did that audience behave in different ways in the 
big, high energy exhibits? Did the cohesiveness and visual identity of Geometry 
Playground seem to have an impact of visitors’ experiences? In what other ways did 
Geometry Playground seem to differ from a more traditional Exploratorium experience? 

 
Influence on the field 

- What evidence was there that involvement with the Geometry Playground project 
advanced museum staff thinking about immersive exhibits and the ways in which they 
can engage museum visitors? 

- What evidence was there that involvement with the Geometry Playground project advanced 
museum staff thinking about exhibits that stimulate whole-body, active play—more like a 
children’s playground than a traditional science exhibit? For instance, what were perceptions 
and levels of comfort about the risks involved with playground-like structures? 

- What evidence was there that involvement with the Geometry Playground project advanced 
museum staff thinking about large-scale exhibits (like the large playground structures)? 

- What evidence was there that involvement with the Geometry Playground project 
advanced museum staff thinking about geometry and/or math exhibits? 

- In what ways did the pairing of large and small exhibit units influence museum staff 
thinking about the design of museum exhibitions?  

 
Travel-ability 

- How well did the exhibition travel to SMM?  
- What challenges did SMM staff face as they moved and installed the exhibition? What 

aspects of the traveling exhibition helped transport and installation go smoothly? 
- In what ways and to what extent did the layout of the exhibition at SMM differ from the 

layout at the Exploratorium and/or the recommended layout, and why? 
- What unanticipated challenges related to travel-ability were there at SMM? Lighting? 

Floor treatments? Noise and sound-proofing? Other? 
- Were there any maintenance issues specific to traveling the large-scale immersive 

structures? 

                                                
23 Can you describe how you assess likely usability? See the description of heuristic evaluation/critical review of the 
website in the Evaluation Plan. 
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Appendix E. Sources of Data 

Table E-1. Overview of sources of data 
 

Data type Groups Description Contact 
hours* 

Unobtrusive 
observations 104 Unobtrusive observations of visitors in Geometry 

Playground. 59 

Participant 
observations 3 Observations where the researcher took part in the 

engagement as a member of the group. 1.5 

Extended 
observations 26 Observations of a series of visitor groups engaged at a 

single exhibit. 27.5 

Incidental 
observations 17 Brief, informal observations to capture fleeting but 

revealing engagements in the exhibition. 4.25 

Census on 
climbers 2 Periodic counts of children on climbers, identifying genders 

and classifying behaviors. 2.5 

Depth 
interviews 
with visitors 

43 Interviews of visitors after they had engaged with some or 
all of Geometry Playground. 27 

 195    Subtotal (visitors): 121.75 

On-site 
interviews 
with staff 

21 Interviews and less formal conversations with staff and 
volunteers during site visits to host museums. 20 

Phone 
interviews 
with staff 

10 Phone interviews with staff about the "travelability" of 
Geometry Playground. 23 

 31    Subtotal (staff): 43 

 226    Subtotal (all respondents): 164.75 

Document 
reviews  

40 
documents 

Reviews of marketing signage, Web pages, and publications 
related to Geometry Playground. 20 

    40 Subtotal (documents) 20 

  TOTAL 184.75 

 
* Contact hours include both time spent on the floor with visitors or with staff, and time spent on 
the written debriefs of the encounters (including time back at the hotel after hours). It does not 
include time completing debriefs and analyzing recordings after the site visit. 
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Appendix F. Description of Respondents 

 
Table F-1. Respondents observed and/or interviewed 
 
Group Type Number of Groups Number of Individuals 

Groups with children 287 748 

All-adult groups 20 42 

Individual visitor (alone) 16 16 

School/camp/birthday groups 31 789 

Museum staff na 25 

TOTALS: 354 1,620 
 
 
Table F-2. Staff interviewed for this study 
 

Institution # Phone 
interviews 

# On-site 
interviews 

# 
Individual 

Staff 
interviewed 

Staff Roles 

Exploratorium 5 6 11 

Exhibition Services staff, exhibit 
developers, installation 
supervisors, evaluators, 
administrative staff 

Science 
Museum of 
Minnesota 

2 7 6 
Special Exhibits staff, curatorial 
staff, evaluators, floor staff and 
volunteers 

Don 
Harrington 
Discovery 
Center 

3 8 8 

Exhibit and maintenance staff, 
program and visitor experience 
staff, administrative staff, floor 
staff 

Total: 10 21 25  
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Appendix G. Installations at the Host Science Centers 

This appendix lists and has photographs of exhibits that were installed at each of the three host 
museums during our site visits. 

 
Exploratorium 

 
 
Table G-1. Geometry Playground exhibits at Explo – more or less from northeast to southwest 
 

 
Projected Puzzle 
Build a Room  
Stellator 
Distorted Drawing 
Drawing in Circles 
Hopscotch 
Shape Cubes 
Geometry Garden 
Stack of Stars 
Space-filling Blocks 

Stellated Rhombic Dodecahedrons (small SRDs) 
Truncated Octahedrons (TOs) 

Tile Designer  
Dividing Space  
Polyhedra 
Geometron 
Gyroid  
Distorted Chair 
Conical Mirror 
Entrance Structure 
Geometry in the Wild  
Shape Stools 
Gear Cube (was installed during our site visit) 
 
These exhibits were not on the floor during our site visit: 
Spin a Shape 
Geometry in Motion 
Small Shape Cubes 
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Figure G-1. Entrance area at Explo, including the Entrance Structure (on the right) and Projected 
Puzzle (on the left). 
 
 

 
Figure G-2. Hopscotch was on a raised platform at Explo, adjacent to the east wall of the 
museum. 
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Figure G-3. Shape Cubes along the edge of the exhibition, separated from the Café (in the 
background) by a loosely configured pathway. 
 
 

 
Figure G-4. Stack of Stars at Explo. Note benches and rails around the exhibit. 
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Figure G-5. The star-shaped Space-filling Blocks (SRDs) were immediately adjacent to Stack of 
Stars, separated from the climbing structure by a low rail and bench. 
 
 

 
Figure G-6. Space-filling Blocks (TOs) were adjacent to the ramp for Stack of Stars, separated 
from the climbing structure by the ramp and a low wall. (Stack of Stars was off to the left.) 
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Figure G-7. Stellator was adjacent to the Hopscotch exhibit, with several exhibits               
between it and Stack of Stars. 
 

 
Figure G-8. Distorted Chair with the Gyroid in the background. It was on the opposite side of 
the exhibition from the other units with cylindrical mirrors. 
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Figure G-9. The Gyroid at the Exploratorium. Note labels at entrance to platform and labels at 
benches. 
 
 

 
Figure G-10. Geometry Garden, with Gear Cube in the foreground. 
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Figure G-11. Geometry Garden from the other side, with Distorted Chair and a Shape Cube in 
the background. 
 
 

 
Figure G-12. Poster for Geometry Playground outside the main entrance. 
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Figure G-13. Visitor Orientation Map near the Exploratorium entrance. Geometry Playground 
was located in the skylight area, adjacent to the Café. Note also Geometry in Motion film 
program (left) and Geometric Threads exhibition (right) advertised on the lower panel. 
 
 

 
Figure G-14. Marquee for the Geometry in Motion Cinema Arts Series. 
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Figure G-15. Sign for Geometric Threads demonstrations and temporary exhibits. 
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Science Museum of Minnesota 
 
 
Table G-2. Geometry Playground exhibits at SMM – by floor 
 

 
4th Floor Exhibits (upper level): 
Entrance [by elevators] 
Polyhedra 
Gyroid  
Stack of Stars  
Space-filling Blocks 

Stellated Rhombic Dodecahedrons (small SRDs)  
Truncated Octahedrons (TOs) 

Stellator 
Geometry in Motion  
Tile Designer  
Spin a Shape 
Gear Cube 
Geometry in the Wild (on both floors) 
 
3rd Floor Exhibits (lower level): 
Hopscotch  
Projected Puzzle 
Build a Room  
Conical Mirror 
Shape Cubes 
Small Shape Cubes 
Shape Stools  
Geometry Garden  
Distorted Chair 
Dividing Space  
Sphere Cube 
Distorted Drawing 
Geometron 
Drawing in Circles  
Geometry in the Wild (on both floors) 
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Figure G-16. View of the 4th floor installation from SMM’s central staircase. The Stack of Stars 
exhibit is in the far right corner, partially obscured by an SMM exhibit about blood circulation. 
 
 
 

 
Figure G-17. View of the 3rd floor installation from the bottom of SMM’s central staircase.        
A T. rex skull (part of a different exhibition) is behind the red support column. 
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Figure G-18. View of the 3rd floor installation from a corridor beside the elevators. The T. rex 
skull separates several geometry exhibits from the rest of this floor’s Geometry Playground. 
 
 

 
Figure G-19. Entrance Structure at SMM, seen as visitors stepped off the elevators on the 4th 
floor. This was one of the few places where Geometry Playground was identified as a separate 
exhibition. 
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Figure G-20. “Explore More Geometry Playground” signs on 4th and 3rd floors. These were the 
only signs that announced the exhibition’s name as one entered from the central staircase, and 
one of the places that called out the two levels of the exhibition. 
 
 

 
Figure G-21. Geometry Playground posters behind box office registers. This was one of the 
additional places where the exhibition was identified as such for museum visitors. 
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Figure G-22. Placards inside the elevators called attention to the two levels 
of Geometry Playground. 
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Figure G-23. Screen capture of the SMM’s homepage at the time of the 3rd site visit. Geometry 
Playground is prominently featured. 
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Figure G-24. Screen capture of SMM’s Geometry Playground web page at the time of the 3rd site 
visit. The information that Geometry Playground is on two levels is near the bottom of the page. 
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Don Harrington Discovery Center 
 
 

 
Table G-3. Geometry Playground exhibits at DHDC – more or less from front to back 
 
 
Hopscotch – just inside the entrance 
Polyhedra 
Geometry in Motion 
Shape Cubes – one Shape Cube was in the hall outside the entrance to the exhibition and one 

was within the adjacent Joshua’s Journey exhibition 
Small Shape Cubes – one was installed separately in an exhibit area adjacent to the exhibition, 

and one was installed as part of its accompanying Shape Cube. 
Shape Stools  
Conical Mirror 
Sphere Cube 
Geometry Garden  
Drawing in Circles – in an exhibit area adjacent to the exhibition 
Gear Cube 
Projected Puzzle 
Distorted Drawing 
Distorted Chair 
Geometron 
Stellator 
Gyroid  – only two of the three levels were installed. 
Stack of Stars  
Space-filling Blocks 

Stellated Rhombic Dodecahedrons (small SRDs) 
Truncated Octahedrons (TOs) 

Tile Designer  
Spin a Shape 
Build a Room  
Dividing Space  
 
Geometry in the Wild (some sections were on the backs of several Distorted Chair and Gyroid 

walls, but other sections were not installed) 
The Entrance Structure was not included, but quotation label panels were placed in gallery 

walls in several places. 
An additional anamorphic mirror was installed in the middle of the exhibition, near the large 

climbing structures. 
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Figure G-25. Entrance to the exhibition hall that included Geometry Playground. 
 
 

  
 Figure G-26. Hopscotch was right inside the entrance, separated from other Geometry 
Playground exhibits. 
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Figure G-27. The Gyroid was two levels tall at DHDC, and the Gyroid and Stack of Stars were 
installed on the same platform. 
 
 

 
Figure G-28A. Labeling for the climbers was minimal. There were no bench labels and only two 
wall labels (for the Gyroid, foreground). There were warning labels for both climbing structures. 
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Figure G-28B. At DHDC, the circular activity labels that had been piloted at SMM were riveted 
onto the Gyroid surface. 
 
 

 
Figure G-29. Both Shape-filling Blocks exhibits (SRDs and TOs) were immediately adjacent to 
the Stack of Stars platform. (The Entrance Structure panels and the Dividing Space exhibit are in 
the background, against the wall.) 
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Figure G-30. Northeast corner of the exhibition, showing Distorted Drawing and Distorted 
Chair, Geometron (far left), and Geometry Garden (far right). 
 
 

 
Figure G-31. Projected Puzzle was near the back of the exhibition, and sections from the 
Entrance Structure (including the exhibition title) were mounted on the back wall. 
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Figure G-32. Geometry Garden was split in two and installed on either side of a doorway into 
another exhibition. One side of some of the Geometry Garden was close to a wall, with only a few 
feet to spare. 
 
 

 
Figure G-33A. Drawing in Circles (on the back wall towards the left) and the small triangle 
Shape Cube (against the glass wall to the right) were installed in an adjacent exhibit area. 
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Figure G-33B. One of the flashlights used as a light source for Build a Room during our site 
visits to DHDC. (Compare with Fig. B-14, the light wand that had been damaged by visitors.) 
 
 

 
Figure G-34. Signs at the entrance to DHDC announced other traveling exhibitions at DHDC 
(The T. rex Experience, Joshua’s Journey, Risk, and Bounce). 
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Figures G-35A and B. Signage for Geometry Playground at the museum included a donor panel 
at the gallery entrance and small posters in the men’s room.
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Figure G-36. Home page of the DHDC website during March 2011. This page, and the location 
of the Geometry Playground information, changed frequently during the run of the show. Note 
that there were four other temporary exhibitions at DHDC during Geometry Playground’s run. 
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Figure G-37. DHDC website’s Geometry Playground page. Note that there was no link to the 
Exploratorium’s Geometry Playground website.  
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Appendix H. Inventory of Engagements at the Large Climbing Structures  

 
 
Table H-1. Inventory of engagements by children  
 
 
We observed these engagements and behaviors by children at the Gyroid and Stack of Stars.  
 
On the platform and on or within the climbers: 
 

Exploratory engagements (and behaviors): 
Glance at the label at the entrance. 
Walk around the structure and look for a place to start climbing. 
Climb up the outside of the structure. 
Climb through the inside of the structure. 
Try multiple entrances to the structure (sometimes small children searched for one 

they could enter without help from parents). 
Try multiple routes through the structure. 
Read a wall mounted label. 

 
Playful engagements (and behaviors): 

Sensory: 
Slide down (the Gyroid). 
Jump off the top of the structure. 
Pretend to be injured by the fall. 
Games/Challenge: 
Play tag. 
Race to the top. 
Chase another child through the structure. 
Try to avoid being caught by a child who is chasing you. 
Challenge another child to do what you just did. 
Fantasy: 
Play fight (often involved chasing as well as martial arts). 

 
Other engagements (and behaviors):  

Narrate your own experience: Talk about you are doing and what you are going to 
do next. (“I’m gonna go there.”) Often there was no obvious audience for this. 

Seek recognition: Shout out your accomplishments to your caregiver (“Look at 
me!” “Take my picture!”) or to everyone else (“I’m king of the world!”) 

Other: Take off your shoes and leave them at the entrance. (We saw this on one 
day at Explo and several days at DHDC.) (Were they thinking about the rules 
enforced at McDonald’s Playlands, which are also indoor playgrounds?) 

Verbal assistance: Help another child climb with verbal instructions. (“You gotta 
hold on…”) 

Physical assistance: Help another child who has a problem or gets stuck. 
Look below to try to avoid stepping on the other kids 
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Sit on or stand beside a bench and: 
 

Engage with their caregivers about their climbing experience: 
Describe what they had done, especially their accomplishments 
Tell parent something they discovered. 
Ask a question related to the exhibit. 
Tell parent what they wanted to do next. 
Ask parent to take a picture. 
Ask parent to help them climb. 
Complain about an injury. 
Complain about another child’s behavior. 
Read a label when parent points it out. 
Lean over the rail and use the small SRDs. 
 

Enjoy some own-time (not paying attention to the exhibits): 
Just rest – look into space. 
Nap. 
Look around the area to see what else and who else is there. 
Use cell phone. 
Listen to iPod. 
Eat or drink something. 
Look at parent’s photos taken earlier during the visit. 
Talk with people on the bench about other topics, like where to go next and when 

to eat lunch. 
Wait for the rest of your group to meet you there. 
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Table H-2 Inventory of engagements by adults 
 
 
We observed these engagements and behaviors by adult caregivers at the Gyroid and Stack of 
Stars.  
 
Stand on the platform and: 
 

Engage in active parenting: 
 

Teaching/learning: 
Read aloud/translate label at entrance. (“That’s called a JI-roid.”) 
Talk to child about what they are doing. 
Give verbal instructions to a child, such as where to put their feet. 
Reply to questions from a child. 
Provide an intellectually scaffolding experience. 
 
Care giving/nurturing: 
Spot for child – stand behind, ready to catch them if they fall – a kind of physical 

scaffolding. (Usually done with younger child; more often seen at Stack of 
Stars, where children tended to be younger on average). 

Climb inside (the Gyroid) to boost a small child to the next level. 
Rescue – pick a child off the structure when they seem insecure. 
Help a small child find the best place to begin exploring (such as a low opening 

into the structure). 
Search for things a child dropped inside the structure. 
Choose not to help a child (e.g., a really small child who wants to climb but can’t 

do it on their own) to prevent them from getting hurt. 
Note the age limits on the entrance signage and forbid a child from climbing—

usually moving to a different part of the exhibition. 
 
Recognition: 
Admire/affirm a child’s accomplishments. (“Woo hoo, you did it!” from a parent.) 
Take photos of a child on the structure. 
Make videos of a child on the structure. 

 
 

Enjoy some own-time (not paying attention to children on the structure, but sometimes 
engaging with the exhibit): 

Walk around the structure and examine it from several perspectives. 
Read label on short wall section. 
Try climbing the structure themselves (although sometimes children asked adults 

not to climb on Stack of Stars). 
Use cell phone. 
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Sit on a bench and: 
 

Engage in active parenting: 
Watch child on the structure – just curious, or just in case. 
Respond to child’s queries and requests (calling from the climbing structure). 
Admire child’s accomplishments (“Look at me, I’m at the top.”). 
Take photos of child (usually when they are at the top, part of admiration?). 
Take videos of child climbing. 
Call out instructions, often safety related. 
Provide a challenge (“Let’s see you climb that!”). 
Be there for periodic check-ins by child who leaves the structure – talk to them 

about what they did or ask them questions (“Was it hard?”). 
Provide a knee for child’s head as they rest (one child fell asleep). 
Feed or nurse a child. 
Direct child’s visit when they seem ready to leave the structure – “There’s another 

one over there” (At Stack of Stars, referring to Gyroid). 
 

Enjoy some own-time (not paying attention to children on the structure): 
Read a label that’s right in front of them. (Only possible at Explo; this sometimes 

led to active parenting.). 
Lean over the rail and use the small SRDs (this often led to active parenting). 
Read museum brochure (this sometimes led to active parenting). 
Talk with other adults – usually in their own group. This was often about planning 

the visit – when and where to eat, where to go next. (So this may really be 
parenting). 

Just rest – look into space or close eyes. 
Nap. 
Look around the area to see what else and who else is there (this sometimes led to 

active parenting). 
Use cell phone/iPad. 
Listen to iPod/music player. 
Read a newspaper or book. 
Eat or drink something. 
Put on lipstick. 
Check photos taken earlier during the visit. 
Wait for the rest of your group to meet you there. 

 
Leave your child on the climbing structure and go elsewhere: 

Explore other exhibits in Geometry Playground. 
Explore elsewhere in the museum. 
Take another child to the restroom. 
Get some food or drinks. 
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Appendix I. Taxonomy of Spatial Reasoning Skills 

This taxonomy includes skills described in documents related to the project including the 
original grant proposal, and the exhibit development document GP Exhibits Learning Goals 
(revised after the exhibition opened). The descriptions of the skills and the structure of the 
taxonomy have been revised numerous times based on findings that emerged during data 
collection and analysis. 
 
Table I-1.  Taxonomy of Spatial Reasoning Skills 

Skill Description/explanation  
(and source) 

Examples from the Geometry 
Playground exhibits 

Things you do primarily with your senses, hands, body (while mentally engaged): 

  Physical and perceptual explorations of… 

   ...shapes 
Perceiving or exploring shapes 
“with your hands or your body” 
(GP Exhibits Learning Goals). 

Respondents explored the Gyroid with 
their bodies; 3-dimensional shapes with 
their hands/arms at Space-filling Blocks 
and Build a Room; and 2-dimensional 
shapes with their hands at Distorted 
Drawing. 

   ...locations of  
     objects  

Perceiving or exploring positions 
of objects “including body, 
relative to background or another 
object” (GP Exhibits Learning 
Goals). 

With Dividing Space, respondents 
noticed locations of pegs and sliders 
relative to edges of colored shapes. 

   ...size 

Perceiving or exploring sizes of 
similar or dissimilar objects; 
perceiving the size of something 
compared to a figurative 
“yardstick” (GP Exhibits 
Learning Goals). 

Some respondents noticed the size 
differences between the small SRDs 
and Stack of Stars structure. As they 
prepared to climb the Gyroid and Stack 
of Stars, children compared the size 
and reach of their body/limbs with the 
spaces they had to traverse. 

   ...orientations of  
     objects 

Perceiving or exploring “the 
direction of an object or body is 
facing relative to the background 
or another object” (GP Exhibits 
Learning Goals).  

Manipulating the orientation of blocks 
was a big part of the Space-filling 
Blocks experience. Respondents also 
oriented their bodies to climb 
comfortably through Shape Cubes and 
safely/quickly through the Gyroid. 
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    ...curvature 

 Perceiving, exploring, or 
constructing curved lines or 
surfaces (GP Exhibits Learning 
Goals) 

Respondents watched what happened 
to objects viewed in the cylindrical 
mirrors (curved lines became straight, 
straight lines became curved). 
Respondents generated their own 
curved lines at Drawing in Circles. 

    ...congruence 
“Comparing objects to other 
objects” (GP Exhibits Learning 
Goals). 

Respondents compared small SRDs 
and the Stack of Stars structure to note 
the similarities. One group even built a 
miniature version of Stack of Stars 
using small SRDs. 

    
...transformation 

Perceiving or exploring how 
things look before and after they 
have been changed in 
appearance. (This is, in some 
senses, a special case of 
congruence.) 

Respondents perceived the 
transformations at Spin a Shape and the 
cylindrical mirror exhibits. 

Rotation of 
physical objects 

“Aligning shapes or spaces by 
physically … rotating them” (GP 
Exhibits Learning Goals). 

Respondents rotated the TO and SRD 
blocks as they figuring out how to 
layer, stack, and build at Space-filling 
Blocks. 

Things you do primarily with your brain (with senses engaged): 

Recognition of 
spatial 
relationships 
among objects 

We define this as the intellectual 
correlate of the “physical and 
perceptual explorations of 
locations of objects” described 
above.  

This set of skills was practiced 
extensively as respondents drew with 
the light wand at Build a Room and 
manipulated pegs and slides (and thus 
colored polygons) at Dividing Space. 

Perception of 
spaces and their 
properties 

"Spatial perception [is] the 
ability to identify spatial 
relations with respect to 
participants’ own physical 
position in the presence of 
distracting information. The 
authors suggest that spatial 
perception tasks require 
participants to rely, at least 
partially, on kinesthetic cues." 
(Dancu, 2010, p.10) 

One interesting example was the young 
respondent at the Gyroid who figured 
out that, “when you climb in one side, 
you have to climb out at the top to get 
in the other side.”  
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Spatial 
visualization/ 
Creation of 
mental images or 
mental objects 

"Spatial visualization is 
understanding and performing 
imagined movements of two- 
and three-dimensional objects." 
"You need to be able to create a 
mental image and manipulate it. 
An image is not a ‘picture in the 
head.’ It is more abstract, more 
malleable, and less crisp than a 
picture.” (Clements, 1998, p. 18-
19).  
Spatial visualization is "building 
and manipulating mental 
representations of two- and 
three-dimensional objects and 
perceiving an object from 
different perspectives" (NCTM 
2000, p. 41 from Boakes 2009). 

Many respondents developed mental 
images/models of Space-filling Blocks 
(and of the holes they filled) as they 
honed their skills at moving the blocks 
into place.  
Some respondents developed mental 
images/models of the structures they 
hoped to build at Space-filling Blocks 
and Geometry in Motion. 
Respondents who drew in three 
dimensions at Build a Room seemed to 
be working from mental models of a 
chair. 
Some respondents developed mental 
images/models of the Gyroid, which 
they used for navigation or for de-
constructing the structure in their 
minds.  

Like physical objects, mental objects can be…. 

   …rotated 
“Aligning shapes or space by … 
mentally rotating them” (GP 
Exhibits Learning Goals). 

Mental rotation was an important 
component of the highly skilled 
placement of blocks that some 
respondents developed at Space-filling 
Blocks. 
One respondent said she wanted to 
make the Gyroid into a piece of 
furniture for her home, and she would 
“turn” it so the smooth, curved places 
would be better to lay or sit on. 

   …flipped or  
     inverted 

We define this as mentally 
making the equivalent of a 180 
degree rotation of a [mental] 
object. 

That was one way to manipulate 
Space-filling Blocks as visitors tried to 
move fit them into place. 

   …transformed 
Changed “from 2-D to 3-D or 
from morphed to anamorphed” 
(GP Exhibits Learning Goals). 

Respondents seemed to be mentally 
exploring these sorts of transformations 
at, for instance, Distorted Chair and 
especially Distorted Drawing (because 
of the multiple iterations this exhibit 
encouraged). 
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Dynamic spatial 
reasoning (objects 
in motion) 

Judging attributes where one or 
more objects are in motion, such 
as estimating relative velocity 
and/or arrival time as well as 
distance and intercept points 
(Law et al., 1993) 
 

Many of the things respondents did as 
they mis-used the Dividing Space 
exhibit involved the practice of 
dynamic spatial reasoning, including 
“estimating relative velocity and/or 
arrival time as well as distance and 
intercept points.”  
Judging distance and intercept points 
were also important for the playful 
activities that took place when the 
Gyroid was unsupervised, like jumping 
off and chase games.  

Recognition/ 
classification of 
shapes (based on 
mental objects) 

Children develop the ability to 
recognize, describe, and analyze 
shapes – including forming 
mental images or prototypes of 
them at more advanced levels of 
development (Clements, 1998). 

Many respondents identified at least a 
few shapes, such as the triangular faces 
on Stack of Stars big SRDs.  
However, there were also many missed 
opportunities for practicing this skill 
(e.g., relatively few respondents 
identified the shapes used to generate 
Shape Cubes). 

Spatial 
orientation/ 
Navigation 
 

"Spatial orientation is knowing 
where you are and how to get 
around in the world; that is, 
understanding and operating on 
relationships between different 
positions in space, especially 
with respect to your own 
position" (Clements, 1998). 

Respondents seemed to be practicing 
spatial orientation and/or navigation 
within the Gyroid as, for instance, they 
figured out the shortest way to get to 
the top and the best ways to avoid 
being caught when someone was 
chasing them. 

Noticing patterns, 
developing and 
applying rules (to 
spatial sorts of 
problems) 

Perceiving regularities in a 
system that allowed one to 
predict the outcomes of certain 
actions. (In some ways this is a 
special case of spatial inference.) 
(from the NSF grant proposal) 
 

Respondents seemed to be developing 
their own rules for working with 
Space-filling Blocks. For one young 
child it was a simple as putting a TO in 
a hole and then rotating it until it 
snapped into place. Older respondents 
seemed to develop more sophisticated 
rules involving recognizing which 
shapes or faces should be facing up or 
down. 
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Planning/ 
Constructing 
 
 
De-constructing 

Constructing is creating, 
building, and assembling parts to 
make a new whole. Planning is 
thinking out a construction 
before starting to build.  
 
De-constructing, as used here, is 
dis-assembling, physically or 
mentally, in order to better 
understand a structure. 

Space-filling Blocks and Geometry in 
Motion provided many examples of 
constructing, with or without much 
advance planning. 
 
Several visitors mentally de-
constructed the Gyroid into its many 
identical parts. 

Spatial inference 

“Exploring cause and effect, and 
temporal sequence, 
relationships” (GP Exhibits 
Learning Goals). 

Geometry in Motion was all about 
causal relationships for many visitors.  
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Appendix J. Case Studies of Spatial Reasoning at Selected Exhibits 

 
As we gathered data about visitors’ experiences, we were struck by the range and intensity of 
engagements with spatial reasoning at the different exhibits. To give a richer and more nuanced 
picture of what these engagements looked like, this section presents case studies of selected 
exhibits, as a supplement to the findings in the body of the report. These case studies were 
chosen to illustrate important aspects of spatial reasoning as practiced by visitors at: Hopscotch, 
Distorted Chair, Distorted Drawing, Space-filling Blocks, and Stellator. Note that in these case 
studies when we refer to all, most, many, some, and few visitors, we are referring only to those 
visitors at the particular exhibit, not in the Geometry Playground exhibition as a whole. 
 

SEEING 
 

Hopscotch 
 

Exhibit description here. Photographs here. 
 
We observed this exhibit in all three venues, and the placement of it seemed to affect visitors’ 
use of it. (For example, it was more visible at certain institutions and thus was used by more 
visitors, see Fig. B-1). Hopscotch seemed to appeal somewhat more to children than adults; some 
caregivers watched and encouraged their children without immersing themselves in the 
experience. 
 
Although many visitors at the lower end of the target age range and younger just looked at 
themselves in the mirror and then walked on, most respondents noticed the hopscotch boards and 
many of those started hopping almost immediately. Few studied the images in the mirror before 
playing hopscotch. Hopping on the distorted board seemed to require most of respondents’ 
attention, especially on the first attempt, so many respondents watched their feet more than the 
mirror. Some needed to be reminded to look in the mirror as they hopped, a role that caregivers 
often assumed once they noticed the “Look in the mirror” sign (Fig. B-2). Many respondents 
only hopped on the board once or twice before moving on, and only a few tried both boards 
before leaving the exhibit. Respondents who hopped on the board where they faced the 
cylindrical mirror seemed to pay more attention to their reflection as they hopped, since it was 
harder to maintain balance when hopping in one direction while looking in another. Children at 
the lower end of the target age range and younger, especially showed a range of understandings 
about how to hop on the board. Some hopped on only one foot through the whole board; others 
landed on both feet on the side-by-side squares, which seemed to highlight the distortion of their 
bodies. 
 
As with Distorted Chair (below), respondents’ engagements began as mostly physical and 
emotional, but here the focus was as much on the physical challenge of hopping on the distorted 
board as on experiencing the reflections in the mirror. These physical engagements sometimes 
led to social engagements, such as pointing at the mirror and exclaiming about what happened 
there, but not as often as at Distorted Chair, perhaps because other members of the group stood 
back farther from the participants. There also seemed to be less photography here than at 
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Distorted Chair. There were few indications of deeper intellectual engagement at this exhibit; for 
instance, we saw few respondents stop their hopping and study their reflections in the mirror, 
talk about why the changes were happening with others in their group, or compare the two 
hopscotch boards with each other. On the Knowledge Hierarchy of Spatial Reasoning Skills 
(Table 5 in the body of the report), few of the visitors we talked with seemed to get beyond Level 
2, Trial-and-Error. 
 
As with Distorted Chair, the Hopscotch cylindrical mirror generated two phenomena, one 
making the distorted hopscotch boards appear normal in the mirror and the other making the 
upright human body look squished, side to side. Once their attention was called to the mirror, 
most respondents seemed to pay more attention to the reflections of the boards than to the 
distortions of their own bodies. To call attention to the second phenomenon, some floor staff at 
SMM approached visitor groups and recruited a member to sit on the floor, legs out straight, so 
that everyone could see how his or her legs were distorted in the mirror. Group members often 
reacted with surprise and laughter, as if this was an aspect of the mirror that they had not 
attended to before. 
 
The developers’ goal for this experience was “to provide a fun, whole-body exhibit that allowed 
visitors to experience how a large cylindrical mirror changes shapes in the reflection,” and our 
observations suggested that this happened quite often with the visitors we observed. With the 
addition of the “Look in the mirror” label, most respondents noticed the transformation of the 
distorted image of the hopscotch board to its undistorted reflection in the mirror, although fewer 
attended closely to the horizontally compressed reflection of their own bodies. As intended by 
the designers, additional spatial reasoning skills practiced here included locating objects in space 
(finding your body and the board in the mirror); exploring curvature (noticing that what was 
curved on the floor looked straight in the mirror); and congruence (comparing the distorted and 
undistorted boards). There were indications that the skills practiced here were mostly perceptual, 
with few respondents making spatial inferences about what was happening in the mirrors. In 
other words, few respondents seemed to think about why the mirror did the things that it did—the 
experience was mostly about noticing the effects, not about explaining them.  
 
Although Hopscotch clearly fit the “playground” theme of the exhibition, there were indications 
that hopping on a distorted hopscotch board was not the best way to get visitors thinking deeply 
about the transformations that take place in a cylindrical mirror. When moving across the board, 
it was hard for participants to see how reflections changed in the mirror, and because other 
members of the group stood back and watched, there were fewer social engagements than at 
Distorted Chair. Also, although caregivers did some instructing (saying “look in the mirror”), 
there was less facilitating the experience than at Distorted Drawing (as in telling children what to 
look for or explaining what they saw). That may be, in part, because this exhibit did not include 
an interpretive panel, so that parents were on their own when it came to calling attention to and 
explaining what was going on. 
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Distorted Chair 
 

Exhibit description here. Photographs here.  
 
We observed this exhibit in all three venues, and its location seemed to affect visitors’ use of it. 
(When it was more visible it was used more often, especially when it was located near a major 
entrance to the exhibition, see Fig. B-3). This exhibit appealed to both adults and children; all 
ages engaged with it, with adults immersing themselves in the experience to an extent that 
exceeded most of the other medium immersives.  
 
As they engaged with Distorted Chair, respondents often stood back and looked at the mirror 
and the chair for a few seconds, usually engaging with the exhibit before looking at the label. 
Then one or more members of the group sat in the chair, looked at themselves and the chair in 
the cylindrical mirror. Both those in the chair and other members of the group noticed and often 
commented on the transformations to both the chair and the respondents’ bodies. Sometimes one 
member of the group noticed the label and, based on the photo or text, suggested to the person in 
the chair that they should lie on the chair and stretch out their leg. The resulting transformation 
often produced positive exclamations (“Cool!”), and then other members of the group said they 
wanted to take their turn in the chair. Because the label usually faced away from the chair, it 
could not be read by visitors sitting in the chair; therefore, many visitors who were on their own 
(or in couples where both sat in the chair) did not experience transformations to their bodies to 
the same extent as those in larger groups.  
 
As with Hopscotch , the engagements began as mostly physical and emotional—it was all about 
experiencing and enjoying the phenomenon at first. The physical engagements usually led to 
social engagements, such as pointing at the mirror and exclaiming about what happened there, 
sharing space on the chair, taking turns, and recording the experience with photos or videos. 
Respondents who tried to take flash photos were sometimes confronted with a bit of a dilemma, 
since most found it very difficult to take a photo that included the mirror but not the flash. Some 
respondents did not respond to this challenge (other than turning off the flash), but others 
engaged intellectually as they tried to take a flash-free photo of the mirror. 
 
The cylindrical mirror at Distorted Chair generated two phenomena, one kind of obvious and 
funny (taking something normal—a human body—and making it look smashed flat or very 
short) and the other amazing and thought-provoking (making something distorted—the chair—
look normal). The first phenomenon was funhouse-like and immersive, but the second seemed to 
have the potential to stimulate deeper thinking. That said, most visitors’ experiences with this 
exhibit seemed to be just a bit beyond the fun house level. They noticed that chair changed 
appearance in the mirror, but they couldn’t do much beyond that with the chair (unlike their 
bodies, which they could experiment with in numerous ways). Does noticing that transformation 
count as spatial reasoning? We think it does, although on a basic level, more about spatial 
perceptions than spatial inferences. The nice thing about cylindrical mirrors, as opposed to fun-
house mirrors, is that they are more predictable and easier to figure out. However, the experience 
of Distorted Chair did not seem to push most visitors towards deep levels of intellectual 
engagements, although more visitors seemed to think more deeply here than at Hopscotch . On 
the Knowledge Hierarchy of Spatial Reasoning Skills (Table 5 in the main report), some visitors 
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seemed to be operating on Level 3 as they developed an understanding of how the mirror was 
deforming their limbs, and then tried new positions or repeated positions they had seen others try 
while waiting to sit in the chair. One wonders what the experience would have been like if 
visitors had been able to experiment by moving the chair, as well as their bodies. Would they 
discover that the distortion was corrected only when the chair was oriented in a particular 
direction? And what would they make of that? 
 
So, the exhibit largely achieved the team’s goal of having visitors to explore geometric aspects of 
a mirrored cylinder using their whole bodies. Most respondents both perceived the mirror’s 
transformation of the chair from distorted to normal, and explored the transformations of their 
own bodies from normal to horizontally compressed as they moved them relative to the mirror. 
In exploring the transformations, visitors seemed to focus mostly on changes in the shape and 
relative lengths of their own limbs and the transformation of the curved edges of the chair to the 
straightened image in the mirror. Some respondents also experimented with various body 
positions to see what happened, but usually in ways that suggested trial-and-error explorations 
rather than well thought out experiments to test their ideas about the mirror’s effects. Most 
visitors did not seem to think much about how the transformation happened—they enjoyed the 
experience without drawing spatial inferences about the effects of the mirror’s curvature.  
 
There were indications that most visitors did not make the conceptual link between this exhibit 
and the Hopscotch or Distorted Drawing exhibits, unless the links were called to their attention 
by floor staff or researchers. That seems unfortunate, because thinking about the similarities and 
differences in these exhibits could have stimulated deeper thinking about the geometric 
transformations that took place within the cylindrical mirrors. 
 
 

Distorted Drawing 
 

Exhibit description here. Photographs here. 
 
We observed this exhibit in all three venues. This exhibit appealed to both adults and children; 
all ages engaged with it, although not equally, since caregivers sometimes stood behind their 
children and provided support and encouragement. A few caregivers also stayed and tried the 
activities on their own after their children ran off to other exhibits. 
 
Most respondents began their engagements with Distorted Drawing by sitting down in one of the 
three seats and checking out their options. Those who sat at the flip cards usually looked at three 
or more cards, often tracing their fingers over the edges of a distorted illustration while looking 
in the mirror. We sometimes overheard comments about the card images, such as, “The car is 
backwards.” Those who sat at one of the chalkboards usually attempted one or more drawings, 
sometimes, but not always, looking to the nearby labels for inspiration. Some caregivers 
reminded children to look in the mirror and sometimes talked with them about what they were 
seeing. 
 
In contrast to Hopscotch and Distorted Chair, we saw a full range of engagements at Distorted 
Drawing, including higher levels of intellectual engagement than at the two immersive versions 
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of the cylindrical mirror. Social engagements seemed stronger than at Hopscotch, and, although 
the overall level of social engagement was about the same as at Distorted Chair, we saw more 
teaching-learning at Distorted Drawing. On the Knowledge Hierarchy of Spatial Reasoning 
Skills (Table 5 in the body of the report), many of the visitors who stuck with it seemed to be 
functioning on Level 3, as demonstrated by their drawings on the chalk board. 
 
We noted a few instances where respondents noticed the link between this exhibit and 
Hopscotch. For instance, a girl about 10 years old flipped through several cards with her 
caregiver, eventually coming to the one with the distorted hopscotch board. The girl started 
hopping on the distorted board with her fingers. The caregiver recognized the image and said, 
“It’s like the one over there,” pointing towards the large Hopscotch exhibit. However, we also 
noted similar situations where respondents encountered the hopscotch card but did not talk about 
it with others in their group. For instance another 10-year-old and his caregiver found the 
hopscotch image, and the caregiver said, “You can play hopscotch with your fingers,” but did not 
point out a link to the larger Hopscotch exhibit. Also, we did not notice any instances where 
respondents linked the small mirror at Distorted Drawing to the large mirror at Distorted Chair. 
Perhaps it would have been effective to include a photo of the Distorted Chair, along with some 
text designed to help visitors notice the link between the two exhibits. 
 
Visitors seemed to be achieving the developers’ goal that visitors “experience the geometric 
effects of a cylindrical mirror and observe how the shape of the mirror affected the reflections.” 
Visitors also practiced a variety of perceptual spatial skills related to the transformations of 
images—both the cards and their own work—through reflection in the cylindrical mirror. Both 
the construction activity using the chalkboard and the finger-tracing of the card images aided 
visitors’ explorations of curvature and congruence. And, in contrast to the two immersive 
versions of the cylindrical mirror, more visitors seemed to make spatial inferences about the 
transformations, especially when they viewed a sequence of cards or created the images 
themselves. Indeed, the challenge to make a letter T or to write your name in chalk pretty much 
demanded that visitors make a prediction about what would happen as they drew with chalk, and 
then test that prediction by looking in the mirror. 
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FITTING THINGS TOGETHER 
 
 

Space-filling Blocks  
 

Exhibit description here. Photographs here.   
 
We watched a lot of really wonderful engagements at these two table-top exhibits. Among other 
things, these were very motivating experiences. Looking at visitor engagements using the 
Selinda model,24 we noted that respondents seemed to feel in control, even powerful, and when 
their control was channeled in the right direction it was wonderful (e.g., building a tall sculpture 
with the TOs). Curiosity was engaged when respondents noticed the similarity between the small 
SRD blocks and the big SRDs in the Stack of Stars structure, or when they noticed the term 
“tessellation” in the labels and thought about other places they had encountered that idea. 
Challenge was an interesting motivation here; these were not easy activities, but visitors seemed 
to stay engaged, sticking with them and working things through. There also seemed to be a nice 
balance of challenge and confidence. Many respondents approached these exhibits in a playful 
way, although it was often a focused and intense sort of play—more akin to playing a 
challenging computer game than to climbing around on Stack of Stars. However, some visitors 
found alternative ways to play with the blocks. For instance, one young boy picked up a small 
SRD, called it “a bouncy ball,” and threw it hard on the Stack of Stars rubberized surface. (It 
really did bounce high, at least 4 feet.) That said, there were many indications that Spacing-
filling Blocks were fun exhibits when used as intended. As one young respondent said, “These 
are better than Legos; I’m serious!”  
 
There were also indications that developers’ expectations about spatial reasoning at these 
exhibits were fulfilled. Especially at SMM and DHDC, we saw many groups whose members 
both built with the small SRDs, and climbed on the structure built of large SRDs. Of this 
subgroup, many noticed that both exhibits used the same star-like shapes. Some visitors really 
did explore congruence and size by holding up a small SRD and comparing it with the big SRDs, 
often calling out the similarities to others in their groups. Constructing with the blocks engaged 
respondents in explorations of the shapes, locations, and orientations of the blocks and of the 
spaces in which they fit. Respondents rotated the blocks physically as they moved them into 
place—often randomly, but sometimes systematically—and with practice some visitors began 
rotating the blocks mentally before or as they moved them into place. 
 
This last observation was particularly interesting to us. Respondents who stuck with this exhibit 
really did get better at packing the blocks together, and there were indications that some 
respondents used mental objects to guide their placement of the blocks. For instance, some 
respondents told us that they could envision how the block should be oriented within the 
structure before they moved it into place, and some also described a mental image of the hole in 
which the block would fit.  
 
                                                
24 The Selinda model of intrinsically motivating museum experiences includes six visitor motivations: 
communication, curiosity, confidence, challenge, control, and play (Perry, 2012). For additional references and 
links, see http://selindaresearch.com/learning.htm.  
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Building from these findings, we developed a hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills that applied 
specifically to this exhibit (Table J-1). Note that each of these hierarchies stands alone, i.e. the 
levels don’t necessarily line up directly with the more general Knowledge Hierarchy of Spatial 
Reasoning Skills (Table 5) or with each other.  Knowledge hierarchies by definition vary greatly 
in the number of levels, as well as the type of engagements at each level. 
 
 
 
Table J-1. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills for putting Space-filling Blocks into place 
 
 

Level 0 – Couldn’t figure out what to do with the blocks. Some young children were 
at this level. They needed help from their siblings or caregivers to figure out that the 
blocks were supposed to go in the holes, not on a flat surface.  

 
Level 1 – Trial and error, with imperfect fit. These respondents knew they had to fit 
the block into a depression in the surface, but to achieve that fit they placed the block in 
the hole and just rotated it repeatedly and randomly until it fit close enough for their 
standards, although it failed to nest perfectly. We saw a few younger children at this 
stage; one left the surface with five or six imperfectly placed stars. Note that this was a 
rule-based system; it was just an unsophisticated one. Here are some examples of 
imperfect fit: 

 

   
 

Level 2 – Trial and error, with perfect fit. These respondents took Level 1 to the next 
step, placing blacks into the hole where they should fit and rotating them more-or-less 
randomly until they fell into place and nested perfectly. Most children and many adults 
seemed to be working at this level most of the time. In some ways this was a simple 
rule-based system, but the rule seemed to be, “rotate the block every which way until it 
fits.” Mental objects did not influence the strategy for placing the blocks, but mental 
objects may have played a role in judging success—i.e., it looked and felt right when 
the blocks fit. 
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Level 3 – Rule-based fitting. These respondents fit the blocks by aligning them as they 
moved them into place, based on a rule or rules about the direction that a part of the 
block should be oriented. They would pick up a block, look at it, reorient it, and then 
move it into place. For instance, a six-year-old girl told us that a square always had to 
be on the bottom of the Truncated Octahedron (TO) block. Other respondents had rules 
about how to orient the tops of the stars. Although this was mostly a rule-based system, 
some of these respondents seemed to have an incipient mental image of the way a block 
should look that they referenced as they moved the block into place. However, some of 
the rule-based systems were incomplete. For instance, the six-year-old did not have a 
rule for orienting the sides of the TO blocks, so she had to spin them a bit to achieve 
perfect fit. 

 
Level 4 – Mental object-based placement. There were indications that these 
respondents had a picture in their heads about how a block should be oriented either 
before they picked it up or as they moved it into place. That picture or mental object 
included both the block and the hole it was going to fill—and in at least one case, the 
respondent told us that he visualized his activity as filling space, which he referred to as 
three-dimensional tessellation. (He had been reading about tessellation before his visit, 
in addition to reading the exhibit labels.) 

 
 
There were indications that most respondents who stayed with the blocks for several minutes 
moved up a level or two on the Table J-1 hierarchy as they played. Children at the lower end of 
the target age range who stayed with it usually reached Level 2, although they sometimes needed 
some adult guidance to get there.25 Some of these younger children also reached Level 3, 
although when asked to talk about the rules they were following, they sometimes had trouble 
doing so with just words; they often resorting to gestures or demonstrations to complete their 
explanations. Level 4 was more often reached by children at the upper end of the target age range 
and older, and adults, who also had trouble explaining how they placed the blocks, since their 
mental objects were, by definition, based on images rather than words. When respondents could 
talk articulately about block placement, their deeds sometimes lagged behind their words. For 
instance, one respondent described the differences between the two sides of the TO exhibit, but 
when he tried to show us how they were different, he fumbled the block placement. Either his 
rule for placing blocks was incorrect or he didn’t have enough practice doing it. 
 
Placing the blocks was only part of the fun at these exhibits. The second and perhaps more 
enjoyable challenge was to build structures with the blocks. Indeed that desire to build often 
drove most visitors’ engagements here. We were able to construct a second hierarchy based on 
how much planning visitors put into the constructions, especially how much of the structure was 
based on a mental image or model developed before construction began (Table J-2). 
  

                                                
25 See Jeanne Vergeront’s blog post for an example of this: http://www.exhibitfiles.org/geometry_playground 
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Table J-2. Hierarchy of spatial reasoning skills for planning a structure built with Space-filling 
Blocks 
 

 
Level 0 – No plan. Many visitors started at this level because they first focused on 
placing individual blocks. Some just placed blocks more or less randomly when the 
board was wide open, without filling the space between them. Some placed blocks into 
whatever spaces were available on the board. This level was about fitting shapes rather 
than making a structure. 
 
Level 1 – Fill one layer (or part of one layer) with close-fitting blocks. This is about 
filling a horizontal planar space rather than fitting shapes into holes.  
 
Level 2 – Fill multiple layers, with no larger plan than that. This is still about filling a 
second level with the idea of building up into the next dimension. 
 
Level 3 – Copy an existing structure made by someone else. This was about building a 
structure, but visitors on this level did not imagine their own structures, they just copied 
something that they could already see. These visitors worked from a physical image or thing 
that they were trying to duplicate, not from a mental image or model. The most sophisticated 
example of this approach that we saw was completed by a team of two fathers and their 
daughters (about 10 years old). They built an exact copy of the Stack of Stars, block by block, 
by looking closely at the climbing structure and then placing the small SRDs based on what 
they saw. 

         
Although this was a difficult task and required sophisticated block-placement skills, they kept 
referring back to the original structure, walking up to it and around it to study it closely. They 
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seemed to hold mental images of small parts of the structure in their heads as they constructed 
them, but they did not seem to hold a mental model of the entire structures. 
 
Level 4 – Imagine and plan a simple structure based on a mental image or model. This 
level was about building something based on an image in the visitor’s head, although the image 
was a relatively simple one, like a single-row wall, one-level shape, a simple tower (four or 
five blocks at least), or simple pyramid (with each level of the pyramid smaller than the one 
below). 
 
Level 5 – Imagine and plan a complex structure based on a mental image or model. This 
level was also about building something based on an image in the visitor’s head, but the image 
was a more complex one, like a straight-walled tower. Here are examples of some Level 5 
structures, built based on complex mental plans: 

       
 
 
The important thing with the planning hierarchy was not the final product but the way the visitor 
reached that product. For instance, a pyramid of TO blocks could be Level 2 structure if it 
emerged more-or-less unplanned as a visitor just kept adding more layers, each less extensive 
than the one below; a Level 3 plan if the visitor copied someone else’s pyramid; a Level 4 plan if 
it was invented (or reinvented) by the visitor—i.e., planned in advance based on an idea of what 
a pyramid should look like.  
 
Then there’s the case of the boy, about 10 years old, who told us he was building a Ziggurat (a 
Mesopotamian-stepped pyramid). He seemed to be starting with an image of a real pyramid, 
adapting it to the materials at hand and taking into account their limitations. As he explained, “I 
was thinking about how stable it would be, and how tall I could get it.” Perhaps we should 
consider that Pyramid (shown below) to be a Level 5 structure. 
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Since this is an evaluation study, it’s important to consider if and how the two Space-filling 
Block units supported visitors on various levels, and if there were missed opportunities that could 
be included in future manifestations of the exhibit. The following attributes of these exhibits 
seemed to support visitors moving up the hierarchies: 
- The two types of blocks—TOs and small SRDs—presented different challenges, with one 

easier than the other (TOs easier than SRDs). 
- Placing the blocks was a challenge at first, but even children at the lower end of the target 

age range were able to get better at it if they applied themselves. It was a “just right” 
challenge for most children in the target age range.  And the challenge naturally evolved as 
visitors’ became increasingly experienced. 

- The congruence between the small and large SRDs got visitors thinking and talking about 
these interesting shapes. 

- There were lots of blocks to play with most of the time. 
- The two sides to each exhibit each had a different template (with different shaped holes to 

put the blocks in). Visitors who figured out one side had to reconsider their rules or mental 
objects if they started building on the other side. 

- The idea of tessellation in three dimensions built on a concept that some visitors were already 
familiar with (tessellation in two dimensions). 

 
Are there ways this exhibit could have been better? We can think of a few revisions to the 
interpretive panel that might be helpful. First, the instructions might be changed so they are more 
encouraging and conversational. They currently read: 
 

Pile up the blocks so they fit together with no space  
between them. (It may be harder than it looks!) 

 
We suggest testing the following revision: 
 

Keep rotating the blocks until you get a perfect fit. 
Fit them together so there’s no space between them.  
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The labels also included hints, for example: Imagine what shape would fit into a space on the 
table, then find that shape on a block.  These hints seemed particularly useful since they matched 
the sorts of spatial reasoning we observed at this exhibit. We suggest highlighting the hints using 
larger font size and by placing them in the center of the panel (moving the interpretive 
explanatory text to the right side). Also, the second hint, Turn the block so it points in the same 
direction as its neighbor, seems like a rule-based approach to block placement. Since rule-based 
placement came earlier in the block-placement hierarchy, we suggest listing this rule first. The 
other hint (mentioned above) is a mental object-based approach. That approach comes later in 
the hierarchy and so should be listed second on the label. 
 
Overall, the exhibit teams’ intentions for these exhibits seemed to be fulfilled for most groups of 
visitors who engaged with this exhibit. By playing with, stacking, and building with the SRD and 
TO blocks, visitors gained first-hand experience with three-dimensional tessellation. They 
reasoned in a very hands-on way about the orientation of stacking required to build a structure, 
and building a required tessellation even when they were not familiar with that concept. And 
visitors who were successful at these exhibits seemed to leave with good feelings about the 
experience, including to varying degrees about the exhibit itself, the geometric ideas behind it, 
and their own abilities at building with novel-shaped blocks. 
 
 

Stellator 
 

Exhibit description here. Photographs here. 
 
This small, relatively inconspicuous exhibit seemed to attract more attention when it was placed 
in the flow of traffic (as at DHDC) than when was it was tucked against a pillar (as at Explo or 
SMM). When visitors noticed the circular window, looked inside, turned the crank, and watched 
what happened, developer’s intentions were often met. Visitors enjoyed watching the 
transformation, experienced something they may have never imagined could happen, and often 
shared their newly developed aesthetic appreciation for this exhibit with others in their group, 
calling them over and saying, “Look here!” Few visitors used the term, stellation, for what they 
saw, but they understood that there was a way to grow stars inside that box. 
 
In terms of spatial reasoning skills, there were indications that respondents enjoyed controlling 
and exploring the transformation with the crank, magically moving from the “regular” to 
stellated shape and back. The congruence explored by visitors was a fairly continuous one—
about the process and intermediate steps as much as the end products.  
 
We saw relatively little evidence of spatial inference at this exhibit, perhaps because respondents 
could get the “point” pretty quickly. For most respondents, this was a stand-alone experience, 
enjoyed but not linked to anything that made them think about it. Few visitors seemed to get 
beyond Level 2, Trial and Error, on the Knowledge Hierarchy of Spatial Reasoning Skills (Table 
5 in the body of the report). However, we did see one case that got us thinking about the 
possibilities. This took place at SMM, where the exhibit was pushed up against a pillar but more-
or-less between the two tables with Space-filling Blocks (Fig. B-37). An older woman was 
standing near the Space-filling Blocks exhibit, watching the exhibits and the younger adults in 
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her group, occasionally informing them of her discoveries (“Here are some more space-filling 
blocks”) but not building anything herself. She noticed the Stellator case and walked over to give 
it a try. She looked up and said, “That’s the two different tables—one with the octahedrons and 
one with the stars.” She wasn’t exactly right—the small SRDs weren’t really formed from 
octahedrons—but that seemed like a really good and useful connection (and another example of 
congruence). The exhibit team might consider ways to arrange these exhibits so that more 
visitors make this connection. 
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Appendix K. Screenshots of the Website 

 

    

   
 
Figure K-1. Home page for the Geometry Playground website. 
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Figure K-2. Example of one of the pages about one of the exhibit themes: Geometry of Seeing. 
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Figure K-3. Geometry Garden page. 
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Figure K-4. Artists in residence page. 
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Figure K-5A. Activities and Links page, upper screens. 
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Figure K-5B. Activities and Links page, lower screens. The Links section has not been 
expanded, thus shows only categories of links. 
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Figure K-6A. Fully-expanded Links section on Activities and Links page, upper screens of links. 
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Figure K-6B. Fully-expanded Links section on Activities and Links page, lower screen of links. 
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Figure K-7. Geometry Playground Flickr page. 
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Figure K-8. Video of visitors on Stack of Stars (when it was called Climb the Stars). 
 
 

 
 
Figure K-9. Part of Geometry Playground home page as it displayed on an iPad screen. 
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Figure K-10. Geometry of Moving page displayed on an iPad screen 
 
 

 
 
Figure K-11. Example of a QR code cell-phone-readable webpage link.
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Appendix L. Critical Review of the Website 

Introduction 
This critical review of the Geometry Playground website was intended to (a) provide the 
project’s web development team with feedback on the design and likely effectiveness current 
website at meetings its goals for its intended audience; (b) make recommendations for the 
development of a mobile version of the project’s website; and (c) help the website team identify 
lessons learned from this website that can be applied to the development of future exhibition 
websites. 
 
The intended audience, purpose, and viewer experience for the website are outlined in the body 
of the report, Description of the Website. The review was conducted by two experienced website 
reviewers who completed a heuristic review using a format that Selinda Research Associates 
developed over multiple projects. (The heuristic was adapted from a template developed by 
Jakob Nielsen: http://www.useit.com/papers/heuristic/).  
 

Findings and Recommendations 
A short summary of the overall findings of the critical review are in the section Design of the 
Website. This appendix includes detailed discussions of the review findings, along with specific 
recommendations associated with the findings.  
 
Recommendations are written as imperatives, although we understand that funding for revisions 
are limited at this time. To help the web team prioritize revisions, recommendations are 
prioritized using three levels.  
 

Level 1 recommendations are the things that probably are not going to “cost” a lot, will 
be relatively straightforward to implement, and will have a big payoff. In other words, 
our recommendation is that Level 1 recommendations should be done, as soon as 
possible, even if there is no money and little staff time.  
 
Level 2 recommendations are things that should be completed if they possibly can. These 
revisions will “cost” a bit more, but will also make a big difference in web visitors’ 
experiences. Level 2 changes might also include those things that might not take much 
effort to implement, but won’t make that much difference. 

 
Level 3 recommendations are more along the lines of “lessons learned.” These are things 
to keep in mind for next time, or if additional money and staff time becomes available.  
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Table L-1.  Critical review of the Geometry Playground website 
Feature Strengths Challenges Recommendations 

Overall 
design of 
this review 

This was a cool 
website with rich 
resources that could 
serve visitors in 
important ways.  
 
We will point out 
many beautiful, 
interesting, and 
useful features of the 
website in this 
“strengths” column 
(arranged by topic, 
below) 
 

However, there were some 
usability issues that arose as 
we explored the website, as 
well as other issues that 
might limit the effectiveness 
of the website for some 
users. We discuss those 
issues in this “challenges” 
column (by topic, below) 
 
In addition, there were 
indications that many 
exhibition visitors wouldn’t 
even know this website 
exists. We also discuss these 
sorts of “findability” issues 
in this challenges column. 
 
Finally, compared with the 
exhibition, the website 
engaged visitors in a more 
limited range of ways. In 
particular, it seemed like a 
pre-social web experience, 
with interesting information 
about some aspects of the 
exhibition, but with no 
chance to, say, interact with 
the exhibits’ developers or 
with other visitors. These 
sorts of issues are also 
discussed in the challenges 
column. 

To meet the challenges 
presented in column 
two, we make specific 
recommendations in this 
column.  
 
Each recommendation 
responds to one or more 
of the challenges posed 
in the cell immediately 
to the left. 
 
Most recommendations 
are prioritized into three 
levels, as discussed 
above.  
 
A few recommendations 
are aimed at shaping the 
development of future 
exhibition websites 
rather than remediating 
the Geometry 
Playground website. 
Such recommendations 
are not prioritized. 
 
 

Finding out 
about the 
website 
 

Googling “Geometry 
Playground,” the 
exhibition website 
was the first one 
listed on the first 
page of results (as 
Geometry 
Playground 
Exhibition | 
Exploratorium) 
 

This website was not called 
out in the exhibition—there 
were no links or hints to its 
existence on the exhibit 
labels. 
 
On the SMM’s website, the 
link to this website was kind 
of buried within a menu on 
the left side on an interior 
page (of SMM’s own 

Add links to the website 
home page on exhibit 
labels. (Level 1) 
 
Use a shortened version 
of the URL in labels 
(e.g. www.gp.edu or 
something so it’s really 
easy to type in). 
www.geometryplaygrou
nd.edu should work, too 
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Feature Strengths Challenges Recommendations 
The same result was 
obtained with a 
Yahoo search from 
an iPhone. 
 
There were links to 
the website on at 
least one host’s 
website (SMM). 
 
 

Geometry Playground 
website). 
 
Although two other hosts 
had Geometry Playground 
web pages (DHDC) or small 
websites (Reuban Fleet), 
neither of these sites linked 
to the Exploratorium’s 
Geometry Playground 
website. 
 
There were no links on other 
publicity signage that we 
saw at host museums 
 

(leave off the 
“exploratorium” part of 
the address if at all 
possible.) (Level 1) 
 
Also link to pages 
within the website 
where appropriate. For 
instance, labels on the 
Artists in Residence 
exhibits should inform 
visitors where they can 
go with their mobile 
phones to see the artists’ 
videos. (Level 1) 
 
Include website links in 
the 
signage/poster/publicity 
templates provided to 
host museums. (Level 1) 
 
Negotiate with host 
museums to feature 
prominent links on their 
own website (as a 
service to their visitors 
and to the educational 
goals of the exhibition). 
(Level 2) 
 
Include a dedicated 
computer in the 
exhibition that connects 
directly to the website 
and the sites it directly 
links to. This could be 
placed near the climbing 
structures, so parents 
could look at it while 
their children play. This 
would be particularly 
wonderful because 
visitors could see the 
Artist in Residence 
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Feature Strengths Challenges Recommendations 
videos immediately 
before or after they see 
and play with examples 
of their work. (Even 
when visitors can 
connect with these using 
their mobile devices, it 
would be nice to see 
them also on a larger 
screen.) (Level 3) 
 
Consider adopting 
technologies like QR 
cell-phone readable 
webpage links used at 
other informal education 
institutions (e.g., Fig. K-
11). (Level 2) 
 
As these changes are 
implemented, keep track 
of how visitors arrive at 
the website, and what 
pages they visit on it. 
Use these results to plan 
publicity for future 
exhibition websites. 
(Level 2) 
 

Identifying 
the purpose 
of website 
 

The homepage 
graphics and text 
clearly 
communicated the 
geometric aspects of 
the website and the 
experiential nature of 
the geometry 
playground 
experience. 
 
The first three 
sentences below the 
name Geometry 
Playground (upper 
left of screen) help 

At first glance it was hard to 
tell from the home page that 
Geometry Playground was a 
physical exhibition that 
website users might be able 
to visit one day. Site users 
needed to read carefully and 
scan (and mouse over) the 
menu choices to see that all 
the choices related to a 
traveling exhibition. 
 
In the uppermost left of the 
screen, one could see the 
name “Exploratorium,” but 
one had to infer that this is 

Add a tagline below the 
homepage title: 
Geometry Playground, 
then something like “A 
traveling exhibition by 
the Exploratorium.” 
(Level 1) 
 
Switch the first and 
second sentences on the 
home page – first tell 
what it is (an 
exhibition), then tell 
how it will “change 
visitors’ lives.” (Level 
1) 
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Feature Strengths Challenges Recommendations 
connect the website 
to the exhibition (see 
Fig. K-1 in Appendix 
K).  
 
At the next level of 
pages within the 
website (e.g., the 
exhibit pages, Fig. K-
2, and Geometry 
Garden, Fig. K-3), 
the purpose of the 
website (to support 
the exhibition) 
becomes clear. 
 

their exhibition. 
 
The first two sentences 
below “Geometry 
Playground” were in the 
wrong order—the exhibition 
should be mentioned in the 
first sentence. 
 
The use of font sizes on the 
upper left part of the 
homepage was inconsistent. 
 
 

 
Standardize the font 
size: The third sentence 
(i.e., the second 
paragraph) was larger 
text on our computers. 
(Level 1) 

Relationshi
p between 
website and 
exhibition  
 

The website provided 
a good overview of 
the exhibition, 
especially the pages 
with slideshows of 
selected exhibits and 
exhibit themes (e.g., 
Fig. K-2) 
 
The Geometry 
Garden page (Fig. K-
3) allowed exhibit 
visitors to revisit 
some of the striking 
pieces from this 
exhibit. 
 
The artist-in-
residence pages (e.g., 
Fig. K-4) provided an 
in-depth experience 
with the artists who 
designed several of 
the exhibits. 

If exhibition visitors went to 
the website seeking more 
information about cool 
exhibits like the Gyroid or 
how an anamorphic mirror 
works might feel frustrated 
that there is no in-depth 
information about this 
exhibits and no links to such 
information. 
 
If a user wanted to locate 
photos or information about 
a particular exhibit, like 
Build a Room or Hopscotch , 
they would have trouble 
finding it, because there was 
no search function specific to 
this website and no list or 
catalog of exhibits. (The 
seeing-moving-fitting 
together classification was 
not an intuitive way to 
search for these exhibits.) 
 

Develop an alternative 
way, beyond the 
slideshows, to access 
photos, information, and 
links about the exhibits. 
This might be a menu of 
exhibit photos rather 
than a list of exhibit 
names (which visitors 
might not remember 
anyway). (Level 3)  
 
Track use of this page to 
see how often website 
users access it and the 
individual exhibits it 
portrays. (Level 3)  
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Home page 
navigation 
 

As shown in Figure 
K-1 (Appendix K), 
there was not a 
standard menu bar on 
the home page. 
Instead, three major 
sections of the 
website (related to 
three aspects of the 
exhibition) could be 
accessed by clicking 
on segments of a 
menu graphic on the 
left/center of the 
screen. The 
organization of the 
three themes was 
described briefly on 
mousing over and 
illustrated by images 
of people at an 
exhibit from that 
section. This was an 
attractive way of 
presenting a useful 
perspective on the 
exhibits—that 
geometry is about 
doing things. 
 
The column on the 
right of the home 
page gave access to 
several other sorts of 
features, with names, 
photo, and short 
description 
(Geometry Garden, 
Artists in Residence, 
Activities and Links, 
and About the 
Project) in an 
intuitive kind of way. 
 
Following web 
conventions, a 

The major challenge 
presented by the home page 
navigation was that the 
vertical left and right menus 
from the home page (Fig. K-
1) were reorganized into 
horizontal tabs on the 
internal pages of the website 
(e.g. Fig. K-2, above and 
below the title, “Geometry 
Playground”). There were 
indications that some users 
will find this confusing. 

(See recommendations 
in the cell below this 
one.) 
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horizontal menu at 
the bottom of the 
screen provided links 
to major parts of the 
Exploratorium’s main 
website. 

Navigating 
the rest of 
the website 
 

As seen in Figure K-
2, the use of tabs at 
the top of the page 
for major sections of 
the website followed 
standard web 
conventions and 
should be familiar to 
most users. Clicking 
through these menu 
choices, the color 
pallets for each page 
helped link it to the 
tab used to access it.  
 
Following web 
conventions, if one 
clicked on the 
Exploratorium 
name/symbol in the 
uppermost left, they 
are taken to the 
Exploratorium’s 
home page. If one 
clicked on 
“Geometry 
Playground” graphic 
(between the rows of 
tabs) you go to the 
Geometry 
Playground website 
home page. As a 
backup (and for text 
readers) there was a 
small “Home” link 
right under the 
graphic, so there was 
the best of both 
worlds, as it were. 
 

The menus that were vertical 
on the home page (Fig. K-1) 
become horizontal tabs on 
the internal pages (Fig. K-2). 
This lack of consistency was 
disconcerting and some 
website users probably won’t 
immediately make the 
connection. 
 
The Activities and links were 
on the same page (Figs. K-5 
and K-6). Reviewers had to 
scroll down and click to 
open “hidden” menus to 
discover the full palate of 
links. That meant that most 
website users will probably 
miss most links.  
 
On many pages the tabs for 
Geometry Garden and 
Activities and Links are not 
linked back to the main page 
for that section. For instance, 
when one is looking at 
photos of artifacts in 
Geometry Garden, one can’t 
get back to the Geometry 
Garden “home” page, other 
than via back arrows. Note 
that this type of navigation 
does work on the three 
Moving, Seeing, Fitting 
sections. 
 
With the activities, some 
opened on the same page (of 
tab), and others (the pdf 
files) opened a new page (or 

Do not change the 
menu/tabs navigation 
for this website, but 
keep the horizontal-to-
vertical issue in mind 
for future websites. 
 
Develop separate tabs 
for activities and links—
they are really very 
different functions for 
the website, and would 
likely be of interest to 
different sorts of users. 
(Level 3) 
 
The tabs for every 
section of the website 
should always link back 
to the main or home 
page for that section. 
(Level 1) 
 
Do not change the 
conventions for opening 
and closing the Activity 
pages for this website, 
but keep the issue in 
mind for future 
websites. 
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tab). This got a bit confusing 
when reviewers tried to get 
back to the Activities page—
should they use the back 
arrow or close the page/tab? 
 

Design 
details and 
web 
conventions 
 

The website used 
well-designed and 
consistent standards 
for fonts, navigation, 
color pallets, and 
tone and style of 
writing. The website 
looked really good! 
 

Reviewers found it kind of 
annoying that the website 
was not centered on the 
screen, particularly with 
rather wide laptop screens. 
 
Also, to close the window of 
a few of the video clips, one 
had to click in the lower 
right, rather than the upper 
right as is standard (see 
screen shot of Stack of Stars 
video Fig. K-8.) 
 

Center the website on 
the screen. (Level 1) 
 
Standardize the closing 
of windows for video 
clips to upper right. 
(Level 2) 
 

Perceived 
richness 
and depth 
of website 
 

The website seemed 
to be rich and deep in 
several important 
areas, such as 
activities, 
art/aesthetics, and 
everyday geometry. 
 

There was not much depth 
for most of the individual 
Geometry Playground 
exhibits, and there were no 
links to more information 
about most of the exhibits. 
 

As mentioned earlier, 
develop an alternative 
way, beyond the 
slideshows, to access 
photos, information, and 
links about the exhibits, 
then track use of these 
pages to see how often 
website users access 
them. (Level 3)  
 

Graphics 
 

Most of the graphics 
were photos, and 
these were great and 
gave a good feel for 
the exhibits. The 
inclusion of people in 
many of the 
photographs was 
great.  
 
There appeared to be 
a good balance of 
still photos and video 
clips.  
 

The slide shows and other 
aspects of the graphics either 
did not display well on 
Apple products like the 
iPhone and iPad (e.g., Fig. 
K-9) or could not be 
displayed at all (e.g., Fig. K-
10). The error messages that 
appeared when this 
happened were misleading. 
 
Some of the photos in the 
Exhibits photo essays were 
of prototype versions of the 
exhibits (e.g., Geometry in 

For future exhibition 
websites (and for the 
mobile website), include 
an Apple friendly 
graphic and slide-show 
format. (Level 3) 
 
Update the Exhibits 
section with exhibit 
photos from the 
completed/installed 
exhibition. (Level 1) 
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The line drawings 
with various 
activities also seemed 
clear and very useful.  
 

Motion) or otherwise out of 
date (e.g., the Gyroid at 
DHDC was two levels high 
and apparently will not be 
installed in San Diego). 

Videos 
 

The video clips were 
interesting and 
enjoyable, adding 
useful perspectives to 
the exhibition 
experience. 
 
Most video clips 
included the duration 
of the clip. This is 
helpful for viewers.  
 
 

A few video clips did not 
include durations, e.g. the 
Gyroid and Star Climber 
loops (see photo of Star 
Climber at end).  
 
The video clips (and the 
slide-show photographs) 
could not be accessed via 
iPhone or iPad. 
 
The reviewers would have 
liked to see videos of the 
Exploratorium developers 
who created the Gyroid, 
Build a Room, and so forth. 
These folks are 
educators/artists/engineers in 
their own right, and telling 
their stories also would 
provide visitors with 
additional information on 
some of the most popular 
exhibits in Geometry 
Playground. (Perhaps they 
could have even talked about 
the spatial reasoning skills 
that visitors practiced at 
these exhibits.)  
 
The time-lapse video of the 
Stack of Stars (then called 
Climb the Stars) missed an 
opportunity to add 
perspective—it could have 
shown the stars being 
assembled, thereby 
reinforcing the tessellation 
concept (which some visitors 
missed in the exhibition). 

Add durations to the 
descriptions on all video 
clips. (Level 1) 
 
For future exhibition 
websites (and for the 
mobile website), include 
an Apple friendly video 
format. (Level 3) 
 
For future exhibition 
websites, include videos 
about the 
Exploratorium’s own 
exhibit developers, too! 
(Level 3) 
 
Change the name on the 
“Climb the Stars” video 
to “Stack of Stars” so it 
is consistent with the 
exhibition. (Level 1) 
 
Make a video of Stack 
of Stars being 
assembled at one of the 
host museums and put it 
on the website, with 
appropriate 
commentary. (Level 3) 

Website The text on the web  Good job! 
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text 
 

pages was short and 
to the point and use 
of geometry terms 
was pretty minimal 
and explained in 
context. 
 
Terms used on the 
activity pages were 
explained in context, 
and there was even a 
sheet identifying 
basic geometric 
shapes. 
 

Finding 
appropriate 
activities 
 

There was a link to 
the “Activities and 
links” page from the 
homepage (lower 
right) and every other 
page (Activities and 
links tab). 
 
When we searched 
for the activities from 
the Exploratorium’s 
home page, there was 
a search box in the 
upper right (good!). 
Searching “geometry 
activities,” the first 
link was the 
Activities page of the 
exhibition website. 
Searching 
“geometry,” the first 
activity was the sixth 
entry on the list of 
returns (gift shop was 
first, exhibition 
website was fifth). 
So, the Activities 
page was relatively 
easy to find from the 
Explo home page. 
 

But what about a teacher just 
browsing through resources 
(without knowing the there 
are geometry resources 
available)? Starting from the 
Exploratorium home page, 
here’s what happened: 
Ø Clicked top left, “Who 

are you?” tab 
Ø Clicked Educators 

(stayed on default For 
elementary educators tab 
at bottom) 

Ø Looked at For Educators 
menu on lower right. 
Nothing obvious, so 
clicked top choice: 
Digital library. 

Ø This page added a new 
choice to the lower right 
menu: Activities, so 
clicked this. 

Ø This took us to a page 
labeled EXPLORE. 
There was a menu of 
activity thumbnails, and 
the first five were all 
Geometry Playground 
activities (on the 
exhibition website). 

We went back to the 

Because you really have 
to fight for attention on 
the Web – and even on 
your own organization’s 
website, we 
recommend: 
• Add a link to Math 

and Geometry 
activities under the 
Exploratorium 
home page 
EXPLORE tab. 
(Level 1) 

• Ask a bunch of 
teacher bloggers 
and teacher 
websites to add 
links to the 
exhibition’s 
Activities page, 
which should 
improve its Google 
ranking (plus get 
some attention 
directly from these 
sites’ readers). 
(Level 2) 

 
Fix the broken links. 
(Level 1) 
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Exploratorium home page 
and noticed that the 
EXPLORE tab was the 
second tab on the top, right 
next to “Who are you?” So 
we could have gotten to this 
page much faster if we had 
used a different route. 
However, when mousing 
over the EXPLORE tab on 
the home page, a list of 
choices popped up right 
below it. None of those 
choices was for math or 
geometry – but if one clicked 
on Everyday Science, the 
first five activities were 
Geometry Playground. (This 
same list of choices is 
available as a menu bar at 
the bottom of the first screen 
for the EXPLORE page.) 
 
We decided to enter the 
Exploratorium website as a 
parent: 
Ø Clicked top left, “Who 

are you?” tab 
Ø Clicked Parent 
Ø At bottom of page were 

two choices: explore 
websites we’ve made 
and explore things to 
make and do. The 
second choice took us to 
the EXPLORE page 
with geometry activities 
as the top five 
thumbnails/choices. The 
first choice took us to 
the same page, but we 
noticed that there were 
links to a bunch of 
websites at the bottom 
of the page: including 
the Geometry 
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Playground website. 
 
Just to check, we went to the 
Google homepage and 
searched for “geometry 
activities” (during April, 
2011). The link to the 
exhibition’s Activities and 
Links page was on page 4 of 
the results (10 per page), 
seventh down. That suggests 
relatively few teachers will 
get there by this route. 
 
During our explorations, we 
found one “dead” link. 
Geometry Playground Home 
> Geometry of Moving > 
Walk A Math Trail Activity 
> [The menu at the top has 
an additional tab that did not 
work: “Events”] 
 
When a user with a Mac 
clicked on this link: 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/geometrypla
yground/  
Activities/GeometricShapesChart.pdf 
 
….they got a page of 
gibberish sometimes, even 
from within the Geometry 
Playground website. But 
then other times, it was fine. 

Design of 
activities 
 

The activities were 
mostly great ideas, 
and many were well 
carried out. 
 
We were glad to see 
that some activities 
were called out from 
the exhibit pages and 
shown as web pages 
(rather than pdfs). 
 
It was good to have 

The printer-friendly versions 
of the web-page activities 
lacked the nice formatting of 
the pdfs. 
 
At least some of the 
activities did not seem 
particularly well-designed or 
tested. For example, the 
handout to make your own 
pocket protector did not 
specify that you need to start 
with a square piece of paper 

Make the web-page 
activities available as 
pdfs (as the printer-
friendly version). (Level 
2) 
 
We didn’t go through 
every activity in detail, 
but we assume that if 
there are problems on 
these few that we did 
look at, there will be 
problems on others. All 
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the printer-friendly 
versions of the web-
page activities in 
addition to the 
printer-friendly pdfs 
for the other 
activities. 
 

within the Try This narrative 
(only under Materials 
needed, but many folks will 
not start there.) The 
Traveling Networks activity 
was also confusing in places. 
If someone didn’t quite get 
what a point was, or for 
example that an edge can be 
curved, it could be 
confusing. And we were not 
sure what this meant “If you 
found that one of these 
networks can’t be 
travelled…” We feel like 
we’re missing something 
(and we’re not going to take 
the time to figure it out right 
now…..similar to a 
classroom teacher, or parent 
we’d imagine.)  

the activities should be 
reviewed by an editor 
and tested by educators 
and then revised 
accordingly. (Level 3) 
 
 

Searching 
within the 
website 
 

The Exploratorium’s 
home page has a 
search box in the 
upper right corner 
that proved very 
useful. 

The lack of a search function 
for the Geometry 
Playground website was 
problematic. For example, 
during initial explorations 
we came across an activity 
about making a pocket 
protractor. We had problems 
locating it again when we 
wanted to re-visit the 
activity. We tried to guess 
the grade level (Fig. K-5A, 
but missed the Outdoor 
Activities on the bottom 
(Fig. K-5B), possibly 
because we assumed those 
would be cross-listed by 
grade. That would have been 
much easier if there had been 
a search box on every 
Geometry Playground page. 
(When we went to the 
Exploratorium home page 
and searched from there, we 
found the Pocket Protractor 

Add a search box in the 
upper right corner of 
every page. When there 
are multiple 
categorization schemes 
(e.g. grade level; 
indoor/outdoor; 
activities for educators; 
etc.), a search box is 
essential. (Level 2) 
 
Alternatively create a 
type of index so each 
activity can be listed in 
multiple categories. 
(Level 3) 
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activity right away.) 
 

Links to 
other 
websites 
 

The links on the 
lower left side of the 
Activities and Links 
page (Fig. K-5B) 
seemed really 
interesting and useful 
to anyone with an 
interest in those 
topics.  
 
The links to geometry 
artists seemed 
particularly special—
we’re not sure how 
else visitors could 
find out that these 
artists exist.  
 
Each of the activity 
pdfs has a link to the 
Geometry 
Playground website 
activity page at the 
top of the first page 
(good!) 

Because most of these 
external links are kind buried 
on the Activities and Links 
page, and because you have 
to click on a topic to see the 
actual links (Fig. K-6A and 
B), many users will never 
discover these wonderful 
resources. 
 
There was no section with 
links to further information 
about popular exhibits, like 
the Gyroid, or popular 
topics, like tessellation. If 
visitors were interested in 
learning more about these 
topics, they had to do so 
without guidance from the 
Exploratorium. If these links 
were included, some users 
might realize that these are 
topics they could explore on 
the web (something they 
might not have thought of on 
their own). 
 
We did not find a link to the 
Exhibit Services webpage 
about Geometry Playground 
< 
http://exs.exploratorium.edu/
services/ rentals/geometry-
playground/ > or vice versa, 
and the vice versa may be at 
least as, or more important. 
(There was, however, an e-
mail address for museums 
that wanted to rent the 
exhibit.) 
 

Develop a separate page 
for links, so these are 
not “buried” under all 
the activity links. Add 
this page to the 
navigation structure of 
the website. 
 
Include links to specific 
sections on the Link 
page on various pages 
of the website. For 
instance, the Artists in 
Residence page should 
include links to not only 
those three artists’ web 
pages, but to the other 
artists listed on the 
current Activities and 
Links page. (Otherwise, 
how are users going to 
know who to search for 
on the web?) 
 
Include a section with 
links specifically related 
to exhibits and the 
topics they cover. 
Maybe even include the 
photos of the exhibits 
beside the links, for 
visitors who don’t 
remember the exhibit 
names. (Note that the 
texts accompanied these 
links could bring some 
web users to this 
website as they search 
for those topics on 
Google, etc.) 
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Serving 
subgroups 
of website 
visitors 
 

The website seemed 
relatively educator 
friendly. For teachers 
of various grade 
levels, the activities 
on the Activities and 
Links page were 
arranged on a menu 
(on the right side of 
the screen) by grade 
level. When you go 
to a specific activity, 
the grade level was 
repeated at the top 
and bottom of every 
activity.  
 
National Council of 
Teachers of 
Mathematics national 
education standards 
were at the bottom of 
some activities. 
 

National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics 
national education standards 
were not included on some 
activities. 
 
Groups such as students, 
parents, artists, and geeks 
were not called out on the 
Geometry Playground 
website (as some of they 
were in the Who Are You? 
section on the Exploratorium 
home page). 
 

Include national 
education standards 
with all activities (or say 
why they cannot be 
included). 
 
Find ways to reach out 
to various subgroups of 
visitors and entice them 
to the Geometry 
Playground website. For 
instance, ad a link to the 
Geometry Playground 
Artists in residence page 
to the Who Are You: 
Artists page on the main 
website (and also make 
sure they can easily find 
the list Geometry artists 
links).  

Use on 
mobile 
devices 
 

The summative 
evaluation revealed 
great potential for 
integrating mobile 
technologies into this 
“playground” exhibit. 
For instance, the 
evaluators observed 
many adults sitting at 
the climbing 
structures using cell 
phones while their 
children played, and 
similar behaviors can 
be expected once 
structures are added 
to outdoor 
playground. There 
should be ways to 
connect with many of 
these adults (at least 
after they have 

The website did not function 
well on iPhones, iPads, and 
other Apple devices, mostly 
because Apple does not 
support Adobe Flash Player. 
For instance, the home page 
text overlapped on a iPad 
screen (Fig. K-9), and the 
videos and photo essays did 
not play on the iPad (Fig. K-
10). 
 

Develop a separate 
mobile homepage that 
will work well on any 
platform. (Level 3) 
 
Make videos accessed 
through the mobile 
homepage available in 
two formats, including a 
format that works on 
iPhones and other Apple 
devices. (Level 3) 
 
Use QR codes (Fig. K-
11), shortened URLs, 
and other approaches to 
help mobile users 
quickly connect to the 
website or directly to 
relevant pages, videos, 
and activities. (Level 3) 
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checked their e-mail 
and Facebook pages). 
 
The activities 
displayed pretty well 
on an iPhone or iPad, 
including both the 
screen-friendly and 
printer-friendly 
versions. 
 

Use of 
social 
media 
 

Social media—
specifically the 
project’s Flickr site—
played an important 
role early in the 
project, and was still 
available to website 
visitors. 
 
Many of the activities 
required or 
encouraged and 
benefited from social 
interactions. 
 
 
 

The website, as currently 
designed, could be a shared 
experience, but little about 
its design seemed to push 
users in that direction (with 
the exception of some of the 
activities).  
 
The Flickr site, as this report 
was written, was largely 
inactive and presented out-
of-date information about the 
exhibition. It said:  
The Geometry Playground is a 
combination of interactive 
exhibition, artful playground, 
and research project in the 
service of creating and 
evaluating a strong experiential 
foundation for geometrical 
learning. This exhibition is 
currently under development at 
the Exploratorium and will 
begin touring science museums 
around the country in 2010. 
  Inspire us! Send us your 
pictures of shapes, 
architecture, lines, volumes, 
macro and microscopic 
imagery. Selected images and 
activities from this Flickr group 
will be featured on an 
accompanying exhibit website. 
  
This outdated information 
told visitors that no one from 
the Exploratorium was 
paying attention to this pool. 

Future exhibit websites 
should be designed as 
interactive parts of the 
exhibition—especially 
the mobile websites.  
 
Part of the exhibition 
experience should 
overlap with the social 
web (e.g., by keeping 
the Flickr site as an 
active part of the web 
experience). (Level 3) 
 
Encourage and facilitate 
meaningful social 
interactions among 
visitors when they are 
using the mobile 
website, especially 
when it’s used in 
playgrounds and in the 
exhibition. (Level 3) 
 
Highlight the link to the 
Flickr photo pool, so 
more website visitors 
will find it. (Level 2) 
 
Update the text 
information on the 
Flickr page. (Level 1) 
 
Highlight the Flickr 
page in the exhibition, 
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 perhaps at the Geometry 
in the Wild photo 
exhibits and at 
Geometry Garden. 
Encourage exhibition 
visitors to add their own 
photos to the site. (Level 
1) 
 
Add photos of the 
completed exhibition 
and a link to the 
Geometry Playground 
website to the Flickr 
pool. (Level 1) 
 

Privacy 
policy 
 

The Exploratorium’s 
privacy policy had a 
link at the very 
bottom of the page, 
which followed 
accepted conventions 
for this sort of thing. 
 

The privacy policy was 
reproduced in small font, and 
it included information that 
would be extraneous for 
most website users. 
 
There were actually two 
separate policies, one was a 
privacy policy and the other 
was a use policy. The use 
policy was especially 
densely worded and 
reproduced.  
 
 

Revise the privacy and 
use policies to put the 
important information at 
the top and in easy to 
read language and fonts. 
(Level 2) 
 
Both policies should 
present a short bulleted 
list up front as a preface 
(or a fleshed out table of 
contents) with the more 
detailed information 
following. These 
bulleted points might 
include, “We collect 
cookies.” “We don’t sell 
your information.” And 
so forth. 
 

Recovering 
for users’ 
errors 
 

The website did very 
well at helping users 
recover from their 
errors. For instance: 
1. When we 

misspelled 
geometry as 
“geometry” in 
the search box on 
Exploratorium’s 

When iPhone and iPad users 
tried to play Flash-based 
slide shows and videos, they 
received a message to upload 
a newer version of Adobe 
Flash Player (which Apple 
does not support). 

Develop alternative 
formats for slide shows 
and videos that can be 
accessed by iPhone and 
iPad users. (Level 3) 
 
For future websites, 
keep in mind the 
disadvantages of 
developing Flash-based 
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home , the 
response 
suggested the 
correct spelling. 

2. When we 
misspelled the 
name of the 
exhibit as 
“gemetryplaygro
und” in the URL 
on my browser’s 
address bar, we 
got the following 
message:  
 

“We’re sorry ...the page 
you requested is not 
available. 

“The page you were 
looking for may not be 
available anymore or it 
may have been moved. 
Please make a selection 
using the top menu or use 
the search function below. 
If you're still having 
trouble finding a page feel 
free to send an email to 
the webmaster.” 

and gave his real 
name and email 
address. We also got 
the same error 
message on a “dead” 
link. 

These seemed like 
good responses. The 
option to email a real 
person with a real 
name is friendly and 
respectful. 
 

applications. 
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Likely 
outcomes 
for website 
visitors 
 

The website will 
probably stimulate 
some visitors to seek 
more information 
about certain 
topics—most likely 
geometry artists, 
because those videos 
are pretty 
interesting—although 
possibly other topics 
as well.  
 

However, because most of 
the external links were kind 
of buried on the Activities 
and Links page (Fig. K-5B 
and K-6A-B), many visitors 
will miss out on 
opportunities to follow up on 
their interests.  
 

As mentioned above, 
split the Activities and 
Links page into two 
separate pages. (Level 3) 

Motivating 
and 
facilitating 
visits to the 
exhibition 
 

The website made the 
exhibition seem 
pretty cool and will 
likely make users 
want to visit if it’s at 
a nearby host 
museum.  
 
There was a link to a 
list of host museums 
and scheduled dates 
for the traveling 
exhibition. The 
information could be 
accessed from a text 
link near the top of 
the home page, which 
led to the list at the 
bottom of the About 
page. 
 
 

Although motivating visits to 
the exhibition was not a goal 
expressed by the project web 
team, it probably should be. 
We expect that most people 
who find the site will not 
have visited the exhibition  
 
The exhibition schedule 
could not be directly 
accessed from pages other 
than the home page. 
 
The exhibition schedule did 
not include links to the host 
museums’ websites or to 
their Geometry Playground 
web pages. 
 
There was no mention of 
things that parents and/or 
educators (and other visitors) 
could do to prepare for and 
then follow up on a visit to 
Geometry Playground. 
 
 

Move the information 
about host sites for the 
traveling exhibition to 
the top of the About 
page (above visitor 
research and geometry 
on playgrounds, which 
more narrowly focused 
on a professional 
audience than at 
exhibition visitors). 
(Level 1) 
 
Include links to host 
museums and to their 
Geometry Playground 
pages. (Level 1) 
 
Add a page specifically 
about visiting the 
exhibition and include a 
link to this page on 
every website page. 
This could include: 
• Info and links for 

current, future, and 
past hosts, with 
links to their home 
pages and 
Geometry 
Playground pages. 

• Information about 
preparing for and 
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following up on a 
visit to the 
exhibition, aimed at 
parents and 
educators. 

• Perhaps called 
something like 
Visiting Geometry 
Playground, just 
like people have 
come to expect to 
find for Visiting the 
Museum. 

(Level 3) 
 

Contributio
ns to 
project 
goals (e.g., 
spatial 
reasoning, 
aesthetics 
and 
everyday 
geometry) 
 

Many aspects of the 
website did a really 
good job of helping 
users appreciate the 
beauty and aesthetic 
aspects of geometry. 
For instance, the 
three photo essays 
associated with the 
three sections of the 
exhibition included 
many beautiful 
photos illustrating 
beautiful phenomena. 
The Geometry 
Garden section 
included many 
photos of beautiful 
artworks, artifacts, 
and natural history 
specimens. The 
Artists in Residence 
videos put a human 
face on the pursuit of 
geometric beauty. 
There was also a link 
to even more 
beautiful images in 
the Geometry 
Playground Flickr 
photo pool. 

It was disappointing that 
spatial reasoning—a major 
focus of the exhibition—was 
almost completely missing 
from the website. Providing 
information and examples of 
spatial reasoning could have 
been a very important way to 
extend and expand visitors’ 
engagements with the 
exhibits, especially for 
educators and parents.  
 
The language of spatial 
reasoning was largely 
missing from the activities, 
and the range of spatial 
reasoning skills practiced in 
the activities seemed rather 
minimal compared with the 
exhibits. It seemed like the 
activity developers were 
thinking geometry, but not 
spatial reasoning. 
 
The link to the Geometry 
Playground Flickr pool was 
small and farther down on 
the home page (on the 
second screen down on some 
computers). 

Create an engaging 
website experience that 
is specifically about 
spatial reasoning, such 
as a video or slide show. 
Something like the 
“Math Trails: Making 
Math Concrete” video 
could be a good 
inspiration, although it 
should be possible to 
develop a more 
interactive approach to 
the topic. (Level 3) 
 
Develop an activity or 
two specifically about 
spatial reasoning 
skills—calling them out 
for both students and 
teachers. (Level 3) 
 
Highlight the link to the 
Flickr photo pool on the 
home page and 
elsewhere, so more 
website visitors will find 
it. (Level 2) 
 
Tag or otherwise call 
out real-world and 
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Also, various aspects 
of the website did a 
really good job of 
highlighting 
geometry in everyday 
life. The three photo 
essays associated 
with the three 
sections of the 
exhibition included 
real-world 
applications. The 
Geometry Garden 
section included 
photos of real-world 
artifacts and natural 
history specimens, as 
did the Geometry 
Playground Flickr 
photo pool. 
 

aesthetic images in the 
Flickr pool. (Level 2) 
 

Expanding 
users’ 
engagement 
with 
exhibition 
themes and 
goals 

The website seemed 
likely to expand 
visitors’ engagements 
with the exhibition in 
several ways. The 
strongest aspects of 
the site were: 
• Giving visitors a 

way of thinking 
about geometry 
that goes beyond 
just shapes, e.g., 
Geometry of 
Moving, etc., 
Geometry 
Garden, and 
more. 

• The videos of the 
artists who 
created some of 
these exhibits. 

• The activities. 
 
Website users could 

Aside from the activities, the 
website was a fairly passive 
experience. Users looked at 
photos and videos and did a 
bit of reading. That didn’t 
really match the high levels 
of physical, social, 
emotional, and intellectual 
engagement that were 
common in the exhibition.  
 
There were few online 
activities developed for use 
at specific exhibits. 
(However, there were links 
to other website’s online 
activities on the Activities 
and Links page.) 
 

Develop activities and 
information specifically 
for use at particular 
exhibits, especially for 
the mobile website. 
There are lots of great 
opportunities here, like 
activity suggestions and 
extra information that 
parents can access with 
cell phones and tablets 
while sitting at the 
climbing structures 
(perhaps by scanning 
QR codes). (Level 3) 
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gain interesting 
perspectives on some 
of the exhibits, 
including 
perspectives that 
were not highlighted 
in the exhibition (or 
not shown in the 
same way). Example: 
Video of ball rolling 
through computer 
animated Gyroid. 
 
The activities 
provided a broad 
range of intellectual 
engagements for 
visitors, as well as 
physical, social, and 
emotional 
engagements.  
 

 
 


